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ABSTRACT

The Secretary of Energy requested the National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
Committee on international Security and Arms Control to evaluate disposition

options for weapons-grade plutonium. The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) offered to assist the NAS in this evaluation by investigating the technical

aspects of the disposition options and their capability for achieving plutonium anni-
hilation levels greater than 90%. This report was prepared for the NAS to document
the gathered information and results from the requested option evaluations.

Evaluations were performed for 12 plutonium disposition options involving five
reactor and one accelerator-based systems. Each option was evaluated in four tech-

nical areas: ( 1) fuel status, (2) reactor or accelerator-based system status, (3) waste-
processing status, and (4) waste disposal status. Based on these evaluations, each

concept was rated on its operational capability and time to deployment. A third rat-
ing category of option costs could not be performed because of the unavailability of
adequate information from the concept sponsors.

Based on these evaluations, the INEL believes that if plutonium annihilation lev-
els greater than 90% are desired by policy, only those options that reprocess irra-
diated fuel can reasonably achieve this goal. Half of the disposition options

evaluated included reprocessing. The four options achieving the highest rating, in
alphabetical order, are the Advanced Light Water Reactor with plutonium-based
ternary fuel, the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor with plutonium-based fuel, the
Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor with uranium-plutonium-based fuel, and the Mod-

ular High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor with plutonium-based fuel. Of these
four options, the Advanced Light Water Reactor and the Modular High Tempera-
ture Gas-Cooled Reactor do not propose reprocessing of their irradiated fuel. Time
constraints and lack of detailed information did not allow for any further ratings
among these four options. The INEL recommends these four options be investi-

gated further to determine _he optimum reactor design for plutonium disposition.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as _., account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government norany agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
enee herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Governmentor any agency thereof.



SUMMARY

The Secretary of Energy requested the National results for each of the four areas and a recom-
Academy of Sciences (NAS) Committee on mended grouping of plants according to plulonium

International Security and Arms Control (CISAC) annihilation capabilities follows.
to evaluate disposition options for weapons-grade
plutonium. The Idaho National Engineering Labo- Fuel Status
ratory (INEL) offered to assist the NAS in this
evaluation. The NAS indicated that gathering Previous fuel development work for many of the

information from the sponsors of reactor and accel- options concentrated on uranium-based fuel. As a
erator-based options on the capability of their sys- result, plutonium-based fuel development has been
terns to annihilate plutonium (destruction of 90% limited and demonstration of full-scale fuel fab-
to 99.9% of the plutonium) and providing an evalu- rication has not been made. Based on the current
ation of this information would be very beneficial fuel status, the development and fabrication, of plu-

in selecting a preferred plutonium disposal tonium-bearing fuels will be on the critical path if
method. This report was prepared for the NAS to annihilation of a high percentage of the plutonium
document the gathered information and the results (90% or greater) is desired. Fuel development will
from the requested option evaluations, consume much of the time required to design and

construct any of the reactor or accelerator-based

The following four areas were identified where options.
additional information could provide increased
understanding of the capability of the reactor and Two fuel forms have been proposed for both the

accelerator-based options to annihilate plutonium: ALMR and ALWR options. A uranium-plutonium-
(l) fuel status, (2) reactor and accelerator-based based metal fuel has been proposed for the ALMR

system status, (3) waste-processing status, and reference fuel cycle (referred to as ALMR-R) and a
(4) waste-disposal status. A set of questions was plutonium-based metal fuel for a maximum burner
developed in each of these areas and transmitted to or annihilation cycle (ALMR-MB). A mixed oxide

the following option sponsors for response: (MOX) fuel has been proposed for the ALWR
(ALWR-MOX) and also a ternary fuel (ALWR-T)

• Brookhaven National Laboratory--Particle to provide more rapid plutonium annihilation.

Bed Reactor (PBR) Fuel development of the ALWR-MOX has been

• General Atomics--Modular High Tempera- completed. Irradiation testing of the ALMR-R fuel
ture Gas-Cooled Reactor (MHTGR) is under way at Argonne National Laboratory

• General Electric Company/Argonne National (ANL). Vital developmental work remains for the

Laboratory--Advanced Liquid Metal ALMR-MB, ALWR-T, and MHTGR fuels. Signif-
Reactor (ALMR) icant development work will be required for the

fuel and the components associated with the core
• Los Alamos National Laboratory-- region (frits, etc.) for the PBR. Insufficient

Accelerator-Based Conversion System information on fuel development needs was pro-
(ABC) vided by sponsors of the ABC and MSR, but

• Oak Ridge National Laboratory--Molten reviews by the INEL indicate that additional fuel
Salt Reactor (MSR) development is required.

• Westinghouse Savannah River Company-- The INEL believes that sponsor estimates for
Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR). fuel fabrication facility costs and schedules may be

optimistic because experience with uranium oxide
Responses from sponsors, together with the fuel cannot be directly extrapolated to plutonium-

original proposals, were reviewed and evaluations based fuel fabrication. Plutonium fuel facilities
of option capabilities were made. A summary of will have more complex and difficult safely and



environmental issues to resolve. In addition, all have lt_ consicier the licensing of MOX fuel on a
fabrication and storage facilities will likely be plant-by-plant basis.

funded by the Department of Energy (DOE) and
reside on a highly secure DOE reservation, which ALWR-T and MHTGR options are capable of
could result in higher costs and longer schedule annihilating high percentages of 23_pu and 241pu

durations. Operating costs and durations are without reprocessing. The ALWR sponsor pro-

expected to be greater than currently encountered poses using a ternary fuel to achieve annihilation of
for uranium-based fuel. However, operating costs a significant fraction of the total plutonium iso-

are a small part of the overall costs of the plant, topes without reprocessing. ALWR-T high anni-
hilation percentages can only be reached through
in-reactor fuel assembly resident times signifi-

Reactor and Accelerator System cantly longer than current LWR fuel assemblies
Status typically experience. Further investigation would

be required to determine whether ALWR-T fuel

The INEL believes that annihilation of pluto- assembly materials could survive long resident
nium is preferred over denaturing. Furthermore, times without being refurbished. The MHTGR

sponsor proposes employing a fuel management
because it is possible to construct a nuclear explo-
sive device from a wide range of plutonium isoto- scheme that involves shuffling irradiated fuel

blocks into the core reflector region to achieve
pic concentrations, the INEL believes that the
capability to annihilate all five plutonium isotopes annihilation of large fractions of all plutonium iso-
(238pu, 239pu, 240pu, 241pu, and 242pu) is a better topes. Further investigation would be required to

determine the practicality of such a fuel manage-
measure of a concept's effectiveness than the ment scheme.
capability to annihilate just the 239pu and 241pu
isotopes. A discussion of the capabilities of the Calculations by option sponsors indicate that
reactor and accelerator-based options to annihilate

concepts with reprocessing can achieve near total
plutonium follows, plutonium annihilation in shorter durations than

nonreprocessing options. A comparison of the plu-

The original ALWR option description proposed tonium depletion rates of all reactor and accelera-
using mixed oxide (MOX) fuel for disposition of tor-based concepts is provided in Figure S-1. As
plutonium. The ALWR sponsor response states seen from this figure, the ABC, ALMR-MB, MSR,
that ternary fuel (PuO2-ZrO2-CaO) is now the pre- and PBR reprocessing concepts can achieve near
ferred fuel. The INEL believes that the change in total annihilation in a 32- to 45-year period. The

ALWR fuel choice is possibly because use of MOX MHTGR fuel scheme does not allow for reproces-
fuel to annihilate 50 MT of plutonium would sing of all irradiated fuel and annihilation levels
require long periods of time or large numbers of achieved by other reprocessing options cannot be
reactors. Numerous fuel-reprocessing cycles attained by the MHTGR. Total annihilation of the
would be necessary. Although the use of existing weapons-grade plutonium can be accomplished for

commercial reactors may be possible, reprocessing the ALMR-R concept, but over an estimated
would likely become the critical path for mission 160-year period. The INEL believes that the best
completion. Large amounts of spent fuel would nonreprocessing option is the ALWR-T. The maxi-
have to be shipped to centralized reprocessing faci- mum achievable annihilation level for this concept
lities, increasing the potential for diversion. In is 65% over a 32-year period. Table S- 1shows the

addition, the time and cost to license a large hum- time required to annihilate various percentages of
bet of commercial light water reactors (LWRs) for 50 MT for the options that use reprocessing.
MOX fuel could be substantial. Because commer- Results from this table indicate that the concepts
cial LWRs are not standardized, it is likely that the that can annihilate total plutonium quickest are the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) would ABC and ALMR-MB. These concepts are closely

vi
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Table S-1. Time required to annihilate various fractions of 50 MT Pu for reactor and accelerator systems,
assuming reprocessing of the irradiated fuel.

Annihilation time (years) a

Concept MW(t) 90% 95% 99% 99.9%

ABC 4,260 37.8 39.9 41.6 42.0

ALMR-R b 4,239 144.1 152.1 158.5 159.9

ALMR-MB c 4,239 37.9 40.0 41.7 42.1

ALWR-T a 3,636 NR NR NR NR

MHTGR 4,050 39.8 42.0 43.8 U

MSR 3,030 53.2 56.1 58.5 59.0

PBR 3,600 44.8 47.3 49.3 49.7

U--This level of annihilation is unachievable.

NR--No reprocessing proposed.

a. 75% capacity factor assumed for each concept.

b. ALMR reference fuel cycle with 0.61 conversion ratio.

c. ALMR maximum burner fuel cycle with 0.02 conversion ratio.

d. ALWR ternary fuel with one-third reload fuel management scheme.

followed by the MHTGR and PBR. However, no The INEL believes that sponsor estimates for
method has been proposed for reprocessing the system development and construction costs and
MHTGR or PBR fuel particles. In addition, the schedules are optimistic and that costs would be
ABC, MSR, and PBR concepts are not highly higher and schedules would be longer than pre-

developed and will require a significantly longer dicted. Startup and operational costs are expected
time period to implement and deploy, to be similar to those of currently operating reactor

facilities on a per reactor basis.

Technology development issues must be
resolved for all reactor and accelerator-based sys- Waste-Processing Status
tems. Criticality and reactivity control during reac-
tor operation must be examined when annihilating A detailed technical assessment of the waste-

large percentages of plutonium. Development processing area was not performed by the INEL.
work on a reactor concept similar to the PBR Waste characterization work will be necessary for
option in the Commonwealth of Independent all plutonium-based fuels. Waste processing is an
States indicates that substantial development work integral part of the ABC, ALMR, and MSR. Tech-
is required for the PBR. Specific technology devel- nical development of the ALMR waste-processing

opment issues for the ABC, MSR, and PBR system is under way at ANL. Waste processing for
options were not identified because these concepts the ABC and MSR requires process and compo-
are in a preliminary stage of conceptual develop- nent development for plutonium-based fuels. The
ment. It is clear that significant issues relating to sponsor indicated that waste processing is not nec-
materials, design, and fabrication would have to be essary for the PBR because no reprocessing is pro-
resolved before these concepts could be posed and the panicles would be packaged and sent
constructed, to a waste disposal facility. Waste processing for
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pletely evaluated. Oak Ridge National Laboratory concept has a notable advantage in the waste char-
examined disposal of uranium-based MHTGR fuel acterization area, the ABC, ALMR, and MSR con-
and concluded fuel elements could be safely placed cepts all have decreased repository requirements

in a repository without waste processing. Waste such as radioactive lifetime of their final fucl term

processing for the ALWR-T fuel would require and minimal criticality control issues. Further
more complex and time-consuming processes than study is required to characterize each option's
the MOX fuel. Sorne benchtop development work waste streams and long-term storage implications.
for the uranium-based ternary fuel has been done.

General Rating of Plutonium
Waste-Disposal Status Annihilation Options

Several waste-disposal packages are possible

using reactors or an accelerator. Each of the pos- The INEL produced ratings for the reactor and
sible waste packages has disposal issues that must accelerator-based systems considering only
be considered in a comparative evaluation process, options that have the capability to annihilate large
including: fractions of weapons-grade plutonium. These rat-

ings have a different basis than ratings produced by

• Repository Availability. The likelihood of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
waste from the reactor or accelerator-based because its ratings considered options that dena-

concepts going to the first geological reposi- tured plutonium as well as options that annihilated
tory is very low and plans for a second reposi- some or most of the plutonium. For the INEL's rat-
tory have not been initiated. Monitored ing, three areas of comparison were selected:

storage of plutonium, or its denatured form, (1) operational capabilities of the !qssion options,
could be required for several decades. (2) time required to deploy reactor or accelerator,

and (3) cost estimates based on sponsor-supplied

• Repository Control. There are two key information. A brief discussion of the first two
variables in the control of material in a repos- areas follows, lnstffficient valid cost data are avail-
itory: control/containment of radioactive able to develop sound estimates for future use. Fur-
material and control of criticality. Criticality ther work is required to produce defendable and
control is difficult to demonstrate to the gen- comparable cost estimates.

eral public because the fissionable material

decays very slowly, which means material The methodology for rating operational capabil-

could be available to forna a critical mass for ity of the options followed the rating methodology
long periods of time. In addition, there is no developed by LLNL. Four stages of operational
evidence that the containment material will capability were defined as:
last the long times necessary to prevent the
fissionable material from migrating into a
critical geometry. • Concept Feasibility (CF). The physical

principles associated with the concept arc

• Waste Forms and Characterization well understood and general feasibility has

Programs. Any new waste forms will been established.
require characterization and performance
testing prior to acceptance at a fut'Jre gee- • EngineeringFeasibility (EF). The engi-

logic repository, neering system, subsystems, and major com-
ponents have been identified and their

Several option sponsors recognized these issues perfonrmnce has been generally established.
and it is clear adequate consideration of waste dis- A design basis, including design basis acci-
posal needs in all options requires further inves- dents and preliminary system response to

tigation. Although it does not appear that any such events, has been developed.



• At-Scale Operation (ASO). A successful three distinct groups. The ALMR-R uses fuel cur-
operation, which is larger than bench scale renlly developed and replaces blanket material.
and smaller than full scale exists. Results show that it would take approximately

144 years to annihilate 90c,4,of the assumed 50 MT
• Presently-ExistingCapability (PEC). of plutonium. The ALMR-MB, ALWR-T, and

Similar, but not necessarily identical, systems MHTGR would fall within the same deployment

are cutxently operating successfully, period because each requires fuel development and
testing tk_rplutonium-based fuel. The ABC, MSR,

Table S-2 summarizes the rating of options. The and PBR require additional development and
most significant change in this table from the design efforts.
LLNL report is in rating of engineering feasibility

for the ALWR. In examining the sponsor's Recommendations
information, the INEL concluded the ternary fuel

requires additional development before its engi-
neering feasibility becomes definite. Ratings of Because insufficient time and information was
ABC, MSR, and PBR were listed as partial because available to the _NEL to perform detailed compari-

engineering feasibility has not been proven for all sons of each concept, the INEL recommends fur-
systems components, ther study of the what it believes are the top four

concepts_ALMR-R (Advanced Liquid Metal

Categorization by time to deployment is based Reactor with reference fuel cycle), ALMR-MB

on a system capable of annihilation of plutonium. (Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor with maximum
Information from the LLNL report was used in burner fuel cycle), ALWR-T (Advanced Light

categorization, but different durations were Water Reactor with ternary fuel), and MHTGR
assigned. Table S-3 shows options falling into (Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor).



Table S-2. Operational capability of plutonium annihilalion options.

ALMR-R ALMR-MB ALWR-T MHTGR ABC MSR PBR

CF Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

EF Yes Probably b Probably c Probably d Partial d Partial e.f Partial e

ASO Probably a No No No No No No

PEC No No No No No No No

a. Assuming Fuel Cycle Facility operation.

b. Based on experience with uranium plutonium-based fuel, recognizing the need for additional fuel

development work.

c. Based on experience with uranium-based ternary fuel, recognizing the need for additional fuel

and reactor kinetics development work.

d. Assuming review of Peach Bottom PuO2 TRISO panicle tests will validate fuel performance and

acceptable plutonium core accident response can be established.

e. Requires large scale-up of MSR.

f. Design basis, including design basis accidents, has yet to be developed.

Table S-3. Ranking of plutonium annihilation options based on time to deployment.

Group Concept rankings Comments

I ALMR-R Moderate extension of current technology, but a slow
(5-10 yr) annihilation option

II ALMR-MB Technical development of plutonium-based fuel required

(10--20 yr) ALWR-T Technical development of plutonium-based fuel required

MHTGR Technical development of plutonium-based fuel required

III ABC Extensive technical development of concept required

(20-30 yr) MSR Extensive technical development of concept required

PBR Extensive technical development of concept required

xi
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Comparison of Plutonium
Disposition Options

1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear weapons in both the United States and • If policy dictates burning up as much of the
Commonwealth of Independent States will be dis- plutonium as possible with a once-through

mantled as a result of recent nuclear arms reduction cycle (avoiding the cost and complexity of
agreements. Plutonium removed from these weap- reprocessing), what would be the best
ons must be dispositioned in a manner that will pre- approach?
vent future use for hostile purposes. A wide range
of methods for denaturing or annihilating the pub- • If policy dictates annihilating the plutonium
lished 50 metric tons (MT) processed by the United (to 99.9%), including reprocessing, what

States have been proposed. The Secretary of would be the best approach'?
Energy requested the National Academy of

At a meeting in Berkeley, California, betweenSciences (NAS) Committee on International Secu-
the INEL and the CISAC Reactor Panel, plutoniumrity and Arms Control (CISAC) to evaluate dis-

position options, annihilation levels ranging from 90% to 99% were
discussed. An additional request was received for a

calculation of 99.9% (or perhap,_;parametric curves
The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory of different percentages versus time). A final

(INEL) staff is supporting the CISAC Reactor request was received to identify potential technical
Panel by providing technical analysis in three spe- issues that could delay implementation of reactor
cific areas: or accelerator options. These two questions and

requests form the bounding cases for this study.
1. Assistance in evaluation of proposals sub-

mitted by sponsors of reactor and accelerator- To assist in better understanding the bounds for
based concepts by providing a basis from these cases and examining technical issues, INEL
which objective comparisons can be made. personnel developed a set of questions to obtain

information from the option sponsors. Questions

2. Evaluation of the feasibility of using pluto- were asked regarding the status of (a) fuel devel-
nium fuels (without uranium) for disposal in opment and fuel fabrication facilities, (b) reactor or
existing commercial light water reactors accelerator development and capability to denature
(LWRs). or annihilate plutonium, (c) waste processing

development and capabilities, and (d) the disposal
of waste. A full set of questions is presented in

3. Preconceptual analysis for a reactor specifi-
Appendix A.cally designed for destruction of weapons-

grade plutonium. Option sponsors expressed several divergent
opinions on which plutonium isotopes should be

This volume presents the results of the INEL's annihilated and the isotopic composition that
activities to date in the first area. Separate volumes would make weapons-grade plutonium unsuitable
address the other two areas, for further use in weapons. Some indicated that it

should only be necessary to annihilate 239pu while
The CISAC Reactor Panel indicated particular others indicated that all plutonium isotopes should

interest in an outline of bounding cases for the dis- be annihilated. Los Alamos National Laboratory
position of plutonium. For reactor and accelerator (LANL) transmitted Figure 1 to demonstrate a

options, the following bounding cases were pro- wide range of plutonium isotopes a,_d other acti-
posed: nides, or combinations thereof, can become critical



within reasonable mass limits. LANI, recognized (a) 90, 95, and 99% annihilation of initial 23"Puand

critical mass was not the only factor for consider- 241pufor systems with no recycling, (b) 90, 95, 99,

ation in design of a nuclear weapon, but it was a and 99.9% annihilation of initial 23_pu and 241pu
i

very important factor. To accommodate a range of tbr systems with recycling, and (c) 90, 95, 99, and
opinions on burnup, three questions on annihila- 99.9% annihilation of all the initial plutonium

tion were asked on the capability of the options for isotopes.
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Sponsors proposed five different reactor types in Appendix B. Because the CANDU uses natural
and one accelerator-based concept. The possibility uranium fuel, the INEL expects fuel development
of using different fuel types and fuel management would include both development and irradiation
schemes in several reactors increases the number efforts. It is not significantly different from the fuel
of possible options to about 12. Responses did not development efforts for the other reactors. If the
discuss the use of commercial reactors and alter- plutonium was mixed with the natural uranium,

nate fuels were only proposed for reactor types, annihilation rates would be expected to be rela-
Detailed information on the following eight tively low. Use of poisons in the fuel could possi-

options are presented (in alphabetical order accord- bly help achieve higher burnups by improving the
ing to their acronyms): kinetic properties (for example, Doppler coeffi-

cient) of the fuel. Online refueling offers an advan-
• Accelerator-Based Conversion System tage in attaining high burnups, but reactivity

(ABC) control and neutron kinetics would have to be care-

fully examined to ensure stable, safe operation.
• Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor Maximum Although the reactor technology is well developed

Burner Fuel Cycle (ALMR-MB) and quite tlexible in its capabilities, it is unclear

• Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor Reference that the CANDU has significant advantages over
Fuel Cycle (ALMR-R) other reactor or accelerator concepts. Additional

information on this concept may provide a better

• Advanced Light Water Reactor with Mixed indication of its potential for plutonium destruc-
Oxide Fuel (ALWR-MOX) tion.

• Advanced Light Water Reactor with Ternary Responses developed by sponsors were eva-
Fuel (ALWR-T) luated by a team of INEL engineers, scientists,

operators, and other personnel familiar with
• Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled nuclear reactor types and issues to provide further

Reactor (MHTGR) insights on the applicability of each option. The

remainder of this report summarizes information
• Molten Salt Reactor (MSR) received from concept sponsors and presents the

• Particle Bed Reactor (PBR). INEL's evaluation. A grouping ot"options is sug-
gested based on capability to armihilate plutonium
and current developmental status.Contact was n_,':established early enough to

receive significant i_lonnation on Canadian deute-
rium-uranium (CANDU) reactors. A letter from Conclusions and recommendations are followed

Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited, provided pre- by Appendices C-H providing sponsor-supplied
liminary answers to the questions and is included information for each concept.



2. SPONSOR RESPONSES AND INEL EVALUATIONS

Sponsor responses to questions are presented in have satZ'ly and environmental issues thai will be
Appendices C-H and summarized for each clues- complex and difficult to resolve. In addition, all
lion in this section. A discussion of INEL technical fabrication and storage t'acililies will likely reside
evaluations is presented when additional informa- on a highly secure Department of Energy (D()EI
lion is considered necessary for improved under- reservation, imposing additional costs and sched-
standing of technical details. The presentation ule durations. A plutonium fuel production facility
format first states the question, followed by INEL sufficiently large and secure ix projected to cost
evaluation and a summary of sponsor responses, more and lake longer to design, build, and make

operatiorml than a uranium fuel facility. ()perating

Ratings on technological readiness from Law- costs and durations are expected to be greater than
rence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) ! currently encountered for uranium-based fuel.
indicate that the ABC, MSR, and PBR are in early However_ operating costs are a small part of the

stages of development. Answers provided by spon- overall costs of the plant. It is not clear that these
sors of these options to some of the questions differences are adequately considered in the spon-
reflect this situation. The INEL believes there are sor estimates.

large uncertainties in the remaining technical
development required for these concepts and in The next sections detail the questions on fuel
cost and schedule estimates. In some cases, no development and fabrication and a summary of the

attempt was made to further clarify the information sponsors' responses. Although the ALWR sponsor
supplied for particular options, provided responses for the mixed oxide fuel

(ALWR-MOX) option, both the INEL reviewers

2.1 Fuel Status and the sponsor agree that this fuel is not well
suited for annihilating large quantities of pluto-
nium in reasonable time periods. Consequently,

Four questions were posed to the sponsors extensive comments are not provided on the
regarding fuel system requirements for fabrication ALWR-MOX option.
ot"an acceptable fuel type. These questions related

to quality of weapons-grade plutonium, require- 2.1.1 Fuel Feed Material. Question ! was posed

ments for additional technical development of fuel to the concept sponsors regarding the purity of the
or fuel fabrication process, and cost estimates for plutonium required for their fuel fabrication pro-
development and implementation of the fuel sys- cess:
tem.

!. Did you assume that l_lutonium (Pu02 or Pu
In general, development and fabrication of plu- metal) used in the.[i,'! wcmhl be fi'ee of cem-

tonium-bearing fuels will be the major Imrdle for tanlinants (alloying metals and anleri_'ium
most options if policy dictates anniailation of now in the hr,'lear weapon pit.st? Will ttw.li,'i
between 90 and 99r/_ of all plutonium isotopes proposed he negatively iml)a('tedil'l_httonit_t_l
within a 20- to 40-year period. Vital devel'_pment i,s t'ontaminated with these alloying metals
work remains for plutonium fuels capable of the and tilt' ameri_'i,m?
high burnup levels necessary and projections fore-

cast completion within 5 to 10 years. Table ! summarizes the sponsor responses.
Responses from two sponsors (ABC and ALMR)

Sponsor estimates for fuel fabrication facility indicate fuel cycles could accept weapons-grade
costs and schedules may be optimistic. The spon- plutonium or oxide made directly from weapons-
sors assumed experience with uranium oxide fuel grade plutonium, without removal of contami-
could be directly extrapolated to plutonium-based nants. The MSR response indicates contaminants

fuel fabrication, The plutonium fuel facilities may may not affect the fuel but should be examined.



Table 1. Sponsor responses on influence of contaminants in the plutonium on the fuel.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR Plutonium with alloying metals and americium is acceptable tk_rthe metal fuel
used. Plutonium cleanup can be accomplished in the electro-refiner, if needed.

ALWR-MOX Alloying metals and americium would be removed from the plutonium belk_re
fuel fabrication.

ALWR-T Although not specifically stated, the response on MOX fuel is assumed to
apply.

MHTGR Alloying metals and americium would be removed from the plutonium before
fuel fabrication.

MSR Alloying metals would not be expected to have a significant negative effect on
the fuel, but they should be examined. Americium would be transmuted or
taken out in the waste stream.

PBR The process proposed for preparing fuel is relatively insensitive to
contaminants. More information on the contaminants would be necessary to

answer the question.

The INEL's evaluation indicates contaminants Table 2 summarizes the sponsor responses to
should be identified and an assessment made to this question. The following is a discussion of the

determine effects on concepts using liquid fuels INEL evaluation of the sponsor responses. These
(ABC and MSR). Depending on the products of the evaluations are presented alphabetically by con-
chemical reactions between contaminants and cept acron3,m.

salts, acceptable levels of contaminants may need
to be established and fuel stability assessed.

Advanced Light Water Reactor--Ternary
Capability and availability of facilities for pluto- (ALWR-T). Response for ternary fuel indicates the

nium processing will affect availability and capac- effects of plutonium on Doppler feedback and the

ity of some options to produce fuel. Two sponsors possibility of separation of plutonium oxide from
(ALWR-MOX and MHTGR) show an early need other fuel constituents during severe accidents are
for a fuel facility with capabilities to remove con- identified for further investigation.
taminants and other actinides from the weapons-

grade plutonium and produce high grade pluto-

nium oxide or metal. The INEL's staff believes additional develop-
mental work will also be necessary. Using the ref-

2.1.2 Technical Development R_)quire- erence given in the sponsor response, ternary fuels
ments. Question 2 was posed to concept based on UO2-ZrO2-CaO have becn used in sev-

sponsors regarding the technical work require- eral reactor applications including Shippingport,
ments for completion of fuel development: Power Burst Facility, and the light water breeder

reactor. The addition of CaO and ZrO2 lowers the

2. Briefly describe the technical wori: scope melting point of UO2. Thermal conductivity of the
necessats to complete development _!f,hejitel UO2-ZrO2-CaO system is about half that of UO2.
and its estimated duration. ZrO2 undergoes a monoclinic to tetragonal trans-



Table 2. Sponser resp(mseson technical work scope for develot'mmntof the fuel alId its duration.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR Both the standard fuel and the fuel for the moderale burner (0.6 conversion

ratio) are considered developed. The maximum burner fuel (().(12conversion
ratio) requires some development work for fuel fabrication and performance
testing. Preliminary evaluation of this fuel indicates no undue strain on the fuel
cycle.

ALWR-MOX There is essentially no developmenl needed based on experience in Europe and
Japan.

ALWR-T It is fully developed with apparently no additional work required. It has been
manufactured by Westinghouse Advanced Energy Systems Division and
evaluated in U.S. and foreign programs.

MHTGR Required development activities for plutonium fuel will directly parallel those
defined for the NP-MHTGR highly enriched uranium fuel development
program. Eighteen months would be added to the NP-MHTGR fuel
development program. (See Appendix F tor details.)

MSR The fuel development constitutes the dissolving the metal with fluoride into a

molten stilt. There are various chemical possibilities. All of them do not require
much development. The duration is not significant.

PBR A process similar to that demonstrated for uranium would have a high
probability of success. Three steps are outlined in Appendix H. The duration is
estimated to be about five years with sufficient funding.

formation at about 10{X)°C.The addition of CaO at the plutonium-based ternary fuel. Phase equilibria
greater than 15 m/eu stabilizes a face-centered have been treated as a pseudo-ternary diagram, but
cubic structure that is compatible with the UO2 actually the phase diagram is a four component

face-centered cubic structure. These effects system (Pu, Ca, Zr, and O) in which stoichiometry
emphasize the importance of knowing the thernaai, plays an important part in the phase equilibria,
mechanical, and physical properties of these alloys thermal properties, and mechanical properties.
;is a function of temperature and composition, par-
ticularly stoichiometry. No direct experience was Thermal conductivity of the UO2-ZrO2-CaO
found lk_rPuO2-ZrO2-CaO fuels in the sponsor ref- system is aboul half thai of UO 2. Assuming that the
erence. PuO2-ZrO-,-CaO system behaves similarly for

establishing a trend which may not beavalid
assumption, low thermal conductivity causes a

The addition of CaO and ZrO2 lowers the melt- higher fuel temperature than that t"_rUO2 for the
ing point of UO2. The naagnitude is composition same power level and heat transfer conditions.

dependent, but an estimate for UO2-ZrO2-CaO is Because of lower melting points and higher fuel
about 17{}°Clower than that of LIO2. The melting temperatures, the operating power level and hence
point of PuO-, is 2425°C, 415°C lower than that of plutonium burnup rate may have to be down-

UO2. Phase equilibria in PuO2-ZrO2-CaO cannot graded. This effect emphasizes the importance of
simply be extrapolated frorrl UO2-ZrO2-CaO fuel. knowing the thermal, mechanical, and physical
Melting points as a function of temperature (deter- properties of these alloys as a function of tempera-
ruination of phase equilibria) would have to be ture and composition, particularly stoichiometry.
found in order to establish operating margins for The latter is why extrapolation from a UO2 system



to a PuO2 system is not warranted, because the Particle Bed Reactor (PBR). Fucl technical
stoichiometry will be different at operating power, issues fi_cus on fuel particle integrity, fuel element
Furthermore, removal of uraniunl may lead to a integrity, and power/flow matching. Each of these

positive temperature coefficient. This issue also broad issues will be briefly discussed and
needs to be investigated, additional details are provided in Appendix !.

Resolution of these issues would have to be

The sponsor indicates reprocessing as unoeces- accomplished through engineering design and
sary because fuel irradiation to 843 GWD/MT Pu fabrication and material process development.
would reduce total plutonium content approxi-

mately 93.4_. Based on INEL calculations, this Fuel Particle Integrity_Fuel tested to
average fuel burnup is comparable to current maxi- date is a uranium-based BISO fuel consisting of a

mum burnup limits for commercial LWR fuel uranium-carbide kernel, a porous graphite layer, a
assemblies. However, the time that fuel assemblies dense graphite seal coating, and a zirconium
are in the reac',_r to achieve these burnups (i.e., res- carbide outer coating. TRISO-coated particles can

ident time) is a factor of two to four tirnes greater be employed if the silicone carbide layer of this
than for current reactor experience (10-14 years fuel is replaced by a zirconium carbide layer.
versus 3-5 years). During normal operation, fret-

ting of the fuel rod and stresse,,; on spacer grids Another issue for PBR fuel is the chemical corn-

have a strong influence on fuel bundle lifetime, patibility of the fuel, coatings, fission products, and
These phenomena are coolant- and flow-induced coolant with each other. For plutonium burning,

effects rather than neutronic. The INEL concludes diffusion may occur along the particle temperature
that fuel assembly lifetime for long reactor resident gradient. Superimposed on the temperature gradi-
times will be dictated by performance of assembly ent within a particle is the tetnperature gradient
materials. Without some form of fuel assembly arising across the fuel bed annulus. This pcrturba-
refurbishment, the irradiation period could be lim-

lion has not been evaluated or tested yet and the
ited to something shorter than needed to achieve

magnitude of gradient across the bed could be
the desired levels of plutonium annihilation. Addi- greater than that within an individual panicle.
tional development and testing is needed to
examine this issue.

Fuel particles and cold and hot frit materials

Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled need to be chemically compatible for high temper-
atures and long durations. In previous nuclear test-

Reactor (MHTGR). An accurate mechanistic
fuel particle model, which can predict fuel failures, ing, either temperatures became high enough to
remains a hinderance in designing high melt the hot fritorthethermai interaction betweenthe fuel and the hot frit material caused the hot frit
performance fuel. Current fuel models do not

to liquify.include knowledge that would be obtained from

separate-effects tests for both in- and out-of-pile
experiments. Retention of fission products under high temper-

ature conditions leads to significant fuel swelling,

The incremental time period of 18 months on the order of 20 to 30%, for uranium-based fuel.
reported by the sponsor to develop a plutonium This amount of swelling could easily lead to exten-

TRISO fuel is believed to be optimistic by the sive fuel failure. Similar behavior would be
INEL. A separate-effects and integral testing pro- expected in plutonium-based fuels.
gram should be pursued in parallel, so additional
knowledge can be gained on component models Impurities in plutonium may effect development
and incorporated into models predicting integral of plutonium carbide fuel fabrication processes and
test performancc, quality of the spherical particles produced. Extrap-



elation from uranium fuels filbrication technology Experimental problems such as plugging of the
to plutonium is not warranted, cold frits with graphite were experienced. The

Commonwealth of Independent States has tested a
Fuel Element IntegritymDuring thermal PBR fuel element and concluded that the operating

cycling the fuel particle bed in the annular core temperature should be limited to 23()(Y_Cand low
becomes very closely packed (locked) unless there power levels on the order of kilowatt or fractions of

is some provision to prevent it. The hot frit will kilowatts per liter because of I'iow instabilities.
expand more than the cold frit, placing the particle Engineering designs for a different fucl form to
bed in compression and inducing bed lockup. This achieve the high surface area to volume ratios indi-
bed lockup constrains the hot frit from expanding cate the possibility of extensive fuel development
further axially. Additional temperature rise after for the PBR.
the yield point is reached will cause plastic

deformation of the hot frit. As a result the hot frit Question 3 was posed to the concept sponsors
becomes shorter with cycling, which could lead to regarding any technical issues which could impede
fracture and loss of the fuel pellets. The number of completion of fuel development:
cycles required for failure would depend on the
mechanical properties of the material selected for 3. Identify technical issues that _'ould #npede

the hot frit. Nuclear testing of two PBR fuel fi_eldevelopmentandfahrication. For exam-
elements resulted in hot frit shortening and pie, have all issues related to material life-
numerous cracks in one element. Good time. compatibility, etc., been resoh'ed?
engineering design, appropriate material selection,
and fabrication development may alleviate this

Table 3 summarizes the sponsor responses to
problem, but currently this effect may limit the

this question. The following is a discussion of thenumber of times the PBR fuel elements could be
INEL evaluation of the sponsor responses. These

thernlally cycled, responses are presented alphabetically by concept

lower-Flow Matching_The cold frit will acronym.
be fabricated from metal filters that contain about

30% interlinked porosity and pores 5 to I0 microns Advanced Light WaterReactor--Ternary
in diameter. The flow passages in the particle fuel (ALWR-T), Additional development would be

bed may be only slightly larger, depending on the necessary for the high burnup cases for ternary
fuel particle size and its distribution. The fuel. As discussed in the previous question, the
thermal-hydraulic/'low stability in these very small maximum reactor residence time of the current
capillaries has been questioned and local flow ALWR fuel assembly design will likely impede

instabilities may propagate to adjacent regions, ternary fuel development.

Analytical modeling of flow instability is Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled
extremely difficult, it"not impossible, because of Reactor (MHTGR). Post-irradiation examination
truncation and limits in numerical analysis and fuel process optimization studies are expected

schemes handling differential equations. Analysis to provide the technical basis for determining
of two particle bed experiments was performed and required changes in fuel design and/or fuel process
results were inconclusive because some conditions. An open issue that remains is the
coefficients in the analytical model need to be possible volatilization of the fuel kernel in the
determined experimentally. Experimental mea- coating process and the associative effects on the
surements found that some values were 2.5 times kernel. A review of the coating process is under

higher than that predicted theoretically, way as part of MHTGR activities.



Table3. Sponsor responses on technical issues that could impede fuel developnlent and fabrication.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR Fuel-processing development is ongoing and demonstration is scheduled for
completion in 1996 by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). Testing of
material to its lifetime is ongoing and the design codes have been updated to
examine fuel lifetime and compatibility.

ALWR-MOX All issues have been resolved because MOX fuel is currently being used in
other countries to produce electrical power.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR Seven issues are discussed ranging from design of high burnup plutonium fuel

particles under peak core conditions to integral inpile testing. (See Appendix F
for details.)

MSR Fluid fuel reactors have no fuel fabrication. The feasibility of the fuel

processing is considered resolved. Associated material problems are
considered resolved in principle. Development work is necessary to establish
full-scale operating processing.

PBR Having not manufactured any plutonium-based fuel, it is essentially impossible
to identify any outstanding issue that could impede fuel development. At this
point, none are envisioned. Cost and environmental issues are currently seen as
the primary impediments to fuel development.

The highly enriched uranium TRISO-coated The feasibility of looking at a closed loop

particles tested in postirradiation heating tests ref- supporting 5 MW/I would have to be evaluated.
erenced by the sponsor were fabricated with a dif-

Previous nuclear testing of a PBR element wasferent kernel than used in the MHTGR fuel. The
done in the Annular Core Research Reactor at

type of kernel used in the particles tested would not
Sandia National Laboratory (SNL). This is a tran-

be desirable tot plutonium fuel particles. Drawing
sient reactor that is limitc0 in both power level and

conclusions from this test for other fuel types can
test time durations. The previous tests havc bccn

be misleading. In addition, the MHTGR program
only dealt with highly enriched uranium that did done in tenns of seconds and not for the long times
not require glovebox handling, while the pluto- required for plutonium burning. The Transient
nium fuel development program will require Reactor Test Facility (TREAT) had been proposed

glovebox handling, for similar testing, but again being a transient reac-
tor, the testing times are limited to less than
20 seconds.

Particle Bed Fleactor (PBR). The PBR will

require new or substantial modifications to existing The Air Force is currently considering a small
facilities to test the fuel under prototypical test facility to test PBR elements for nuclear pro-
conditions at 5 MW/i. Existing test reactors, st,ch pulsion applications. This facility would test sev-
as the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) at the INEL or eral elements as an open Brayton cycle engine

the High Flux Integral Reactor (HFIR) at O;ak using hydrogen. The final Environmental Impact
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), may be able Statement is nearing approval. A Record of Deci-
to test PBR elements up to 3 to 4 MW/I, but ;,or sion is expected in mid-June It)t)3 that will assist in

5 MW/I. This type of testing could verify desigo defining whether this program will continue,
and manufacturing processes to resolve the whether the test facility will be built, and if it is
technical feasibility issues for the PBR concept, built, which site will be selected. For applications



to plutonium burning, the design of this facility facilio' construction, starmp, and operation?
would have to be changed to accommodate a What estimating method was used(e.g.,para-
closed loop for plutonium fuel. metric, historical cost, unit cost).

Current facilities for fabricating PBR fuel are Table 4 summarizes the sponsor responses. The
based on uranium. Essentially no facilities exist for following is a discussion of the INEL evaluation of
fabricating plutonium carbide fuels by the gelation the sponsor responses.
process. LANL had been developing a cryochemi-

cal process to develop uranium-based carbide The sponsor cost estimate responses used the
fuels, but LANL's plutonium facility would have to historical cost estimating method. With a known
be modified to develop this process for plutonium- large variance in data vintage and accuracy, these
based carbide fuels, responses should be considered only as rough esti-

mates rather than factual. As stated in the introduc-

2.1.3 Cost Estimates. Question 4 was posed to tory paragraphs of this section, cost estimates for
the concept sponsors regarding cost estimates for fuel development may be low. The INEL recom-
fuel deployment: mends a separate parametric cost analysis be com-

pleted to establish criteria. This cost analysis

4. What are the current cost estimates for fuel should be applied to the top three or four options,
development and for the fuel fabrication providing a firm cost baseline for future use.

I

Table 4. Sponsor responses on current cost estimates for fuel development and fabrication.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR Current construction cost estimates for a fuel cycle facility for one plant
[1,500 MW(e)] is $120 million. Estimated operating cost is $25 million per
year, including hardware and staff. The estimating basis is historical data with
upgrading of developed equipment for the batch-based pyroprocessing.

ALWR-MOX Cest estimates are included for a Greenfield facility and for using existing
facilities. The estimate for the Greenfield facility is $680 million. Costs were
estimated using the Freiman Analysis of System Technique (FAST) program.
(See Appendix E for details.)

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR Plutonium fuel development costs are estimated at $261 million. This is an
increment cost beyond commercial fuel development costs (about $50 million).
Fuel fabrication facility construction costs are estimated at $260 million for a
four-module plant. Operating costs are estimated at about $19 million per year.
The basis for costs are given in Appendix E

MSR No current cost estimate available for fuel processing. In economical
evaluations it must be considered that no large-scale, fuel-processing facility is
necessary.

PBR At this point in time, no reasonable answers can be given to this question.
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Advanced Light Water Reactor--Ternary irradiation attd those remaining in the spent
(ALWR-T). Although the sponsor did not identify fuel.
any fuel development costs for the ternary fuel

concept, these costs could be significantly higher 3. If plutonium disposition policy is to annihi-
than those given for the MOX fuel concept because late all plutonium isotopes and irradiated
of assembly bumup limitations, fuel can be reprocessed to recover and

recycle plutoniltm, what is the total burnup or
2.2 Reactor or Accelerator- exposure (GWD/MT Pu) required to reduce

Based Systems tire inventory of all plutonium isotopes by
90%, 95%, 99%, and 99.9%? If the option

Six questions were posed to the sponsors regard- uses a batch mode fuel cycle, how many times
ing reactor or accelerator-based system require- would a core fuel load need to be recycled to

ments for annihilating weapons-grade plutonium, reach each burnup percentage? For each of
requirements for additional technology develop- the four cases, identify tire weight percent of
ment, and cost estimates for development and all plutonium isotopes remaining in the spent
implementation. The following subsections report fuel.
sponsor responses to these questions and the

INEL's evaluation of the sponsor responses. Because the sponsor re.sponses'_"to these three
questions varied and did not always directly
answer these questions, a concept-by-concept2.2.1 Annihilation of Weapons-Grade

Plutonium. Questions 1-3 were posed to the comparison was impractical and usually meaning-
sponsors regarding concept capability to annihilate less. Question 1 was not answered for the ALMR
weapons-grade plutonium and the plutonium concept, because recycling is an inherent part of its

isotopic weight percent at the start and end of an process and without it annihilation of the pluto-
equilibrium fuel cycle: nium by the amounts indicated by the question

would be impractical if not impossible. Questions

1. If plutonium disposition policy is to annihi- 2 and 3 were not relevant to the ALWR-T concept
late 239pu and 241pit in a single fuel cycle, because this process assumes no reprocessing of
what is the total burnup or eaposure (GWD/ the ternary fuel. Although reprocessing of fuel par-
MT Pu) required to reduce the initial inven- ticles was not part of the original proposals for the

tory _'these two isotopes by 90%, 95%, and MHTGR and PBR concepts, the sponsors did
99% (if possible)? For each of these cases, respond with reprocessing schemes in order to
identify the weight percent of all plutonium achieve annihilation percentages greater than 90%
isotopes in tire initial fuel loading and those for the MHTGR and 99.7% for the PBR. The MSR

remaining in the spent fuel after an equilib- concept did not answer any of the questions
riumJiwl cv_'le. Also identify the cw'le times, because, in the sponsor's words, /ms question is

not applicable to MSRs, there is no bumup in an

2. If plutonium disposition policy is to annihi- MSR."
late 239pu and 241pu and irradiated fuel can

be rep_v_cessed to recover and recycle pluto- In addition, all concepts should denature the
nium, what is tire total burnup or exposure total plutonium at an equivalent rate when normal-
(GWD/MT Pu) required to reduce the initial ized to density of thermal power production (i.e.,
239pu and 241pu inventory by 90%, 95%, normalized to GWD/MT). Individual plutonium

99%, and 99.9%? If the option uses a batch isotopics will vary at a given point because of dif-
mode fuel cycle, how many times would a ferent destruction and production rates of isotopes
core fuel load need to be recycled to reach due to differences in the neutron spectrum of each
each burnup percentage? For each of the concept. The overall plutonium destruction rate
four cases, ident(f3.' the weight percent oJ"all measured per GWD/MT Pu should be equivalent,
plutonium isotopes prior to initiation of however.
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An alternative method for comparing denature Accelerator-Based Conversion (ABC)
and/or annihilation capabilities of these options System. ABC uses a high energy proton

was therefore proposed. Using the sponsor propos- accelerator to generate an intense neutron source
als, yearly estimates were made of the remaining driving two subcritical reactor assemblies. Each
weapons-grade plutonium, the plutonium inven- assembly is rated at 2,130 MW(t) for a total rating

tory in the reactor, the amount of plutonium fis- of 4,260 MW(t). The stated ABC net electrical
sioned, and plutonium inventory either residing in capacity is 1,040 MW(e).
spent fuel or in reprocessing. These calculations ABC circulates a molten salt slurry containing

were performed assuming the weapons-grade plu- plutonium through the subcritical reactor. A por-
tonium was the only available fuel source for oper- tion of the slurry is continuously withdrawn from
ating the reactors and the reactors operate at a circulation and processed to remove fission prod-
75% capacity factor. The number of reactors for ucts. The slurry is then returned to the system for
each option used in these calculations was chosen additional irradiation. Although the sponsor
to obtain an equivalent thermal capacity for each reports each subcritical reactor has a steady-state
option. From the results of these calculations, the plutonium inventory of approximately 80 kg, no
years to annihilate 90%, 95%, 99%, and 99.9% of information is provided on the reprocessing rate. If
the initial 50 MT of weapons-grade plutonium was a 75% capacity factor is assumed for reactor opera-
obtained. The following sections present the results tion (instead of the 78.8% capacity factor used in

for each option and the facility characteristics and the sponsor proposal), each subcritical reactor
assumptions used in obtaining these results, would fission 595 kg of plutonium per year.

Because insufficient data were available for esti-
Before each option is discussed, however, an

example of the plutonium inventories for a reactor mating reprocessing inventories, only the pluto-
without spent fuel reprocessing is presented in Fig- nium depletion inventory is calculated. This

information is presented in Figure 3. Completeure 2. This figure does not represent an actual reac-

tor option and is presented for clarification of the annihilation of the weapons-grade plutonium can
be accomplished over a 42-year period.remaining figures in this section. The four pluto-

nium inventories discussed above are presented in

this figure. The first inventory is the remaining Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor
weapons-grade plutonium. This inventory appears (ALMR), The ALMR facility considered in this
as a downward stairstep representing the decrease analysis is based on nine ALMR modules. Each

in weapons-grade plutonium at the time of each module is rated at 471 MW(t) with a total facility
reactor refueling. The second inventory is the rating of 4,239 MW(t). The total electrical capacity
amount of plutonium residing in the reactor. This of this facility would be 1,440 MW(e).

inventory has a sawtooth shape representing the The information presented in the original
plutonium depletion during cycle operation and ALMR proposal and the sponsor's response to
plutonium addition during refueling. The third additional information requests indicate that two

inventory, plutonium burnup, appears as a steadily fuel cycles should be considered for comparison.
rising slope, which represents the steady annihila- The first fuel cycle is the reference cycle or moder-
tion of plutonium in the reactor. The fourth, and ate burner. This fuel cycle is 48 months long and
last, inventory is of the plutonium mass remaining has a conversion ratio of 0.61. The proposed fuel is
in the discharged spent fuel. This inventory appears metallic U-Pu-Zr in stainless steel cladding. Initial

as a rising stairstep representing the increase in core loading for the reference fuel cycle is
spent fuel at the time of reactor refueling and spent 6.4 MTHM, including 1.!2 MT of plutonium and
fuel discharge. If a reactor concept includes repro- 5.28 MT of uranium. Refueling intervals are con-

cessing of the spent fuel, this last inventory would ducted every 12 months and one-fourth of the fuel
be replaced with an inventory representing the elements is replaced and reprocessed at that time.
amount of plutonium in reprocessing. The concepts Each core reload requires the addition of 38.8 kg of

are presented alphabetically by their acronym, plutonium in makeup fuel during reprocessing.
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If a 75% capacity factor is assumed for reactor in the sponsor proposal), this concept would fission
operation (instead of the 83% capacity factor used 132 kg of plutonium per year per module. Pluto-
in the sponsor proposal), this concept would fission nium inventories for this fuel cycle with and with-

34.7 kg of plutonium per year per module. Pluto- out reprocessing are presented in Figures 6 and 7,
nium inventories for this fuel cycle with and with- respectively. The initial core inventory is 19.5 MT

out reprocessing are presented in Figures 4 and 5, for this option. This includes one full core plus four
respectively. The initial core inventory is 15.5 MT reload batches, which are placed in storage posi-
for this option. This includes one full core plus two tions above the reactor core for preconditioning.

reload batches, which are placed in storage posi-
tions above the reactor core for preconditioning. If only the 50 MT of weapons-grade plutonium

is available, it becomes necessary after 26 years to

If only the 50 MT of weapons-grade plutonium begin decreasing the number of operating modules
is available for operating the reactors, it becomes because insufficient plutonium inventory remains

necessary after 106 years to begin decreasing the to refuel all modules. This decrease in operating
number of operating modules because insufficient modules continues until only one ALMR module
plutonium inventory remains to refuel all modules, remains. Because the plutonium inventory in the
This decrease in operating modules continues until final core cannot be completely annihilated, the
only one ALMR module remains. Because the plu- maximum degree of annihilation for this concept is

tonium inventory in the final core cannot be com- 96.6% over a 77-year period. If other fuel sources
pletely annihilated, the maximum degree of are available to maintain operation of all nine
annihilation for this concept is 96.8% over a ALMR modules, complete annihilation of the
283-year period, weapons-grade plutonium can be accomplished in

42 years. In the maximum burner fuel cycle with
If other fuel sources are available to maintain no reprocessing, only 23.6% of the weapons-grade

operation of all nine ALMR modules, complete plutonium will be annihilated over a 10-year

annihilation of the weapons-grade plutonium can period.
be accomplished in 160 years. In the reference fuel
cycle with no reprocessing, only 10.5% of the Advanced Light Water Reactor
weapons-grade plutonium will be annihilated over (ALWR). The ALWR facility considered in this
a 17-year period, analysis is based on two units. Each reactor is rated

at 1,818 MW(t) with a total facility rating of

The second fuel cycle is referred to by the spon- 3,636 MW(t). The total electrical capacity of this
sor as the maximum burner fuel cycle. This fuel facility would be 1,200 MW(e).
cycle is 24 months long and has a conversion ratio

of 0.02. The proposed fuel is metallic Pu-Zr with a The information presented in the original
Zr-Hf sheath in stainless steel cladding. Initial core ALWR proposal indicated that a MOX fuel cycle

loading for the reference fuel cycle is 1.023 MT Pu. was the fuel cycle of choice. However, in the spon-
Refueling intervals areconductedevery six months sor's response to the request for additional
and one-fourth of the fuel elements is replaced and information, it was indicated that ternary fuel cycle

reprocessed at that time. Each core reload requires is now the preferred fuel. Because of this sponsor
the addition of 147 kg of plutonium in makeup fuel comment and because of MOX fuel's capacity for
during reprocessing, breeding additional plutonium and the reproces-

sing methods required to purify the irradiated fuel,
If a 75% capacity factor is assumed for reactor the MOX fuel cycle was not considered for com-

operation (instead of the 83% capacity factor used parison by the reviewers.
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The ternary fuel consists of solid or annular pel- core is comprised of 840 hexagonal graphite fuel
lets of PuO2, ZrO2, and CaO. The composition of elements containing TRISO-coated fuel particles.
this fuel is assumed to be 14 wt% PUO2, 77 wt%

ZrO2, and 9 wt% CaO. This fuel, as proposed, will The information presented in the MHTGR pro-
undergo prolonged exposure to achieve 90% pluto- posal indicated that a single, once-through, two-
nium annihilation. The sponsor proposes a fuel life- year fuel exposure period would achieve 63%
time of up to five cycles, or I 1.5 years. The initial annihilation of all plutonium isotopes, In response

core loading for this fuel cycle is 4.14 MT Pu. to Questions I and 2, the sponsor has proposed
Refueling intervals are conducted every 2.3 years shuffling one-half of the core into the reflector

when one-fifth of the fuel elements is replaced, region after its two-year rue! exposure period for an
Each core reload requires 828 kg of plutonium. At additional year. According to the sponsor, this fuel
the end of a five-cycle exposure history, average scheme could achieve 90% annihilation of 239Pu

fuel burnup is 822.3 GWD/MT Pu. To achieve and 241pu and 73% annihilation of all plutonium
95% annihilation, the sponsor proposes a one-sixth isotopes. Annihilation fractions greater than this
core refueling every 2.3 years for a fuel element cannot be achieved without reprocessing the fuel
reactor resident time of 13.8 years. As stated in particles.
Section 2.1.2, it is doubtful that fuel assembly

materials could survive fuel cell erosion for such Assuming a 75% capacity factor for reactor
long reactor resident times. Further investigation operations (rather than the 78% assumed in the
would be required to determine the feasibility of sponsor proposal), this concept would fission
these fuel management schemes. 125.7 kg per year per module. Each module's ini-

tial core inventory is 344 kg and each reload would

If a one-third core refueling scheme is employed require and additional 172 kg. At the end of each
and a 75% capacity factor is assumed for reactor fuel element's three-year reactor resident time, the
operation (instead of the 66% capacity factor used average fuel burnup is 677 GWD/MT Pu. The plu-
in the sponsor proposal), each reactor would fission tonium inventories for this fuel cycle are shown in
778.8 kg of plutonium per cycle. The initial core Figure 9. From this figure it is seen that over a
inventory for each reactor is 3.115 MT with an 3 I-year period, 70.2% of the weapons-grade pluto-
additional 1.038 MT required every reload. Operat- nium will be annihilated.
ing cycle length is 2.3 years and fuel exposure time
is 6.9 years. Using this refueling scheme, a In response to Question 3, the sponsor has pro-
75% plutonium annihilation is achieved over the posed a reprocessing/recycling fuel scheme to
fuel exposure period. No reprocessing information

achieve 90% annihilation of all plutonium isotopes.
has been provided by the sponsor for the ALWR Under this fuel scheme, of the 420 fuel elements

ternary fuel cycle, normally replaced after a single, two-year exposure
period, 336 fuel elements would be removed and

The plutonium inventories for this fuel cycle are the fuel particles reprocessed; 63 blocks would
shown in Figure 8. Because of the plutonium remain in the reactor for an additional two-year
inventory in the final core cannot be completely exposure period before they are removed and the

annihilated, the maximum degree of annihilation fuel particles reprocessed, and the remaining
for this concept is 65.4% over a 32.2-year period. 21 fuel elements would remain in the reactor for a

total of six years before they are removed. Fuel par-
Modular High Temperature Gas- ticles exposed for six years would not be repro-

Cooled Reactor (MHTGR). The MHTGR cessed. A total of 336 fresh fuel elements are

facility considered in this analysis is based on nine inserted during each reload. However, the INEL
MHTGR modules. Each module is rated at believes the technical work required to develop a

450 MW(t) with a total facility rating of method for reprocessing the TRISO-coated fuel
4,050 MW(t). The total electrical capacity of this pellets will likely cause delays in the implementa-
facility would be 1,557 MW(e). Each MHTGR tion of this concept.
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Assuming a 75% capacity factor for reactor proposals is 20 days long. The proposed fuel is

operations (rather than the 78% assumed in the BISO-coated fuel particles, which are used in the

sponsor proposal), this reprocessing fuel scheme Air Force space propulsion program and similar to

would fission 125.7 kg per year per module. Each that used in HTGRs. The pellets will be contained

module's initial core inventory is 368.8 kg and in 127 porous hexagonal shaped annular fuel ele-
each reload would require an additional 125.7 kg. ments. Coolant will either flow from a central
At the end of a six-year reactor resident time, the
average fuel bumup is 813 GWD/MT Pu. The plu- region, through the particle bed, and exit through

the fuel element outer wall, or via the reverse flow
tonium inventories for this fuel cycle are shown in
Figure 10. From this figure it is seen that over a path. Refueling is conducted every 1 to 1.5 weeks

41-year period, 92.8°/,, of the weapons-grade pluto- at which time one-third of the fuel particles is
nium will be annihilated. Because the sponsor does replaced. Each year, an additional 532 kg of pluto-
not propose reprocessing all the fuel particles, the nium is required to fuel each reactor (Reference !

maximum annihilation achievable for this fuel reports the larger PBR reactor as c_nsuming
cycle is 99% over a 43.8-year period. However, 700 kg of plutonium per reactor per year). Total

this level of annihilation can only be achieved if fuel particle lifetime is 20 days with an average

other fuel sources are available, fuel burnup of 500 GWD/MT Pu. Both once-

Molten Salt Reactor (MSR). An MSR of through and reprocessing after one exposure cycle
approximately 1 GW(e) was projected in the are considered for comparison purposes.
sponsor proposal for plutonium disposition.

Assuming a 33% efficiency rating, electrical

capacity corresponds to 3,030 MW(t). At this In response to Question 3, the sponsor implies a

thermal capacity and assuming operation at a bumup of 500 GWD/MT Pu results in total pluto-

75% capacity factor, this concept would fission nium inventory reduction of 72%. This is incom-

846 kg of plutonium per year. patible with an expected value of approximately

Because insufficient data were provided by the 53%. Preliminary calculations at the INEL for a

sponsor to adequately estimate the reactor and variety of neutron spectrums indicate little varia-
reprocessing inventories, only the plutonium tion in the destruction rate of plutonium isotopics.

depletion inventory will be presented. This curve is Further verification and validation of sponsor data

given in Figure 3 with the ABC depletion inven- will be required.
tory.

Particle Bed Reactor (PBR). The PBR

facility considered in this analysis is based on three If a 75% capacity factor is assumed for reactor
PBR reactors. Each reactor is rated at operation (instead of the 96% capacity factor

1,200 MW(t) with a total facility rating of assumed in this proposal), this concept would fis-

3,600 MW(t). The total electrical capacity of this sion only 335 kg of plutonium per year per reactor.

facility would be 1,200 MW(e). This facility Insufficient data were provided by the sponsor to

differs substantially from the one used for adequately estimate the reactor and reprocessing

comparison of these concepts in the LLNL report, inventories. Therefore, only the plutonium deple-

In this report, each PBR was rated at 1,905 MW(t) tion inventory, with and without reprocessing, will
with an electrical capacity of 629 MW(e).

be presented. This curve is given in Figure 3 with

The PBR fuel cycle as discussed in the sponsor's the ABC and MSR depletion inventories.
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Table 5. Time required to annihilate various fractions of 47 MT 23t_pu and 241pu for reactor and

accelerator systems, assuming no reprocessing of the irradiated fuel.

Annihilation time (years) a

Concept MW(t) 90% 95% 99% 99.9%

ABC 4,260 NA NA NA NA

ALMR-R b 4,239 U U U U

ALMR-MB c 4,239 U U U U

ALWR-T d 3,636 U U U U

MHTGR e 4,050 32.3 U U U

MSR 3,030 NA NA NA NA

PBR f 3,600 U U U U

NA--Not applicable to this concept.

UnThis level of annihilation is unachievable without reprocessing of the fuel.

a. 75% capacity factor assumed for each concept.

b. ALMR reference fuel cycle moderate burner, with 0.61 conversion ratio. The maximum achievable

annihilation is 10.5% over 17 years for a once-through fuel cycle.

c. ALMR maximum burner, with 0.02 conversion ratio. The maximum achievable annihilation is 23.6%

over 10 years for a once-through fuel cycle.

d. ALWR ternary fuel with one-third core reload fuel managment scheme. The maximum achievable

annihilation level is 75% over 32 years for a once-through fuel cycle.

e. MHTGR 2-year, in-core plus 1-year, in-reflector fuel cycle.

f. The maximum achievable annihilation is 88% over 37 years for a once-through rue, cycle.

A summary of the times required to achieve the 4. Briefly describe the technical work scope
annihilation fractions requested in Questions 1 necessary' to complete development of your

through 3 is presented in Tables 5 through 7, reactor or accelerator system and its esti-
respectively. The information presented in these mated duration.
tables was obtained from the calculations support-

ing Figures 3 through 10. In Table 7, annihilation 5. Identify' technical issues that could impede

times were calculated assuming other fuel sources system development, design, construction,
are available to maintain reactor operation after all and startup. For example, have all issues
of the initial weapons-grade plutonium has been related to material lifetime, compatibility,
inserted into the reactor, etc., been resolved?

2.2.2 Technical Development Require- Tables 8 and 9 summarize the sponsor responses
ments. Questions 4 and 5 were posed to sponsors to these two questions, respectively. The following

regarding any technical development req'_ired to is a discussion of the INEL evaluation of sponsor
complete the concept: responses.
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Table 6. Time required to annihilate various fractions of 50 MT Pu for reactor and accelerator systems,
assuming no reprocessing of the irradiated fuel.

Annihilation time (years) a

Concept MW(t ) 90% 95% 99% 99.9%

ABC 4,260 NA NA NA NA

ALMR-R b 4,239 U U U U

ALMR-MB e 4,239 U U U U

ALWR-T d 3,636 U U U U

MHTGR e 4,050 U U U U

MSR 3,030 NA NA NA NA

PBR f 3,600 U U U U

IDP--Insufficient data provided by sponsor.

NA--Not applicable to this concept.

U--This level of annihilation is unachievable without reprocessing of the fuel.

a. 75% capacity factor assumed for each concept.

b. ALMR reference fuel cycle moderate burner, with 0.61 conversion ratio. The maximum achievable

annihilation level is 10.5% over 17 years for a once-through fuel cycle.

c. ALMR maximum burner, with 0.02 conversion ratio. The maximum achievable annihilation level is

23.6% over 10 years for a once-through fuel cycle.

d. ALWR ternary fuel with one-third core reload fuel managment scheme. The maximum achievable

annihilation level is 65% over 32 years for a once-through fuel cycle.

e. MHTGR 2-year. in-core plus 1-year, in-reflector fuel cycle. The maximum achievable annihilation is

73% over 32.3 years for a once-through fuel cycle.

f. The maximum achievable annihilation is 74% over 37 years for a once-through fuel cycle.

Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR). control is provided and if a one-fifth core refueling

No sponsor response was provided on the ternary scheme would allow for 2.3-year cycles.

fuel concept, and it is unknown what the operation

characteristics of such a reactor may be. The Of particular concern is whether an analysis of
the prompt thermal feedback coefficients has been

proposed cycle length for the ternary fuel concept
performed. It is possible the proposed fuel might

is given as 2.3 years. Cycle length is dictated by the have either a positive or only a marginally negative
ability to control reactivity swings from the coefficient, especially if only boron is used for con-

beginning to the end of the cycle and the core trol purposes. This statement is based on prelimi-
enrichment. Higher enrichment limits will allow nary calculations at the INEL using PuO2-ZrO2
longer cycle lengths but reactivity control becomes fuel. The presence of calcium may help improve
a greater problem. Additional study will be the thermal feedback behavior, but this needs to be

required to determine whether sufficient reactivity verified with additional calculations.
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Table 7. Time required to annihilate various fractions of 50 MT Pu for reactor and accelerator systems,
assuming reprocessing of the irradiated fuel.

Annihilation time (years) a

Concept MW(t) 90% 95% 99% 99.9%

ABC 4,260 37.8 39.9 41.6 42.0

ALMR-R b 4,239 144.1 152.1 158.5 159.9

ALMR-MB c 4,239 37.9 40.0 41.7 42.1

ALWR-T 3,636 NR NR NR NR

MHTGR 4,050 39.8 42.0 43.8 U

MSR 3,030 53.2 56.1 58.5 59.0

PBR 3,600 44.8 47.3 49.3 49.7

U--This level of annihilation is unachievable.

NR--No reprocessing proposed.

a. 75% capacity factor assumed for each concept.

b. ALMR reference fuel cycle with 0.61 conversion ratio.

c. ALMR maximum burner cycle with 0.02 conversion ratio.

d. ALWR ternary fuel with one-third reload fuel management scheme.

Because no sponsor response was provided on concept to verify feasibility. This effort should be
the ternary fuel concept, it is unknown what techni- pursued as a foilowup to this study.

cal issues may impede the development of this con-

cept. Fuel assembly burnup limitations, criticality Achieving annihilation levels greater than 63°/c
concerns, and reactivity control throughout would require shuffling previously irradiated fuel

2.3-year cycles may increase technical develop- blocks into the reflector for an additional l-year
ment time for this concept, period. This would achieve only a 73% annihila-

tion level. Further investigation would be required

to determine the feasibility and economic practi-

Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled cality of such a fuel management scheme.

Reactor (MHTGR). Other than the fuel The sponsor has assumed reprocessing TRISO-
development area, little discussion has been coaled fuel particles to achieve an annihilation

transmitted for the MHTGR detailing the stability level of 90%. However, the sponsor has not identi-
and controllability of the all-plutonium core fled a method for reprocessing these fuel particles
containing burnable poisons. The all-plutonium nor has this been identified as a technical develop-
core must maintain a negative temperature ment requirements. The time required to develop a
coefficient throughout its cycle life for a reprocessing method that is economically feasible

t)0% burnup once-through cycle. INEL reviewers in a full-scale facility will likely impede concept
did not perform a core physics analysis of this implementation time.



Table 8. Sponsor responses on technical work scope for development of the system and its duration.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR Fundamental technical questions have been resolved for the reactor. The design
concept is well advanced and the essential sat'ely approach and design features
are completing acceptance in principle by the NRC.

ALWR-MOX There has been extensive work done for the ALWR. The Advanced Reactor

Corporation has funding to perform first-of-a-kind engineering by 1996. The
NRC is expected to provide design certification by 1996.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR Five technical areas that pertain to a plutonium-fueled MHTGR are identified
including fuel development, thermal-hydraulics development, reactor physics
development, structural materials development, and component test
development. Use of plutonium fuel would add 18 months to system
development.

MSR A proof of principle program based on completed development and with
restricted processing could be available in five years. A full development
program without about 12 steps is discussed in Appendix G. A lower-end
estimate for time may be 10 years and a higher-end estimate may be 30 years.

PBR A five-phase development program is discussed, including feasibility studies
and identification of go/no go critical issues, preliminary system design and
component development, engineering design and component validation,
prototype construction and operation, and construction of full-scale plants. The
development effort through completion of prototype demonstration is
estimated to take 12-13 years.

2.2.3 Cost Estimates. Question 6 was posed to pleted to establish criteria. This cost analysis
the sponsors relating to cost estimates for should be applied to the top three or four options,
implementing their concept, providing a firm cost baseline for future use.

6. What are the current cost estimates fin" system
development and fin" construction, startup,
and operation t_'the facility? What estimat- 2,3 WasteProcessing
ing method was used (e.g., parametrtc, his-
tori_'al cost, unit cost)? Four questions were posed to sponsors regarding

processing of radioactive waste streams. The first

Table 10 summarizes the sponsor responses to two questions were directed at technical work
this question. Most sponsor cost estimate responses required to complete development of the waste
used the historical cost estimating method. With a processing system. The remaining two questions
known large variance in data vintage and accuracy, related to schedule and cost estimates associated

these responses should be considered only as rough with completing waste processing facilities. The
estimates rather than factual. The INEL recom- following sections list sponsor responses to these
mends a separate parametric cost analysis be corn- questions.
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Table 9. Sponsor responses on technical issues that could impede system development.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR In-place technology programs need to be completed. Certain component
detailed designs and proof testing need to be completed. Demonstration phmt
design, construction, and testing needs to be completed.

ALWR-MOX If fuel loading is based on one-third MOX, no design changes would be
required because this fuel would be within current safety analysis envelopes, if
a full MOX core is used, control rod changes may be necessary and sensitivity
studies would be needed to determine control rod worth requirements. Three

control rod options are discussed in Appendix D. Aside from these changes,
there would be no redesign necessary to accommodate a full MOX core.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR The critical path issue would be development and qualification of plutonium-
based fuel. Fabrication processes must be adapted and the fuel must be
qualified by irradiation testing.

MSR At this time there are no known feasibility questions remaining. For the
thermal option, solutions to limited graphite lifetime would have to be selected.
Several solutions to material problems were accomplished near the end of the
MSR program and have not been demonstrated. Fuel processing has been tied
to laborator_,-scaled tests only. A system integration and demonstration is
needed. New remote and robotics technology needs to be adapted and
demonstrated.

PBR Two fuel development issues need to be addressed: ( 1) confirmation of fuel
particle loading and unloading by hydraulic means and (2) iluid dynamics, heat
transfer, and material compatibility tests. A wide range of testing will be
needed up to testing of a prototype in a reactor.

2.3.1 Technical Development Require- Tables 11 and 12 summarize the sponsor
ments. The following two questions were response to these questions. No lNEL evaluation of

supplied to concept sponsors regarding these responses was made.
waste-processing development, facility design and

construction, and startup. For these questions, 2.3.2 Schedule and Cost Estimates. The
waste is defined as spent fuel and byproduct waste following responses were supplied by concept

streams from recycling spent fuel. sponsors for cost and schedule estimates l'or waste
processing. For these questions, waste is defined as
spent fuel and byproduct waste streams from

1. Briefly describe the technical work scope recycling spent fuel.
necessary to complete development o.[ a

waste conditioningprocessing flowsheet j?_r 3. What are the current estimates for the time
wmr option and its estimated duration, required for construction and startup t!f"the

w'aste-pm_'essin_,f'a_'ility ?

2. identify technical issues ttrat could impede 4. What are the curtvnt co,_t estimates.I'm" waste-
development oJ"the waste pro_'essing ,/'low- processing development ami for construction
sheet, systems, or facilities, am/startup o.['a _'aste-pm<'essing./'a_'i/ity ?
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Table 10. Sponsor responses on current cost estimates i'or system development, construction, starlup,

and operation.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided to this question.

ALMR Estimated plant and fuel research and development costs are $325 million.
Design costs are estimated to be $400 million. Construction costs are estimated
to be $3.6billion for a prototype plant and a nine-module plant. Operalion and
maintenance costs for the reactor are estimated to be about $110 million per
year. The estimating method is historical adjusted for factory fabrication.

ALWR-MOX First-of-a-kind engineering costs are being subsidized by the Advanced
Reactor Corporation and the reactor vendors will bear the remainder of the
development costs. Capital costs estimated for one 600 MW(e) ALWR and a
MOX fuel fabrication plant is in the range of $1.5 to $2 billion. For three
600 MW(e) ALWRs and a MOX fuel fabrication plant, capital costs are
estimated at $4 to $4.5 billion. Annual operating costs are estimated to be
$110 million for one plant and $250 million for the three-reactor scheme.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR First-of-a-kind overnight plant capital costs for four modules are about
$1.5 billion and for eight modules it is about $2.9 billion. Operating costs
including fuel costs and decontamination and decommissioning costs for the
reactor and fuel fabrication facility are about $120 million per year for four
modules and about $220 million per year for eight. Costs were estimated by
combinations of parametric, unit, and historical.

MSR There are no current cost estimates for MSRs. A recent publication suggested
they were within 5% of LWRs. There are economic advantages to the MSR
because it closes the fuel cycle.

PBR The estimates apply to three reactors and a fuel fabrication facility each at two
government sites. The capital costs for two sites is estimated to be
$11.5 billion. The operating cost for two sites is estimated to be $100 million
per year.

Tables 13 and 14 summarize the sponsor 2.4 Waste Disposal
response for these questions. The sponsor cost esti-

mate responses used the historical cost estimating Six questions were posed to concept sponsors
method. With a known large variance in data vin- regarding waste disposal technical development
tage and accuracy, these responses should be con- requirements, time and cost estimates for waste

sidered as rough estimates rather than factual. The disposal system implementation, and self-
INEL recommends a separate parametric cost anal- protecting capacity of the final waste form. Before
ysis be completed to establish criteria. This cost providing the sponsors' responses to these ques-
analysis should be applied to the top three or four tions, the INEL reviewers viewed it necessary to

options, providing a firm cost baseline for future provide background information and observation
use. on plutonium waste disposal issues.
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Table 11. Sponsor responses on technical work scope necessary to complete development of a waste
flowsheet.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR The waste processing is an integral part of the fuel cycle. The fuel cycle.
involving multiple recycle and equilibrium fission products, will be
demonstrated by ANL.

ALWR-MOX Reprocessing would only be required where complete burnup of plutonium is
desired. Reprocessing could be done at existing government facilities or at a
new dedicated facility. Existing facilities include the Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant (ICPP) at the INEL and the Savannah River Site (SRS)
recycle facilities. Flowsheets of the process are presently in place. Details on

I

the waste processes are included in Appendix E. i

ALWR-T There is no need to reprocess this fuel because adequate annihilation can be
obtained by irradiating the fuel in multiple cycles. Recycling of fuel containing
zirconium oxide is much more complex than reprocessing MOX fuel.
Development of a process flowsheet for such fuel and qualification of a
suitable waste form would require an extensive (likely >1 yr) research and
development program, because plutonium-based fuels of this type have not
been previously processed.

MHTGR Based on an ORNL evaluation, the preferred option appears to be disposal of
the spent plutonium fuel as whole blocks. ORNL concluded whole fuel
elements could be placed in fuel waste containers similar to LWR containers.
Development efforts are estimated to require about three years. Integral
systems tests and demonstration are estimated to require an additional three
years.

MSR It is expected that no additional waste disposal or conditioning is required
beyond that included in the design and development of the online system.

PBR No waste processing is envisioned for this concept. The irradiated particles will
be suitably packaged and stored.

2.4.1 Plutonium Waste Disposal Issues. The Management (ERWM)I. Both organizations are

following background information and observ- charged to operate with scientific and technical
ations are provided to add perspective to the excellence to ensure safe and cost-effective
questions and the sponsor's answers. programs and the protection of the public health

Background. DOE is currently managing its and the environment. Both programs also have
radioactive waste via two distinct programs [i.e., significant institutional issues with the general
the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste public that are highly controversial and remain

Management (OCRWM), which originated as a unresolved. Options for denaturing the plutonium

result of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, and inventory must be evaluated against these issues to
the Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste enhance success with ongoing DOE programs.
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Table 12. Sponsor responses on technical issues that could impede developnlent of waste processing.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR The basic fuel cycle, which includes waste processing, has been demonstrated
with over three-year operation of an essentially full-scale electro-refiner
system. By late 1093, a facility will be in operation for the demonstration of
the closed fuel cycle.

ALWR-MOX There are no outstanding issues regarding a tlowsheet. 1t"disposition of leached
segments of cladding is necessary, a process for their encapsulation into a
suitable waste form would have to be chosen and tested.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR No technical issues have been identified for the whole-block disposition option
that would require extensive technology development.

MSR There are no known technical issues that can impede the waste processing.

PBR It is not expected to be technically difficult to find a suitable method for
packaging the irradiated fuel panicles. It is expected to be a relatively small
step compared to development and construction of the PBRs.

Table 13. Sponsor responses on current estimates of time required for construction and startup of a
waste-processing facility.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR The waste-processing facility is contained within the fuel cycle facility.

ALWR-MOX A new facility or modification to an existing facility would be constructed on a
schedule comparable with a dedicated plutonium-burning reactor, that is,
within mixor seven years. Reprocessing would not be required for at least a
year after first fuel discharge from the reactor. Reprocessing could be delayed
up to 15 years before all the initial charge of plutonium is used.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR Facilities for packaging the spent fuel blocks are expected to be designed and
constructed as an integral pan of the spent fuel handling and storage facililies
at the reactor. Therefore, the schedule is the same as for the reactor plant.

MSR A separate waste-processing plant is not needed. No extra time or cost is
required, so the schedule is the same amthe reactor.

PBR Design ot'a processing and packaging facility hamnot been carried out. It is not
expected to be a controlling item in construction.
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Table 14. Sponsor responses on current cost estimates fl_rwaste-processing developmellt and facility
construction.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR The waste-processing facility is an integral part of the fuel-processing facility.
The waste-processing developmental costs are covered in fuel development
activities at ANL.

ALWR-MOX Cost estimates have not been developed tbr a dedicated facility. Comparison
with other facilities suggests that costs would be in e:¢cess of $ I billion.
Modifications to an existing Savannah River facility can be done for about
$110 million, Estimates for ICPP are not available.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR Cost estimates to design, construct, and start up the packaging facilities at the
reactor site have not been defined. They are not expected to be a significant

component of the total plant capital costs.

MSR Development work is needed to optimize the waste processing and handling
part of the fuel processing to current requirements and desires. This task is
somewhat simplified by the absence of fuel in the waste.

PBR No estimates have been made for a fuel particle packaging facility. Costs are !
not expected to be large compared to the other costs.

While the OCRWM and ERWM programs share be generated by new nuclear power or future
common goals, there are significant differences, defense facilities. Additional types of nuclear

For example, OCRWM is funded by a fee levied on waste considered in this report (due to Congress in
waste generators, is regulated by NRC, and will October of 1993) are rather extensive and include
provide a system to handle packaged spent nuclear some materials that may be managed by the evolv-
fuel (commercial) and vitrified high-level waste, ing ERWM program. Thus, it is currently unclear

Key parts of the OCRWM program include dis- which program would control the disposal of the
posal of the previously mentioned inventories, denatured plutonium.

development of a mined geologic repository,

development of interim storage facilities, and ERWM is funded by general tax revenues, must
transportation from points of origin to storage or comply with Environmental Protection Agency
disposal sites. The OCRWM program must obtain and DOE orders rather than the NRC, and may

licenses from the NRC. There are currently about address a significantly wider range of radioactive
25,000 MTHM of spent nuclear fuel in storage at waste and nuclear material for treatment and dis-

various reactor sites around the country. The posal. However, licensing for disposal may ulti-
capacity of Yucca Mountain is set at mately reside with the NRC. Until just recently,
70,000 MTHM. The amount of defense waste DOE spent fuel has been reprocessed. These opera-

placed in this repository is likely to depend on tions recycled fissile materials and other by-
when the repository is opened and how much corn- product isotopes and isolated high-level waste for
mercial fuel and defense waste will be ready for vitrification and shipment for disposal (disposal of

disposal at that time. In February 1993, OCRWM high-level waste glass is under OCRWN). The
initiated a study, as directed by Section 803 of the recent DOE decision to discontinue rcprocessing
Energy Policy Act of i 992, to examine the ade- (because of the low demand tbr the recovered high-

quacy of its current waste program to manage addi- enriched uranium) has significantly changed the
tionai volumes or types of nuclear waste that may inventory of materials that is being addressed by
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ERWM. Reprocessingproducedone wasteform arebelievedtobc extremelylow and plansfora
frommany difl;erentfueltypes.Programstoevalu- second geologicalrepositoryhave not been

ate disposal and treatment options for this r, re- initiated. Monitored and controlled storage el"the
viously processed spent nuclear fuel are under way plutonium in its current or denatured form will be
and ERWM isalsointerestedindevelopingnew requiredforseveraldecadesuntila geologic
technologiesthatwillminimizethefuturegenera- repositoryisopen.An exceptiontothiscouldbe

lion of all types of radioactive v,'aste, especially shipping the material to WIPP via transuranic-type
high-level waste, if a common treatment system is waste packages (Option 4). However, significant

not developed, then each of the basic fuel types political resistance would likely result, as this
may represent a separate waste form that will action ss,ould be viewed as a new mission that has
require characterization prior to disposal. Thus, never been addressed. This type of action would
key decisions on how to treat or condition different likely be embraced by the general public as an
nuclear materials, as well as which materials will end-run tactic that could jeopardize the entire

be treated in the ERWM program, are still under WlPP program.
development and dependent on being integrated

with the OCRWM plan. Repository Control---The candidate denaturing

DisposalRepository Issues--Denaturing proposals that would place significant amounts of
tactics under consideration will produce four basic highly enriched fissile material in a geologic repos-

itory must consider long-term criticality issues.
waste packages: (I) spent nuclear fuel/targets that These issues remain to be resolved for spent corn-
are partially burnt, (2) stainless steel canisters of

mercial fuels and have never been proposed for fis-vitrified defense waste mixed with small
sile materials with these potentially higher levels of

concentrations of plutonium, (3) spent nuclear
enrichment. The difficulty of demonstrating criti-

• fuel/targets that contain no remaining plutonium, cality control for a geologic repository is discussed
and (4) plutonium diluted with transuranic waste in the following pmagraphs.
for disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP). Each of these candidate waste packages

has some significant disposal issues that must be A fundamental performance issue for the geo-
considered in a comparative evaluation process, logic disposal is control and there are two key con-
The following subsections highlight these issues, trol areas: control/containment of fission products

and criticality control for fissile material. The geo-

Repository Availability--The basic intent logic repository concept must achieve some level
of the above candidate denaturing tactics is to of risk that is ultimately acceptable to the regula-

denature plutonium and isolate it via placement in tory bodies and the general public. This acceptabil-
a geological repository as soon as possible. The ity issue is based on (a) the perceived hazards
two proposed proliferation protection barriers are (chemical and radiological) of the waste form and

self-protecting radiation fields and the isolation of (b) control of the hazards tk_ras long as the hazards
a geologic repository. Each of these barrier exist. Because radiological materials are decaying
concepts has a rather significant weakness. First, naturally, they do have a limited lit'clime. The
the concept ot" high radiation preventing lower part of Figure !1 shows, in agrosscompara-
proliferation can certainly be challenged by the tire manner, that the lifetime of fissile materials

willingness ot" people around the world to give (2_'_Puand 2_5U)will generally exceed the related
their life for a particular cause. Crude shielding and lifetime of the controlling fission products. Thus, it
remote handling concepts can quickly render is very difficult to demonstrate criticality control
radiation ineffective. Thus, the isolation aspect of a via a geologic repository for the lifetime of 2_sU

repository probably provides greater protection, because its half-life is 704 million years. The half-
However, the chances of this material going into life of 2_'_Puis significantly less (25,(X)0 years), but

i the first repository (potentially Yucca Mountain) even this scenario is difficult to model.
I
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Figure 11. Control concepts versus waste hazard lifetimes.



The upper part of Figure II depicts different and perfi_nnancetesting to Ix"qualified for accep-
repository concepts thai attempt lOextend the con- lance at a geological repository. 'l'his concept
trol time via multiple barriers and other packaging would also require a major redesign of Defense

options thal help minimize the criticality risk via Waste Processing Facility process equipment t()
extended control times. If criticality control must ensure criticality control for nomud and abnormal
be provided for as long as a risk exists, then plutoniunl blending operations. Facility ventilation
introduction of fissile material requires configura- modifications to ensure adequate alpha contamina-
lion control of the repository and the waste form titre control are likely and special nuclear material

into geological time. it follows then that zero trill- security features must also be implemented. Any
cality risk for the geologic repository is only physical modifications to the facility or equipment
obtained when the fissile material is removed. If and changes in source temas and processing rates
removal is not provided, then the next best situa- would also require revisions in the faciltty's Safety
tion results when the control of the fissile material Analysis Report and National Environmental
is never surrendered and monitoring is maintained. Policy Act documentation.

The perceived risk (chemical and radiological) is Future Strategy_The amount of
generally linked to the processes that could cause
the material to migrate or jeopardize confinement, conditioning or treatment that is likely to be
These could include internal (e.g., chemical and required for denatured plutonium remains to be

radiological) or external (e.g., earthquakes, water determined by evolution of waste acceptance
intrusion) events. The potential to loose confine- criteria for some future repository concept. If it is

a geologic repository concept, then criticality
ment becomes significantly greater with energy
from an uncontrolled criticality and the inventory control is likely to be a key issue for those

of fission products under these conditions includes proposals that do not completely destroy the
the entire spectrum (short and long lived). Thus, plutonium. Denatured plutonium from these

programs may have to be poisoned, diluted, or
the introduction of fissile material in a geologic removed to meet waste acceptance criteria.
repository increases the perceived risk and the nec- However, if a new hardened and controlled

essary control time. High burnup proposals would repository concept becomes available, then the
help to minimize the criticality concern and com-
plete burnup would eliminate the issue entirely, waste acceptance criteria for this monitored and
The complete burnupconcept would have another controlled disposal concept may allow
advantage if fission products were treated and contaminated fissile materials. Concepts requiring

packaged like defense waste. This would greatly removal of fissile material will need to implement
simplify characterization efforts, aqueous or nonaqueous recovery systems. These

systems could be part of a DOE program that is
operated to dispose of all of its nuclear material

Waste Forms and Characterization inventories (see Figure 12). Segregation of these
Programs---Any new waste form generated by inventories into their components would simplify
these candidate proposals will require the waste treatment program for much of the waste.

characterization and perfornmnce testing prior to Thus, a combination of modified repository
acceptance at a future repository. This will require concepts (geologic and engineered to maintain
a research and development program with monitoring and control of the stored inventory) and

appropriate funding and time to complete. Funding alternative simplified waste packages (segregation
and schedules for this type of activity can be of fissile and fission product material) could

minimized by producing waste forms that have shorten the regulatory process, reduce costs, and
been extensively characterized (i.e,, defense waste enhance general public acceptance. New

glass and spent commercial fuel), repository concepts may evolve from the ERWM
and OCRWM programs.

Mixing plutonium with defense waste at the
Defense Waste Processing Facility will generate a Dispositioning strategies specifically tailored
new waste form that will require characterization for plutonium must address some unique issues and
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Figure 12. Systems diagram of radioactive waste system.



yet they must also embrace issues that are common Tables 15-17, respectively, summarize the spon-
for all special nuclear material (i.e., proposed dis- sor responses for these three questions.
positioning activities must be conducted in a man-
ner that is consistent with current regulations via an

2.4.3 Schedule and Cost Estimates.
overall strategy that is flexible enough to accom-
modate future policy modifications). These modi- Questions 4 and 5 were posed to the concept

fications will occur as a result of technology sponsors on their estimates for time schedule and
improvements, national policy issues, perceived costs for developing and implementing a waste
public interest in the areas of waste minimization, disposal system and disposal of the waste in a
environmental protection, nuclear safety, energy repository.
conservation, and general minimal risk for future
generations. A no-action alternative (e.g., contin- 4. What are your estimates ft," the elapsed time

ued storage) serves as a useful benchmark if a dif- prior to opening a suitable repository?
ferent repository concept (e.g., monitored and
controlled) is determined to be an acceptable solu- 5. What are the current cost estimates for waste
tion. The resolution of these challenges requires a disposal system development and for disposal
global, integrated, and structured plan across the of the waste?

DOE complex and all of its fissile materials. What

may be best for plutonium denaturing should be Tables 18 and 19 summarize the sponsor

part of the optimum solution for the entire DOE responses to these questions. The sponsor cost esti-
special nuclear material inventory, mate responses used the historical cost estimating

method. With a known large variance in data vin-

2.4.2 Technical Development Require- rage and accuracy, these responses should be con-
ments. Questions 1-3 concerning technical sidered only in general (versus factual) terms. The

INEL recommends a separate parametric cost anal-development requirements for waste disposal were
asked and responses were obtained from the ysis be completed to establish criteria. This cost
sponsors: analysis should be applied to the top three or four

options, providing a firm cost baseline for future

1. Relative to the assumed acceptance of corn- use.

mercial fuei and defense waste in a geologic
repository, is there waste characterization
work that must be performed? 2.4.4 Self-Protection of Waste. Question 6

was posed to the sponsor on the self-protecting

2. Briefly describe the technical work scope aspects of the final waste form to determine the
necessary to romplete development of the waste's diversion resistance:
waste disposal method and its duration. For

6. Does radiation make your proposed wasteexample, are there any preconditioning or
packaging requirements that m,,_t be satisfied package self-protecting (i.e.. greater than
for repository acceptance? 100 R/hr at 3 .ft from the stufuce), if so, how

long does it lemain self-Frotecting ?

3. Identify technical issues that could impede
the placement of waste from your option in a Table 20 summarizes the sponsor responses to

repository, this question.
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Table 15. Sponsor responses on waste characterization work that may be necessary for repository

acceptance.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR The metal fuel pyroprocess produces two main waste streams: salt and metal,
which do require performance and acceptance testing. However, these waste
forms are being developed and tested and are expected to be acceptable for
repository acceptance.

ALWR-MOX The spent MOX fuel is to be sent to a geologic repository following a period of
interim storage. Characterization studies would have to be factored into the
spent fuel characterizations currently in progress for commercial oxide fuel.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR Based on ORNL conceptual evaluations, the fuel is disposed of as whole
blocks, which means the plutonium fuel is permanently encased by large
quantities of corrosion-resistant graphite. Characterization beyond the fuel and
graphite appear to be minimal. Three technical issues are identified ranging
from confirmation of the C-14 content of the fuel elements to oxidation rates of

irradiated graphite. (See Appendix F).

MSR The waste is fuel free. Because it is in a chemical processing plant, it can be
adapted to the requirements of any repository. Side streams contain chemicals
that will require characterization. It is expected they can be modified,
classified, and separated according to requirements.

PBR Because the waste packaging has not been explicitly defined, no precise
answer can be given. The waste packages could be adapted to conform to a
geological repository.
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Table 16. Sponsor responses on technical development work necessary tor waste disposal.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR The preconditioning requirements should be covered in the testing described in
the response to the previous question. Packaging is expected to be standard.

ALWR-MOX Technical work scope is well defined. The major elements are spent fuel
characterization, reactor basin for underwater cooling, program for dry storage,
program to develop treatment facility to repackage fuel, definition of
repository acceptance criteria, and fuel qualification procedures with emphasis
on criticality prevention.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.
I

MHTGR ORNL concluded fuel elements could be placed in spent fuel containers and
placed in a repository without significant preconditioning or processing.
Confirmation will be needed by detailed engineering analysis and possibly
validated by testing programs.

MSR Waste treatment development is part of the entire fuel-processing development.
One of the concepts envisions that the waste will be optimized in every respect.
This can be done because the waste stream is in a liquid form.

PBR Suitable packing methods will need to be defined. Because no chemical
processing is required, it is expected to be a relatively small step compared to
development and construction.

Table 17. Sponsor responses on technical issues that could impede placement of waste in a repository.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR There are no known impediments for placement of ALMR pyroprocessing
waste in a repository. The waste performance and acceptance testing is ongoing
and is expected to be successful.

ALWR-MOX There are waste form qualifications with particular emphasis on criticality
prevention over geologic time periods. Safeguard assessments are needed for
both surface and subsurface storage. Because commercial fuels will face these
same issues, successful commercial fuel qualification will provide a means to
qualify MOX fuel.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR No technical feasibility issues were identified by the ORNL assessment that
are expected to impede placement of whole fuel elements in a repository.
Minimizing space requirements may need to be addressed.

MSR There are no known issues unique to this concept. The waste is fuel free, Side
streams that contain elements such as fluorine or beryllium with radioactive
material may require special treatment.

PBR Currently no issues have been identified.
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Table 18. Sponsor responses on current schedule estimates for opening a suitable repository.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR It is assumed that the current repository schedule (e.g., opening about 2010) is
compatible with the ALMR schedule.

ALWR-MOX Only defense high level waste and commercial spent fuel are authorized for
storage at Yucca Mountain. It is unlikely this situation will change. It is likely
that MOX fuel disposal will have to wait for a second repository. It is a widely

shared opinion that a second repository would not be available before
2030-2040.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR There is no incremental elapsed time beyond that for opening a suitable LWR
fuel repository for commercial or defense HLW.

MSR The MSR is not dependent on the opening of a repository for waste. The waste
is fuel free and relatively small in quantity.

PBR No estimate has been made of the time prior to opening a repository. Political
issues could dominate this question.

Table 19. Sponsor responses on current cost estimates for waste disposal system development and for

disposal.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR The cost of disposal of ALMR processed fuel is expected to be less than the
current 1mill/kWh fee. It is expected that the cost on an equivalent basis
would be one-half to three-quarters of a mill/kWh.

ALWR-MOX Spent fuel disposal estimates included in WSRC-RP-92-1004 2 are estimated to
be $65 million and additional development costs are estimated to be about
$10 million. (See Appendix E for additional details.)

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR A rigorous cost estimate has not been made, but it should be comparable to
costs for commercial spent fuel disposal.

MSR There are no estimates for waste disposal. Some new and additional steps will
be needed, but they are not considered critical.

PBR No cost estimate has been made of a particle processing facility.
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Table 20. Sponsor responses on the self-protecting features of the waste package.

Concept Response

ABC No specific sponsor response was provided for this question.

ALMR It will be self-protecting. See the curve provided in Appendix D.

ALWR-MOX It will be self-protecting for :;bout the same time period as the commercial
spent fuel. The time has noi been specifically calculated, but it is expected to
be self-protecting for greater than 50 years.

ALWR-T The sponsor did not address this question.

MHTGR A graph shows it to be self-protecting according to the stated criteria for about
60 years.

MSR The MSR waste does not contain any fuel, so it is the ultimate in

self-protection.

PBR No estimate has been made.
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3. GENERAL RATING OF PLUTONIUM ANNIHILATION OPTIONS

The INEL produced ratings for the reactor and Table 21 summarizes the rating of options. The
accelerator-based systems considering only most significant change in this table from the

options that have the capability to annihilate large LLNL report is in rating of engineering feasibility
fractions of weapons-grade plutonium. These rat- for the ALWR. In examining the sponsor's

ings have a different basis than ratings produced by information, the INEL concluded the ternary fuel

LLNL because its ratings considered options that requires additional development before its engi-
denatured plutonium as well as options that annihi- neering feasibility can be definite. Ratings of ABC,

lated some or most of the plutonium. For the MSR, and PBR were listed as partial because engi-
INEL's rating, three areas of comparison were neering feasibility has not been proven for all sys-

selected: (1) operational capabilities of the fission terns components.
options, (2) time required to deploy reactor or
accelerator, and (3) cost estimates based on spon-
sor supplied information. A brief discussion of the
first two areas tollows. Insufficient valid cost data Categorization by time to deployment is based

on a system capable of annihilation of plutonium.
are available to develop sound estimates for future
use. Further work is required to produce defend- Information from the LLNL report was used in I

able and comparable cost estimates, categorization, but different durations were
assigned. In general, as with cost estimates, accu-

The methodology for rating operational capabil- rate schedule information is not available within
ity of the options followed the rating methodology the nuclear industry and will require further study.

developed by LLNL. ! Four stages of operational Table 22 shows options falling into three distinct
capability were defined as: groups. The ALMR-R uses fuel currently devel-

oped and replaces blanket material that would
• Concept Feasibility (CF). The physical otherwise be used for plutonium breeding. How-

principles associated with the concept are ever, results from Section 2.2.1 indicate that this

well understood and general feasibility has concept would take approximately 144 years to

been established, annihilate 90% of the assumed 50 MT of pluto-
nium. The ALMR-MB, ALWR-T, and MHTGR

• EngineeringFeasibility (EF). The engi- would fall within the same deployment period
neering system, subsystems, and major com- because each has fuel development and testing for
ponents have been identified and their plutonium-based fuel in process. The ABC, MSR,

performance has been generally established, and PBR require additional development and
A design basis, including design basis acci- design efforts for their entire concept.
dents and preliminary system response to
such events, has been developed.

• At-Scale Operation (ASO). A successful A comparison of concept costs has been com-

operation that is larger than bench scale and piled in Table 23 from sponsor response informa-
smaller than full scale exists, tion contained in Tables 4, 10, 14, and 19. These

costs are not sufficiently complete to allow a rank-

• Presently-Exlsting Capability (PEC). ing to bemade.Electrical revenueswerecalculated
Similar, but not necessarily identical, systems based on the concept descriptions used in the cal-
are currently operating successfully, culations of Section 2.2. I.
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Table 21. Operational capability of plutonium annihilation options.

ALMR-R ALMR-MB ALWR-T MHTGR ABC MSR PBR

CF Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

EF Yes Probably b Probably c Probably d Partial d Partial c't Partial c

ASO Probably a No No No No No No

PEC No No No No No No No

a. Assuming Fuel Cycle Facility operation.

b. Based on experience with uranium-plutonium based fuel, recognizing the need lbr additional fuel !

development work.

c. Based on experience with uranium-based ternary fuel, recognizing the need for additional fuel

and reactor kinetics development work.

d. Assuming review of Peach Bottom PuO2 TRISO particle tests will validate fuel pertormance and

acceptable plutonium core accident response can be established.

e. Requires large scale-up of MSR.

f. Design basis, including design basis accidents, has yet to be developed.

Table 22. Ranking of plutonium annihilation options based on time to deployment.

Group Concept rankings Comments

I ALMR-R Moderate extension of current technology but a slow

(5-10 yr) annihilation option

I! ALMR-MB Technical development of plutonium-based fuel required

(10-20 yr) ALWR-T Technical development of plutonium-based fuel required

MHTGR Technical development of plutonium-based fuel required

III ABC Extensive technical development of concept required

(20-30 yr) MSR Extensive technical development of concept required

PBR Extensive technical development of concept required
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TBble 23. Total concept costs for similarly sized facilities assuming a 40-year operating lil'ctime,

Concept costs (in millions)

ABC ALMR ALWR MHTGR MSR PBR

Research and IDP 325 IDP 261 IDP 2()8

development

Fuel Fabrication !DP !20 680 260 IDP I,O(R)

Facility

Fuel Fabrication IDP 1,000 !DP 1,720 IDP !DP

Facility operations
and maintenance

Reactor facility IDP 3,400 3,600 3,260 IDP 5,250

Reactor facility IDP 4,4(X) I0,000 9,920 !DP 2,(}00
operations and
maintenance

Electrical revenue i6,399 22,706 18,922 24,551 IDP !8,922

(calculated
assuming 75%
capacity factor and
O.06/kWh)

IDP--lnsufficient data provided by sponsor.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Conclusions fuel cannot be directly extrapolated Io plutonium-
basedfuel fabrication. The plutonium t'uel facili-
ties will have safety and environmental issues thatBased on informalion provided by concepl spon-

sors and the INEL's evaluation of this information, are complex and difficult to resolve, in addition, all

the following conclusions and recommendations fabrication and storage facilities will likely be
were reached, funded by DOE and reside on a highly secure DOE

reservation, which could result in higher costs and

4.1.1 Fuel Status. Previous fuel development longer schedule durations. A plutonium fuel pro-

work for many of lhe options concentrated on duction facility thai is sufficienlly large and secure
uranium-based fuel. As a result, plutonium-based is projected to cost more and lake longer to design,
fuel developmenl has been limited and build, and make operational than a similar uranium
demonstration of full-scale fuel fabrication has not facility, especially if care is not taken in imple-

been made. Based on the current fuel status, the menting design and safeguards requirements.

development and fabrication of plutonium-bearing Operating costs and durations are expected to be
fuels will be on the critical path if annihilation of a greater than currently encountered for uranium-
high percentage of the plutonium (90% or greater) based fuel. However, operating costs are a small
is desired. Fuel development will consume much part of the overall costs of the plant. It is not clear

of the time required to design and construct any of that these differences are adequately considered in
the reactor or accelerator-based options, the sponsor estimates.

Two fuel forms have been proposed for both the 4.1.2 Reactor and Accelerator System
ALMR and ALWR options. A uranium-plutonium- Status. The INEL believes that annihilation of
based metal fuel has been proposed for theALMR plutonium is preferred over denaturing.

reference fuel cycle (ALMR-R) and a plutonium- Furthermore, because it is possible to construct a
based metal fuel for a maximum burner or anni- nuclear explosive device from a wide range of

hilation cycle (ALMR-MB). A MOX fuel has been plutonium isotopic concentrations, the INEL
proposed for the ALWR (ALWR-MOX) and also a believes that the capability to annihilate all five
ternary fuel (ALWR-T) to provide more rapid plu- plutonium isotopes (238pu, 23t_pu, 24°pu, 241pu,
tonium annihilation, and 242pu) is a better measure of a concept's

effectiveness than the capability to annihilate just

Fuel development of ALWR-MOX has been the 23t_puand 241pu isotopes. A discussion of the
completed. Irradiation testing of the ALMR-R fuel capabilities of the reactor and accelerator-based
is under way at ANL. Vital developmental work options to annihilate plutonium follows.
remains for the ALMR-MB, ALWR-T, and

MHTGR fuels. Significant development work will The original ALWR option description proposed
be required for the fuel and the components using MOX fuel tbr disposition of plutonium. The
associated with the core region (frits, etc.) for the ALWR sponsor response states that ternary fuel
PBR. Insufficient inlormation on fuel development (PuO2-ZrO2-CaO) is now the preferred fuel. The

needs was provided by sponsors of ABC and MSR INEL believes that the change in ALWR fuel
but reviews by the INEL indicate that additional choice is possibly because use of MOX fuel to
fuel development is required, annihilate 50 MT of plutonium would require long

periods of time or large numbers of reactors.
The INEL believes that sponsor estimates for Numerous fuel reprocessing cycles would be nec-

fuel fabrication facility costs and schedules may be essary. Although the use of existing commercial
optimistic because experience with uranium oxide reactors may be possible, reprocessing would
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likely become the critical path for mission comple- systems. Criticality and reactivity control during
tion. Large amounts of spent fuel would have to be reactor operation must be examined when annihi-
shipped to centralized reprocessing facilities, lating large percentages of plutonium. Develop-
increasing the potential for diversion. In addition, ment work on a reactor concept similar It) the PBR

the time and cost to license a large number of corn- option in the Commonwealth of Independent
mercial LWRs for MOX fuel could be substantial. States indicates that substantial development work
Because commercial LWRs are not standardized, it is required for the PBR. Specific technology devel-
is likely that the NRC would have to consider the opment issues for the ABC, MSR, and PBR

licensing of MOX fuel on a plant-by-plant basis, options were not identified because these concepts
are in a preliminary stage of conceptual develop-

ALWR-T and MHTGR options are both capable ment. It is clear that significant issues relating to
of annihilating high percentages of 23t_puand 241pu materials, design, and fabrication would have to be
without reprocessing. The ALWR sponsor pro- resolved before these concepts could be
poses using a ternary fuel to achieve annihilation of constructed.
a significant fraction of the total plutonium iso-

topes without reprocessing. ALWR-T high anni-
The INEL believes that sponsor estimates t'or

hilation percentages can only be reached through system development and construction costs and
in-reactor fuel assembly resident times signifi- schedules are optimistic and that costs would be
cantly longer than current LWR fuel assemblies higher and schedules would be longer than pre-
typically experience. Further investigation would dieted. Startup and operational costs are expected
be required to determine whether ALWR-T fuel

to be similar to those of currently operating reactor
assembly materials could survive long resident

facilities on a per reactor basis.
times without being refurbished. The MHTGR
sponsor proposes employing a fuel management

scheme that involves shuffling irradiated fuel 4.1.3 Waste-Processing Status. A detailed
blocks into the core reflector region to achieve technical assessment of the waste-processing area
annihilation of large fractions of all plutonium iso- was not performed by the INEL. Waste

topes. Further investigation would be required to characterization work will be necessary for all
determine the practicality of such a fuel manage- plutonium-based fuels. Waste processing is an
ment scheme, integral part of the ABC, ALMR, and MSR.

Technical development of the ALMR waste-

Calculations by the option sponsors indicate that processing system is under way at ANt,. Waste
concepts with reprocessing can achieve near total processing for the ABC and MSR require process
plutonium annihilation in a shorter duration than and component development for plutonium-based

nonreprocessing options. As shown in Table 7, lbr fuels. The sponsor indicated that waste processing
the deployment of similar MW(t) facili_ies, the is not necessary for the PBR because no
concepts that can annihilate total plutonium quick- reprocessing is proposed and the particles would be
est are the P.,BC and ALMR-MB. These concepts packaged and sent to a waste disposal facility.
are closely followed by theMHTGRandPBR. Waste processing for the MHTGR with

However, the ABC and PBR concepts are not reprocessing has not been completely evaluated.
highly developed and will require a significantly ORNL examined disposal of uranium-based
longer time period to implement and deploy. The MHTGR fuel and concluded that the fuel elements
annihilation levels of the MHTGR concept depend could be safely placed in a repository without
on a yet-to-be-proposed method for reprocessing waste processing. Waste processing for the

the fuel particles. ALWR-T fuel would require more complex and
time-consuming processes than the MOX fuel.

Technology development issues must be Some benchtop development work for the
resolved for all reactor and accelerator-based uranium-based ternary fucl has been done.
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4,1,4 Waste-Disposal Status, Several processesand tile effective lifetime requircmenl L_t
waste-disposal packages are possible using a geologic repository i,, reduced from several

reactors or an accelerator. Each of ttle lmssible hundred thousandyears to sew.'ral hundred years.
waste packages has disposal issues thai IliUM be

considered in a comparative evaluation process, If a repository is not available l_,r ,,everal
including: decades, temporary Ol|sile stol'age _l the final

waste should not pose any additional .safeguards
• Repository Availability, The likelihood of and security problems. These _aste l'orm_contain

waste from the reactor or accelerator-based only trace quantities of plutonium and criticality
conceptsgoingto the first geological reposi- control during storage in a repository becomes a
tory is very low andplansfor a secondreposi- low level issue. Further study of all the waste dis-
tory have not been initiated. Monitored posal issuesfor sponsor concepts i_ required.
storage of plutonium, or its denatured form,

could be required for severaldecades. 4.1.5 General Rating of Plutonium Annihila-
tion Options. The INEL producedratingsfor the

• Repository Control, There are two key reactor and accelerator-basedsystemsconsidering
variables in the control of material in a repos- only options that have the capability to annihilate
itory: control/containment of radioactive large fractions of weapons-grade plutonium. These
material and control of criticality. Criticality ratings have a different basis than ratings produced
control is difficult to demonstrate to the gen- by LLNL because its ratings considered options

eral public because the fissionable material that denatured plutonium as well as options that
decays very slowly, which means material annihilated some or most of the plutonium. For the
could be available to form a critical mass for INEL's rating, three areas of comparison were
long periods of time. In addition, there is no selected: ( 1) operational capabilities of the fission

evidence that the containment material will options, (2) time required to deploy reactor or
last the long times necessary to prevent the accelerator, and (3) cost estimates based on sponsor
fissionable material from migrating into a supplied information. The ALMR-R rated highest
critical geometry, in operational capabilities and time to deploy. Costs

could not be used to provide adequate ranking
• Waste Forms and Characterization becausesufficient data were not available.

Programs, Any new waste forms will
require characterization and performance 4.2 Recommendationstesting prior to acceptance at a future geo-
logic repository.

Basedon the evaluationof thesponsorconcepts,
Several optionsponsorsrecognizedtheseissues the following observations can be made:

and it was clear that adequate consideration of
waste disposal needs in all options requires further • if annihilation of the weapons-grade pluto-
investigation. It does not appear any option has a nium is to commence as soon as possible, as

notable advantage m waste characterization area, lhc most technically developed concept, the
and therefore should not be a discriminator in rat- ALMR-R can be deployed earliest. Total
ing options. Three sponsor concepts, the ABC, annihilation of 50 MT of weapons-gradeplu-
ALMR, and MSR, have greatly reduced require- tonium over a 40-year period would require
ments for long-term monitoring of their final waste completion of the rernaining tecl'mical devcl-

forms. These torms are expected to contain only opment and the construction of approxi-
small quantities of high-level nuclear waste and mately 48 ALMR modules over the next 5 to
fissionable materials. Destruction of long-lived 10 years with the remaining 30 years dedi-
actinides are an inherent part of these concepts' cared to plutonium annihilation.
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• If annihilation of the weapons-grade pluto- at all. In addition, no method has been pro-
nium is desirable and reprocessingof the in'a- posed fl_r reprocessingthe MHTGR or PBR
diated fuel is unacceptable, only two concepts fuel parlicles.
are available. ALWR-T and MHTGR. There

is currently no experience with plutonium- For the AI.MR-R. total annihilation of 50 MT
based fuels for the ALWR-T and limited of plutonium within a 40-year period would

experience for the MHTGR. Additional time require completion of the remaining technical
would be required to complete technical development and the construction of approxi-
development of both fuel types. ALWR-T mately 48 ALMR modules over the next 5 to
high annihilation fractions can only be 10 years with the remaining 30 year.,, dedi-

achieved through significantly longer fuel cared to plutonium annihilation. The
assembly resident times in the reactor than ALMR-MB would require construction of It_
current LWR fuel assemblies, it is questioned ALMR modules over the next I() to 20 years
whether ALWR-T fuel assembly materials with the remaining 20 years dedicated to plu-
could survive long resident times without tonium annihilation. The MHTGR would

being refurbished in some manner, it is also require construction of 21) modules over the
questioned whether criticality and reactivity next I0 to 20 years with the remaining 20
control can be maintained throughout long years dedicated to plutonium annihilation.

cycle lengths. High annihilation fractions of For the ABC or PBR, completion of the
the MHTGR can only be achieved through a remaining technical development and the
modified fuel managemett scheme that construction of approximately five ABC sys-
replaces reflector materials with irradiated terns, six MSR reactors, or 15 PBR modules
fuel elements, would require 20 to 30 years with the remain-

ing 10 years dedicated to plutonium annihila-
tion. Because of the large number of modules

Approximately 73ch annihilation of 50 MT of
plutonium within a 40-year period would required for the ALMR-R and the technical
require completion of the remaining technical development required for the ABC, MHTGR,

MSR, and PRB, if reprocessing of the irra-
development and the construction of approxi-

diated fuel is acceptable, the ALMR-MB is
mately eight ALWRs or 15 MHTGR mod-
ules over the next 10 to 20 years with the preferable.
remaining 20 years dedicated to plutonium Fabrication of the ALWR-T and MHTGR fuels
annihilation. Fuel development is required for

will require weapons-grade plutonium be pro-
each of these options, but insufficient time cessed for removal of contaminants. Facilities exist
and information was available to chose one

option over the other, for such processing, but transportation to the reac-
tor site increases the potential for diversion. The

ALMR-R or ALMR-MB fuel can employ weap-
• If annihilation of weapons-grade plutonium ons-grade plutonium directly into its fuel cycle,

is desirable and reprocessing irradiated fuel is and the fuel cycle will reside at the same location
acceptable, six concepts are available: ABC, as the reactors. The potential for diversion is
ALMR-R, ALMR-MB, MHTGR, MSR, and diminished for the ALMR-R and ALMR-MB con-

PBR. Although some development time is cepts.
still required for the ALMR-R and

ALMR-MB fuel types, the ABC, MSR, and Waste-processing and waste-disposal issues
PBR concepts are not sufficiently developed must also be considered for the above rccommen-
and will require a significantly longer time dations. Waste processing is an integral part of the
period to implement and deploy, if successlul ALMR concept and technical development of this
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process is under way at ANL. Waste characteri_a- Bet'au_e of time constraint_ and hick of detailed

lion work may be necessary for the MHTGR pluto- information available for thi_ review, the INI-L i

nium-based fuel and waste processing for the recommends further study of what it believes are
AI.WR lernar) fuel would require more complex tile top four concepts--ALMR-R (Advanced l.iq-
and lime-consuming processes than MOX fuel, ()f uid Metal Reactor with rel'erence fuel c)'cle).
the three concepts, the ALWR-T and MHTGR AI.MR-MB (Advanced I.iquid Metal Reactor with
waste will be highly radioactive for hundreds of maximum burner fuel cycle). AI.WR-T (Advanced

thousands of years. The ALMR waste will be Light Water Reactor with ternary fuel), and

highly radioactive for only several hundred years MHTGR (Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled

because most of the high level radioactive waste ix Reactor).

recycled back into the ALMR fuel.
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Appendix A

Questions Asked for the Sponsor Options

Fuel

Please answer the following questions for fuel development, fabrication facility design and construction,

and facility startup and operation.

1. Did you assume that plutonium (PuO2 or Pu metal) used in the fuel would be free of contaminants
(alloying metals and americium now in the nuclear weapon pits)? Will the fuel proposed be negatively
impacted if plutonium is contaminated with these alloying metals and the americium'?

2. Briefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete development of the fuel and its esti-
mated duration.

3. Identify technical issues that could impede fuel development and fabrication. For example have all
issues related to material lifetime, compatibility, etc., been resolved'?

4. What are the current cost estimates for fuel development and for the fuel fabrication facility construc-
tion, startup, and operation.'? What estimating method was used (e.g., parametric, historical cost, unit
cost, etc.)'?

Reactor or Accelerator System

Please answer the following questions for reactor or accelerator system development, facility design and
construction, and facility startup and operation. Since the MSR and the ABC use a continuous fuel cycle, it
is not necessary to answer the first question.

1. If the plutonium disposition goal is to annihilate 239pu and 241pu in a single fuel cycle, what is the total
burnup or exposure (GWD/MT Pu) required to reduce the initial inventory of these two isotopes by
90%, 95%, and 99% (if possible)? For each of these cases, identify the weight percent of all plutonium
isotopes in the initial fuel loading and those remaining in the spent fuel after an equilibrium fuel cycle.

Also identify the cycle times.

2. If the plutonium disposition goal is to annihilate 239pu and 241ptl and irradiated fuel can be reprocessed
to recover and recycle plutonium, what is the total burnup or exposure (GWD/MT Pu) required to
reduce the initial 239pu and 241Pu inventory by 90%, 95%, 99%, and 99.9%? If the option uses a batch

mode fuel cycle, how many times would a core fuel load need to be recycled to reach each bumup
percentage? For each of the four cases, identify the weight percent of all plutonium isotopes prior to
initiation of irradiation and those remaining in the spent fuel.

3. If the plutonium disposition goal is to annihilate all plutonium isotopes and irradiated fuel can be

reprocessed to recover and recycle plutonium, what is the total burnup or exposure (GWD/MT Pu)
required to reduce the inventory of all plutonium isotopes by 90%, 95%, 99%, and 99.9%? If the
option uses a batch mode fuel cycle, how many times would a core fuel load need to be recycled to
reach each bumup percentage? For each of the four cases, identify the weight percent of all plutonium
isotopes remaining in the spent fuel.

4. Briefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete development of your reactor or accel-
erator system and its estimated duration.
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5. Identify technical issues that could impede system development, design, construction, and startup. For

example, have all issues related to material lifetime, compatibility, etc., been resolved'?

6. What are the current cost estimates for system development and tk)rconstruction, startup, and opera-

tion of the facility? What estimating method was used (e.g., parametric, historical cost, unit cost, etc.)?

Waste Processing

Please answer the following questions for waste processing development, facility design and construction,
and startup. For these questions, waste is defined as spent fuel and by-product waste streams from recycling

spent fuel.

1. Briefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete development of a waste conditioning/
processing flowsheet for your option and its estimated duration.

2. Identify technical issues that could impede development of the waste processing flowsheet, systems,
or facilities.

3. What are the current estimates for the time required for construction and startup of the waste proces-

sing facility?

4. What are the current cost estimates for waste processing development and for construction and startup

of a waste processing facility?

Waste Disposal

Please answer the following questions for waste disposal development for your option. For these questions,
waste is defined as spent fuel and by-product waste streams from recycling spent fuel. You may benchmark

your answers against the programs that are being developed for commercial fuel and defense waste.

1. Relative to the assumed acceptance of commercial fuel and defense waste in a geologic repository, is
there waste characterization work that must be performed?

2. Briefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete development of the waste disposal
method and its duration. For example, are there any preconditioning or packaging requirements that
must be satisfied for repository acceptance?

3. Identify technical issues that could impede the placement of waste from your option in a repository.

4. What are your estimates for the elapsed time prior to opening a suitable repository?

5. What are the current cost estimates for waste disposal system development and for disposal of the
waste?

6. Does radiation make your proposed waste package self-protecting (i.e., greater than 100 R/hr at 3 ft
from the surface)? If so, how long does it remain self-protecting?
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AECL
AECLTechnologies
9210CorporateBoulevard
Suite410
RockvilleMawland

March 15, 1993 20850USA
1-800-USA-AECL

Mr. Duane J. Hanson (301)417-0047
Fax(301)417.07@

EG&G Idaho Inc. _lex_3-_2
P.O. Box 1625

MS 2508

Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415

Dear Mr. Hanson,

I have received your FAX of March II, 1993 providing a list of the

questions requested by the National Academy of Sciences regarding
reactor options for Plutonium disposition. You requested an answer by

Monday, March 15. It is unfortunate that we did not receive this

request until your study was almost completed. Obviously it is not

possible to provide detailed answers in the time allotted to us. The

questions warrant careful study and some analysis of fuel management
schemes for our CANDU reactor line; there is not time enough for such

study and analyses.

Nevertheless, I think it may be useful to INEL and the National Academy

to consider the possibility of employing CANDU type reactors for the

dual purpose of power generation and Plutonium annihilation, as they may

have major advantages over the alternatives. I have summarized below
some information on the current status of CANDU technology, and some of

our initial thoughts regarding the application of CANDU reactors for

disposing of excess Plutonium. This letter supercedes the draft letter

which I FAXED to you on March 12, 1993.

STATUS OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT - Questions 4, 5 and 6 under "Reactor

Systems" ask about the status of development of the reactor technology

being proposed. In fact, the CANDU technology is fully developed and

proven. A Plutonium burning fuel system could be applied using

available designs without changing the basic reactor configuration and

control systems. The frequency of on-line refueling would have to be
increased in some cases, but no change in design would be required.

Thus additional technology development would not be required for the

power plant or reactor control and safety systems. Detailed studies

would be required on the fuel system to maximize the rate of plutonium

consumption. Specifically:

I. The CANDU Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors have a proven record of

safe, reliable, and economic performance which compares favorably with

other proven reactor types such as Pressurized and Boiling Water

Reactors. We have over 200 reactor years of safe and successful

commercial operation; with 32 reactors currently in operation or under

construction. Multiple unit stations provide much of the power for

Ontario Hydro, and single unit CANDU stations are in operation in
Quebec, New Brunswick, Korea, and Argentina. Additional plants are

under construction in Romania, Korea, and Canada.

2. AECL is the developer and designer of uhe CANDU reactors.

Manufacturing and construction is done by the utility or private

A Olv,slonot AECL Inc.
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vendors. The 600 MWE CANDU 6 plants are stand alone plan_s currently

producing power in Korea, Argentina, New Brunswick, and Quebec.

3. AECL has designed an improved version of the CANDU 6 reactor, known

as the CANDU 3, with a rating of 450 MWE. This design has improved

reliability, safety, and operability features, and has major

improvements in constructability, with the result that econcntics compare

favorably with a comparable size fossil power plant. Detailed design of
CANDU 3 is about 80% complete (the Province of Saskatchewan is sharing

in the funding for this design), with detailed regulatory review of the

standard design underway by Canada's Atomic Energy Control Board. AECL

Technologies, the U.S. arm of AECL, has applied to NRC for a U.S.

license of the CANDU 3 design under 10CFR52; a pre-application review is

underway and an NRC SER is scheduled to be issued in 1994. Discussions
have been initiated with the Electric Power Research Institute to

prepare a Utility sponsored CANDU Requirements Document sL.-_ilar to the

ALWR Requirements Document recently completed.

4. Either the CANDU 6 reactors of the type currently in operation, or

the improved CANDU 3 design now being licensed in Canada a_d the U.S.,

could be applied to the Plutonium annihilation program.

REACTOR SYSTEM - Questions I through 4 request information on the

effectiveness of the proposed reactor system to fully annihilate the
fissile Plutonium. In conversations with Woody Stroup, he emphasized

the desire in this study to avoid the production of new plutonium from
fertile materials. Because it uses on-line refueling, the CANDU system

can achieve more complete annihilation of Plutonium without reprocesing,

as compared to alternatives. The question of fuel design, including use
of non-fertile dilutants, is discussed below.

In terms of the reactor system, present CANDU reactors use Natural
uranium and achieve a burnup of about 8000 MWD/T generally in one pass

through the reactor. However, many alternative fuel cycles using

Thorium, slightly enriched Uranium, and Plutonium-Uranium Mixtures have

been studied I. Some of these fuel cycles utilize multiple passes

through the reactor to maximize a particular nuclear performance
characteristic. This can be done in CANDU reactors with no loss of

capacity factor because of the on-line refueling feature. In the case

of plutonium annihilation, it should be possible to achieve virtually

complete annihilation of the fissile plutonium in a single fuel bundle

by judicious selection of the initial composition and multiple cycles

through the reactor.

Recent work done for an overseas client has verified that CANDU 6

reactors can achieve near complete annihilation of the plutonium,

without reprocessing, by using plutonia-beryllia fuel bundles in

multiple passes through the reactor. Some increase in fuelling machine

usage would occur, but this would be within the design envelope of the

equipment. Also some change in the linear density of poison in the

reactivity adjustor rods would be required, but this again is within the

envelope of previous design and operating experience.

In one example studied, the fresh plutonium bundle would be initially
inserted in the outer fuel channels where the neutron flux is lower. As

the reactivity decreases, the bundle could be recycled into more central
fuel channels which have higher neutron flux, to maintain the desired

bundle power while continuing to burn the plutonium. _he required
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plutonium concentrations, total burnup, cycle burnup, and recharge

locations would have to be determined based on detailed core analyses.
It is conceivable that much higher burnups than the 8,000 MWD/t could be

achieved on each bundle, thereby further reducing the total fuel cycle
costs. CANDU fuel pins are capable of achieving burnup of 40,000 MWD/t

and higher...the CANDU fuel pin is very similar to the fuel pin design
used in light water reactors.

Question 5 asks for information on the technical work scope necessary to
complete the development of the reactor system. In our case, that work

is almost completed, except for the design and analysis of the plutonium

core. We cannot estimate that work scope without some additional

information from EG&G regarding your requirements.

FUEL SYSTEM - AECL has developed an improved fuel bundle design known as

CANFLEX for use in advanced fuel cycles. This improvement allows higher

thermal performance whilst assuring the fuel materials remain within the
proven temperature-burnup envelope. However, most fuel work done in

Canada and elsewhere has utilized fertile materials (U238 or Thorium) as

diluent for the fissile materials. Mr. Stroup indicated that this study
requires that no new plutonium be generated in fertile materials while

the existing plutonium is being annihilated. While the plutonia-

beryllia system mentioned previously would work very well from a

neutronic point of view, it has never been proven in-pile.

A near term solution to this problem is to use ZrO 2 as a diluent.

During the early 1960's I helped the AEC's Naval Reactors Branch manage

a reactor development program for Shippingport Core 2 which developed

and proved just such a fuel. Specifically, the seed portion of

Shippingport Core 2 used a mixture of highly enriched UO 2 and ZrO 2 (up

to 67 w/o) which performed very well to fairly high burnups. Although

that design used flat plates, rather than fuel pellets, it did prove the

irradiation performance of the material 2" The cited reference notes

that the thermal conductivity of the fuel, after irradiation, is not

much different than that of UO 2 after irradiation (about 30% lower).

I therefore suggest that the best way to achieve total annihilation

would be to confirm the acceptability of the PuO 2 - ZrO 2 fuel system,

based on the earlier Shippingport work. I believe AECL has the

capability to fabricate and test such fuel pellets in the Canadian

Research reactors on an expedited basis.

WASTE PROCESSING AND WASTE D!SPO_L - The last two sets of questions

deal with waste processing and disposal. There would be no difference

in substance between the once through mode presently in use in Canada

and that which would be required to handle and dispose of the spent fuel

from a CANDU operating to annihilate plutonium. The higher burnup and

the higher concentration of fission products and actinides would of

course have to be accounted for in designing and analyzing the

repository performance. This could be done.

DRY RECYCLE - Although not mentioned in your questionnaire, another fuel

cycle is currently being developed by AECL and KAERI (Korea Atomic

Energy Research Institute) which could also be applied to plutonium

disposition. Specifically, KAERI and AECL are in the process of

initiating a joint program to demonstrate the technology of The Dry

Recycle of spent LWR fuel for direct use in CANDU reactors. A recent

study by INEL 3 has been sent to Dr. Pigford of the National Academy of
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Sciences. In this application, the plutonium would be mixed with declad

LWR spent fuel and recycled into either a PWR or a CANDU reactor. This

cycle would not annihilate all of the plutonium; in fact it would

generate new plutonium while the old material is destroyed. However, it
does render the plutonium useless for weapons programs, and it has the

added advantage of reducing the quantity of civilian spent fuel, and at

the same time reducing the concentration of Technetium and Radioiodine

(per KWHR) in a repository, thereby reducing the ultimate hazard of HLW

disposal. You should be made aware that the current development program

being planned by KAERI and AECL calls for the full size demonstration of

this technology in about 7 years.

I hope this brief note is helpful to you and the Academy in your study.
We believe that the CANDU technology could be extremely valuable as a

tool to help eliminate excess plutonium and at the same time generate

safe and economic electricity. Please let us know how you would like to

follow up on this matter.

Sincerely

Herbert Feinroth

Consultant to AECLT

REFERENCES :

1. "A Catalogue of Advanced Fuel Cycles in CANDU-PHW Reactors", Veeder

and Didsbury, AECL-8641, June 1985

2. "The Irradiation Behavior of ZrO 2 -U02 Fuels," Berman and Bleiberg

WAPD-264, October 1962

3. "Recycling of Nuclear Spent Fuel with AIROX Processing," Majumdar,
et.al. DOE/ID-10423, December, 1992
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Duane Hanson
INEL

We are faxing ycu two add!t'.onald¢.c,.ar,_ertsthat m'gl"t _e r.f '.,sato you
,_JA, 0

In general, we are not _.,le :,:.,give you co:;t ir't,arma';-,r,, S:r'_Oewe dc _c.,t
h&;'e &n lntegrate,dpmgra;n for the dev_',c.p;_-nt ,.;fall sf th_ ABC system
tec,nnOlO_;es, in ad "'"" -' -,,,., ::, ........ _,.:,r., s ;:mi::c.ant
en,_agh_eve:ci deta;t ta aev_Icp a tc,'at _aya_e,";¢¢_t. Th-- "-'-.•., ,.,_.-.:eloprr;=::tOf :.
system design w;tn e¢_ou,_hficelit_ to daf;ne the techr:oleg_,,:_,q:.a;r,'-ment='.
vali,Jate _nesys.',eminterface requif _, " ',"=m_r,o, and pro,,,_de the basts for a cred:ble
system cos: e._timate;s or:e of ',hepr;or!ty _.ffort.sthat needs to b_ ,n.dert.aken.

"_ ofThe inform_*._o_we 'sent you earlier shuws t0,,.burnout l:,¢thtot'tl
piutontum and _,fPu-239 in _._esystem. S_,''','_ 3_ -'-fly ..-'.,_,.,':,!I ,.-,._ s.,_£_n ,equlrement3.
we used 40 ysers 8a cur burnout _irne. Th;$ :._q,,ir,_s_ _y_,t_.r;nth&t has

p ! '

al.;pzoximateiyhalf tl :e power of our refer_n,:.e.-,,,',-'.:-,'-'I' it.,, .,,.,,. ;va_._.si ab,e to turn
_hein',,ento.'_'in 20 yea,s, we c.;,uic2: _hat.,,;iti-.a _ystsm that is a:.",_.;!,_r;r,£ize to
our reference system.

h,_,,,,.4_..,anyallc,_,ingmateria! ihst s in US ' _ ,'", " inWe can ,,,.,,,.,,,.. ' w.:a,.,..n_ ou-fual
preparation and feed sy*.,tem l he amer:ciu,'r, wo,.;',d_e feed .,!._recttvinto th_
system and l:.urneda!_o. There is no ne$_t',.,,_irr_ct on the _.BCsTst_m due to
lne nuclear weapons material form.

If you ,leed any additlona; informa_lion,p!a.aseglve me .__a!!

TJ Trapp
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DEVELOPMENT NEEDS FGR AOUECUO-_Ae-ED CH-=.t,_!C.:,LFEI_ARATIONS IN
9UPPGRT OF'AGCP.LF.;",t-_TOR-DRIVE_ITRA.NSM!JTATIOIqeJCSTEM$

A. Gcner'alComments

wcahh ot lheraturc dcvelop..,J a,; a result -':"d.-,¢a:lesof' r..;_,rc,ce._tr_ethr_.:ugl,.',.,:the
world. Typicai reprocu.-.oiagplants have amauat"":.";+;_: r hundre,.:L._of-"r ...... ,.. ,_. ton£ of :,peat

_el. Accelerator tran.,:m-tation systems ..,'c,uld rec'._irc_:_ific.ar.il 7 sma!Icr plant
¢:apacitics t;:,t their ir,terna! ,:hcm;cai Sel_ar.',.fio_ H=.-:,u.,::these ,re fluid-_-elcd
._ystcms ther.e i_,.c,d_ciadding r=4.ai_':':l,_l';d th= r,-_.:,,".d of th,_ matrix material (D.O_
i:i very ,,traigh_forxvar,t. On the _:hcr h']nd, '::= ;.T\\' _>'.,,:¢.mm,_,t pro..s.css-clativel_,,
:;,",on,co:)l,_dmaterial flora the l:iao.k_', v,P.i'" ',,', .- ,-,'.:;,.: t,.rr.-)c..... eg plar.:._t,.,pieull.v deal with
.,;.'pentfuel that h,n; heen c_o!ea t'_st,,=ar:i. The prc,.::s:_ing of shori-cooled ma, erial h_
be.ca demonstrated at factli),.,.s _ucn _ the ORNL TRI" spearati_,ns facility but
prescnt_ chemical engineering challenges.

-',',--. , arily o_ l',,Lsic_hc:llistry needsTh_ dcveh:pmer.t needs,outlined _'.e."¢_,.,..nt._tt, r:ri,"

a.iso¢iated w:th the: s,:i_atat:...-_ ..:'._mp.ancr,_that are li_,tcd .he)c,,t.. The chemical
engin=enng tssucs (e:l_,tp_))er.tlayouL :_izi_:',;.cc,nl[ol sy:'tems, '" ": _eeded to mak,:

,t ' 9 "| ' _ "_
the:;, procc.a:,_awork ,.,n a F_:m¢._ca;_,hn,.'e no: yr.: _,:_'l_exi'_i_:_.[?'.,,,dre_:d, althou_:h
ba.,,ic tlowshmc: c-)mp_:_;at5 have beer, :nos,.n, ,n mamv ,:._s¢.... seal ,)n t¢cht.o..o,.
u_d in plan_-.,,¢me env:tentr, rn:,: H,)we',,er wha: ,'u- be said new is that _'- chemic:l
plant will b, a highly shle!d_d, rem_,te.lyoperated and n,aint:.ined facility.

For ,xample, we have proposed an aq_te:,u.¢actin!d, prvccss, tg flowsht:et that
incorporates, to the: extent pO_lbl¢, unit operations that have be..-'nc)e::.onstrated at _,)r
ne_ _,uch plunt _cales. l',;eve:,.h_l_s, the.st uni; ,.,pera:ion2 must be demormtrat_d
under the conditions as ch.',s: _ possible to tht_se envisioned in the ATW system, and,
eventually, it ,_ilI be nec_ssao to demonstrate the integrated flow.,,heet at pilr)t ._cale.
Where posstbl¢, each unit c)pera:ion w:.)uld bc 0,_cke,.'lu,_ with alterrln,.ive approaches,
and n_cr tcchnolugi=s that could in:pr,')v.,z:he ¢_.'e:ull perle,finance should be
evaluated. It should be cmpll.'_zcd tha_ bcc....usethe program i_ in an early stage of

deveioptnollt, we have fallen back ,m proven technologic:/in an at:erupt to iilusttat¢:
feasibility, not optimum pctforman,'e.

B. Th_ Base-Case Aqu_us Flowsheet

1"his flowsheet is documcmed in the Los .Mamos report, LA-UR.02.63, " Baseline
Actinide Blanket Processingt'_.,rthe Accelerator Transmutation of Wastc (ATW)
Program."
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One concern in ,._=,,el,:,l.-_i;;a,;;',_e,,c:',n!.g_;:¢::_si:,._ _,l"xv,.h_eth_ .%en :!'._ .-f'fect of
r_,d,,'d)_,._due :u _h_ _l_on cc,.,li,,g ti,'..,_',_nor t:, prc._.._,.;:_ing.,.',,nurn_e: ,.'f "amp._i,-,ns

• " "= . il' ,.Av-.dprc..c.=s.',{ag_.._solutionsat ti_e Oak Ridge rRU g,l',ace:,,_ngra,..lltv ha_ ..
having specific heats of 19.30 _.'._ts. L. TEe ,,urren; t_,,.,..,,_l,e:.e_er,a':,rc_ an upper l,m,'
_,t"11}walr_/'.- fur all plo,._:ssing, s,:.l_a'.io_ns.R_.a:nl Los .Ms:m,:,, :e_ts v,sln_; "SPu
solutions haw v,_nd.-'d that th_ l.a_¢,ee,_,gingu/' au,:!_" ' ,+,..ao,_.tio,:_ ;_ ,"-a.._ible,... Les

Alamos report LA.UR.92.63)

lndi',,,dual unit op,ra_ion_ .eorac;ini:.:,-,_,:garario,'_:;.',re disc_.r,aed .v'.:h_n emphasis ,o,_
d=wlopme:at aeed_.

C. Actlnide,%paratlon UnitOperations:Dev_h'_prnentN_ls

I. Solvent Remov.l

The removal of ,he D_O soh'ent by' ¢,.'alaorati,..,n.,heul,:l b, st,'aighlforward "D_;._
sol,..eut can be re¢,v,,:'.ledto, _h_trarmmu:c:. L,.-':,_;_ummu_:be.pcnodica!ly remov_.d.
The same is =rue of the blanke_ med_rator. The _ri_i::m ,emoval aystc_n could be

¢imilar to_,th_>_, used w_¢hC.-_NDU rcac=c,ra. Vut',tile .r,.s:;ionpr,_du_s, such as
krypton, xenon, and i,:dine tl_:,t are r.ol tvapp.-_ L', tl".e:;_.,arrypanicles must be scrubbed
from 'he evaporator ott.ga_ The method for " ,"-;,"" he ','o:"" . t,a,.,.,.._t 'stiles has ;:_o:y_t been
d,:termined, but lh¢ _a)uc procedur_.s used !a :,_pra::esaiag pl:n'_ s.h::)_Idbe ac.cep,ahlr..
The am,aurat_.._f,tte._e vol:'._ite fia,si+.,np,,,,'tuets wi',l d_p¢,,d c.a :h_ panicle size. We

• ' .... ,,-r.+h_',-,,-.:.altl:o,.:gh t',:'.ginn!n¢ m_essmen;shave nat;ct:;_rc:ficd i:,antcl- -,.z,: c., ,..'-.r ..... ,-,:
based on fac,_r._ ._u:h as er_.,:,i,.::'.,_e.t'!_ng, :m,:l l_.,'..ie:',p.,'oduct ,rapping a.-e hegj'nmng.

,a,,.,!remain with theAn)" a¢,nvola_ilt., fission p:odu,:ts [hat _.,,,.:apethe _iur_/par_.i-l_._, ' ;'
• _lurry after evaporation.

2. Oxide Dissolution

'i'he erode s:urD sho-ld he easily di_,:,dv_:d in coac.-.ntm,cd rdtnc ne.id, but any heels
from the diasoltmon could b,: _a,,,,+e.for mere ag_;;_:ssive di._sc.ludon t_:chniques. This
op_,ation is comta_anl._dune at th..-Los Alamos Plutonium l='a.:ility (._ee Los Alamos
report, LA-3.S42,"Plutonium Pr,:,c_._ing at Los Ala,nos Sci_mificLaborato_'".) We
have proposed the use of ozone to a.d the d,ssolut+on '.anddrive, off ruthenium _ the
teuoxid,=. In addition to th_ RuO,,, xhe off.gas will contain K.,, Xe, I:, Br,, and NOx.
Conventional techniques u._ed in re;,rmt..v.;_.;,:gplans For _,crubbiag the off-ga_ should
b= a_,,.'_latable,but cur s)'_tcm mus: r_daim and purity, the iodine f_.,r:ran._mma_ion.
There are many o+he, _ep._in_h,_fhov,_l,_etthat also produceNOx off-ga.ses, and
:hcac will need to be scrubbed ,a ,tta prc,v,si:.ms re,, nitric acid r_:uycle. Significant
engine=ring will be r_qu,red in :hl._ area. Next. vah=nce adjustment or ,h,::plutonium
and ncptumum lu the -+4 oxidation _v.,t_ ia required for their subsequent removal. This
is easily accomplished in the case of plutonium hut m._y be more difficult in the case
of ne=ptunium. Again, development, and demonstrati.m will be required.

3, Liquid Anion Exchange
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' .. " 3', ;'-'-" "I' v """ ' ' ' NT.Ia :he a=x: .,,t:F, .... _. ,. ,...... , a,. _ ):(' Is _;',,'_ ,,, t..,;tr_cTP,I, . 'Fc, and P,i.
The u=,e_.,,¢,t,ch ._.'.m,in_:, _ .;:,...,_-;an_ t._ !,:co _'.,-.,r'.;tr'/.=d for '_)._t fi,el err a later
:_cale ;n m= EUP,E_-"pr.,'e_.,¢ ._ev,:...[.,e_i.: F._.'_"= ':'d h:_ i.:" ,.i_._df,'.r la:_;¢.'-,i,:;tl.-

• p"'"" "' ,".... L._b.:rz: ")' i-':.r .P.. p'_r: :,, ca_e ,',f aliqu:,:=)_:tap tg_,ov¢.') a; O'd: R,_t4...",,,l. ,,,,,, ,- l,,,

.;-:t), v,'¢ ha'..., me,xaured th-..;;., t'c, P, T.:, and F'_ ,'D,.;._;'or!. mac' b_ extea,.led :..-,;';p
with particular a',tcm_on t,_ :,at c.'t.-'.,:__:t'..x ,]5:ion .:_.'tz. '_'t,'el_a,,_ ..k.s¢,,,.¢d thir_._h._,.

,-_...... ,,.=,.-..s tad fut'thet i:,_,_._:ig_:i,'_r",may ),,- .r_.u.fc_.,'m_nunut_der:,,:,me.... ,,,, ..... ,,.., ..." ,-. 'r,._dt_ rind
_0_'..,,le., ':311<

,' .', ,,' , f_.:l;_.,,_dt,;. t,h= :;:dr:ping _,f Tc and P_. wefor the selective .,t,.l:'r_al; <,t'Fu and Np
',viii e×plurc tire f.c_bil_'/ ,'_f.ct:'.pp_ag T,: and P:I :.oF ,.r.'..t._!y.we al.-,,.,will ex._minc
other ami,'_es. Althuugh al!qu:a _36 has gc:)d :adiati..n stab;lit,.,' (better than TBP), ,.ve
believe that pyndtniu:n-b'.,,sed aaal,>gs ;n:,y be even _a,'r_. :_dia_lor. r':,.:i,,,tuat.

4. Pu/Np Thermal Denitratlon

Fhe nitrate $ciuti,.,n cf plutOfilLl_ 31el =:¢t_:aniumffo,"r, liquid anion e_¢hangc will be
_pr=_ calcined _o produce o.,.iae paei,::_,., :;'.africa w_¢h D_O, _od retumefi It: the
tra_mt,te..-, l, i_ no: known ,,_,h_the: this process ,::_apro.Jute acceptable, pamcle s_z¢
and morpholog3 Exp.-neac-: ar'.¢_d,,,a fi'r,m the Oat: Kid;g,:slurr?, reactor cxpenments
net;d to be asse.ssed along with in_t=aton of' z!u:D' ,'row ...zpen:ncnt.q S,'d-gel procc:_s
could be a m,,,t fea(;ible methk'd Co: _l_evt!ng ..'turf3' ;:hara¢,eri_iti,zg requi_em,:nts that

warrcnt in;,estiga!ion.

5. T¢/Pd Separation

If we are r.otable t_ scRa;atel) :,top T,: and Pd from the liquid i_n exchanger, they
mt,_,t be ,;eparated to plt_l;,,.;-- a pure "I'c t'..-.,.lit£t.a:a it:, the transmuter. We have
proposed a thermal demtr;_tion of tt_e .¢trip solution, perhap.¢ in the pre+c:n_ of o×yg_n,
tn drive the T_; off as gsseous T%O.r This proces:_ is ,:.,at'.,.'f the. %,0,,in our tlo,*,;heet
that has not been aemo_t_atcd :_tlarge sca!e. Bg_;au,,,_:the FdO heel will be sent to
waste, it is crucial that it be relativdy free or'To. E::penm.:ntal data 1._needed
regatdlnl_ separation factor's R,I tl,is process.

6. Formic: Acid Dcnltration

The raf_nate from the liquid ion exchange must be ,.tdju.,'.ted:o ._FH of 3 prier to the
reverse-TAL,SPEAK exltaction ,.';top This is _chiev,_¢luaing a formic acid denitra_i,:,n

process. Although th,._ prc,cr._ ha.,_been c:_ni,:d ,'._utat plant scale at many facilities.
operation oEthe proc¢_ in the ra:Jiatien env,ronm,r.r'.t ,f ATW must be demu_tstra:ed.

Our =nitial m,_tenal balance ind_cate._ _ha: thi_i step ptodu,:es one of' the largest waste
streams in the flowsheet. It produces copious amount_ uf waler that must b,-'
_,crup_;lc_u_-lycleaned t:f trat_s,.,raaics, RCRA metals, and anions such a.s nitrate so as to
a!low discharge to ttae envi_cmmrnt An alternative to thi._step. c.r the TALSPEAK
process that requires the high pH, ,.;ou]2 have ¢,ubztantlai payoff.
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7. Reverse TALSPEAK

• I ,;. I:; t- '.l'3,__d'._2 x," ' ". ' 'The t-uversc ] .-k,..aP,-_,%,_, pi,,, r.:.; i,_ ::.... a...., : :p.,,:il:._: ac:;r'.ides and
'.,mthamdes. ,'_,,: aettni,ae.s arc :her.._'-.:.-,::ave;,. t._..:;:.:::tgw,-'.1 ,l.e."mal'.,. d,:nitg,!,:d t,',

.,.. a:.... .a:-,.ic!: -_.'_2-::(-n:-,.,_, at:-" _:'.dr-'-"valed to theoxide (,;,at: di:;¢ussicn ab<;,,'t:,,.__,,,,:._. ,. , .. .
t:anarauter. The ',anthamaea arc ,h=n._tnpped :he:."r.,:I!: 'Jc.._,:_.t,:,l, ,',n,.-Isen: re. ;vaate
T,,e lar.,thaaid¢ fra,:'ton n:_y ,:,,nta!n _c.tav .,,,,n,"'.!t:._ ar_, :::ulJ be Tn'',.,,was:-.. Tt,.-

'" " ' ia '','_" _O"'.h.",'.Ea_:cn y.,l-'_du¢15ratt'_nui, fiv,m _ne TAL_,PE,kK p,o_.cs_, ;_, .. n,a
except wolaliles, lanth;,n,,:les, R.u, re, and lad. Thiss..:.i-:i_,ncc.ui,J be .:alcin,'d.

,,,u, was:..-" . '.D_a',dopment v,ork will b_ r_:quired :o fi,'.2 a :.:_pt..,h_- '" ' f.,,.-':v

The revers_ TALSPE.-xK pr_c.,':is has be_.'L", de ,_.m._r:ated er. a r_:ta...nably !urge .,'¢.ale;,,_
S_¢den as a palt of the C'rH process. 'rhea pfcve_ is quite g_:n_Itr,,-¢ ,:... pH, and
ca_c_,al control _:,t:r_,u;;,l .ks menti;'n_.d _.a:l>::. ;!:-..flowsht:_-t migh: be impr,.-,ved
:,ubs:antial!y v.'it."_an alternative pr,,ce.,.._to. TALSPEAK

8. Th= Separatiua uf Other Irhslon Products t'or Transmutation

The aee.elera:er.dt'.ven s_..,a:e;ais not thet:r--t:,call7 lim!l=d with :e,.:pec: :n the sutte of
lc,ng-,,,ect t'_,t_,-_nproauc:= ,h.,. m:,., be trar_mated..,_;¢ bese-c_ ,.,,'_cm current!y is
configured t,: t.,'a_m_te ¢;nl_,T.: ai'_dt _-.,--au._ ".v_b,:.lie,,e a=. tr:.n_mu_a:ion system
will t_eed :0tram, mut_: th;:z;: _zi,vn Fr'_duct._.aa a mi.-.imum. An5 d..ci,_ion to tackle
add_t:onal " ", ' .....,a,. ,' ,a_._n,a:,id_.¢ ar,u.,_,. ,.,e o,sed ,',_'_a ,"3st._¢a._fit a::alysi_ i? 2ther fi_air,n...
produca, ,are tafgc.lc.:l fc_r,r;_."._rnala;i.:.n.=h,_ -m,.;: he s,',"""-',_,: in the acrinide
flux_he.-t(7.e_ium.135 is t:7obabl) the li.':.,_,:.r.,.,:.: a,,.e,.v ca:lea for rransm,,tati:',n.
,r,,n,m ....a.,n o" thus i_.otc,f_e h,'.a', req,,:,re :_,.,:."p,: _epara::.., fr,';.,: a:able ':_Cs anH :he
other :_hott-i,ved iso_,.,pes. Amo.-,.g,......,._ ":.,.possible appa-3ach,a¢ to quch lSOlopc

._eparanon, the plas_na ,_eFarari_n proc=sa (PSPI; appe,,a p,ni.:ularlv attrac'ive becau_
Ca has a hmghvapor pre.._ure and i._eamly ionized

There are a number of lX_ssibilltie_ for the .,eparadon of Cs from r_hcr fission produ_.'ts
under acidic conditions. Pe'.,_ible ".,ppa,aeh-.s _nclu._e_ht- u,;.'cc'.f hexacyanoferra:¢.

...... :neL'forma!denyde. crown ethers, orammonium phuspttumo!)'bdate, zeolite_, r..ac.._.,
cobal_ dicarhc_lltde._. Such _nit uI'e:.atinn_ could be incorporated into the flowsheet in
a number of places, and ev:n if it iSdecided no_to, transmute Cs, _here may be
bcnefit:_ to separating Ca and Sr eml2 :n the. _c,wshect in order t,) reduce the radial!on
tot subsequentpro,.'e_ing In add:taon, ov,:'.ra!l ,,,ante raanagem,:::t fu_ the system
could Ix: favorably impacted through the aegregatiou of the. Cs an.:l St. Thus,any
de',,elopme.nt program :,humid include aa eff..rt aimed at Cs and Sr separations.

9. Alternath_ dud Impro_'ed Process_ for the :%ctlnide Flowsheet

The flowsheet described ;n LA.tJR-V2-63 ts a beginning effort ',o demanstrate
coral:orients and performance. It is he: op:imiz_:l and ,.vt)til(_her.erie from
invesngation and dcvelc:pmeat .:,f impr:wt:,'l prc_¢esa cumponent._ which are discussed
here.
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. _,_,×:u.',2_c.,F, a-'.ir_4¢s and fissionk,'._"'Sdccave la,;_rgan','-kc',-_bc,n_;,:,,hv"" ' " ' :t-'.';,...'',,ef .
prod.-'.c',:_- Use ut sci._;i'_e _.;....7,cxa.',c._."7."-_'"_,._',':,r,". by v :_'::r,,__he)nor_anie
re.',.ge,ra could provide a .-r""_"'d........_,_p.:r:)',ic,nc:f ._c-izi_..-.._'_n_,,I-,.... ¢'",'.,_-_.).n products.
Fu_dlcf d¢,,.elopme_: include._ac_rmin_.'c,., et __,;,!_hi',;:vpr,:,.::,._.;.-:.,-,,_=_ain fi-_iua
prodac_s (Me,, Ru, Pd, Cd_ ;rod ac_iaJd_sc&m, r.., ,-,,,..,.,',,.., _r_,-,¢ :ri_i• "-_L' :.,,_....... ,. ........ ng from
mixtures ef ' - '" "." ... " ...........e:c.ht_.n,_,simi!._r _ _,_,_c;,;ii_,,sfro'," tn_ ,..-'_r:-.m,a'_',:e.;4u,_r_inv_!igation.
De_ermir,atio_ of se.paratio_fac:::,rsunder _uci, mi.'...'..,rec,:_._,2it;or:ai:. _ds(".r'...quiree.
,,c) ..-Vhema_ve__,.,th_ reverseT>d._P_--_K?..-o,..=,s::-_.:-:.r: ar_..sev_,-:,.!_cs.sib}-..
approa¢i:es :.a the select!v_ ,z,,,par.atlon¢._ of tri'. _al,-'.:.:,,:ft.-tides rc,4uited ,_'-'_..,,the
transmu:atiua system. One r_Fproac.;':,"c,'o'aldb, to .firs"p---,_or:na gr.:,uF separation of
the. actinides and lan:han;dc_ and if,ca ° " _.._._:,.,..on_o_,u',,. :ha, up _,i:,", :.__,'.','_"-',,; of th_ ac_ir.dde._
from the lamnanides. In this approach one ¢eu!d e'.alua:e TRUEX o:TRUEX

' " " ,_".4 '| . ,,,,,, " .4:dtema_n,'es and mc:_ ;aet_c.,_,,,tb., mu:h more difficul; a_;-,._,_e,._,,than_,,e _epuratir, ns
und,_r c,.)n_ir.i.._naof ' ' ...... " '_'¢ut;c..':,,:adiation and ,au,c au:,,a,.e o£ many ,:..:herint.-.rfering
species. Although TRUEX ha:; un._erg.:,a= ._=bs_a_.:t_a'.tv.st;ng, difficu!!!es have been
ide.ntir_ed suchas :l_.iidi._h_¢t'c..,-ma:iona,.'Mdi_lCUlt back extra_._ic-p.£ropertles.
.adtemafive exua,,-tams su,:.'_at, _hc diarnid_._ _i.-..g ,',_: d-aped in Franc_ and
carbamoylm¢:hylcne _ ....p,.,)spnoau_es (CMP) c,mld v"r'"'_uce-,-. o,r._lere,e_racfion prup,-nies +'
and l,e_ wa.,_te.

(c) Development ,:+t'._,:',fl donor ex_ract,a_.-: r-r _,,..._n,_fi.,_d_,_aath.a_ide scparat!on
- D_v¢lopment in this area couid e!lminate d;,-'_c_,lti:.__aoc,atcd .,i:h _1_ current
tlows_ce_ (,ignite,taut process " ,_ '_.o,.tru, conditior:s _,,:,r ,.',thormethods (T_aEX :bat
usc.,,sconcemrat_d sai: c,:.ndit_,,a). Sulfur ;,cn.:ai,;i+:g dono.,'s can pro,, i_e high

_,¢, w'he_..sepanifiun of tr:valem ac:inide-_ from tri_'::l_r.t lar.thani..,e... ." systems r,-qt,ire
testing to determine: the;r abiti:y :o ,'unction ,n p.oc_sscs:vhcre :he extractant is cylced
-hrough many =xtraction steps. Bc,_h chemi,:'.:l and ,_.d!olytic st:_bility of these sulfur
compoun'& in th_ ATW enviro:_mcnt require t'unh_r im,estiga:ion.
(d) W_ta stream clc,Jnup " +,amugn ua.'cof ",","_,..,...-.....,_ab!e,:he_ating pelyme.rs This
approach would use such polymers :o bind with a,:)intde..._;and fission p[uducts fo:
selective remo,, a_ f£_:,maqueouss:reams by u_r.._ltradon. Tcstiv.g of curr..antlv
available polymer sy.qtema on :&,nih,-ti:: w_.,_tesuear:as will ,:letem_ine ,,vhethcr ac_inides
•.rod selected fission produ.:ts can be. r_m.oved to '",,,,-dagree req._ire_! for di._charg_ of
the waste t,) the environment. Advanced water se!ubt¢ polymers v.c,uld also be
synthesized and tested. 'l'e._t._include pH _.,?,.,'.i_ivity, capacit:,', aqd back extraction
propcni_.

10. In_ruted Flowsht_¢ "l'e_fing

The. imewated performance :'_fmajor campun,.';:ts of the actinide flowsheet would be,
tes:_d under cold simutant ,.'onditior,.s usivg _.heAdvanced T_-_ting Line for Actiuide
Separatior_ (ATLAS f,a¢ili_y)at l._'_s.adamos. Use of :his faciIity woa!d also beDn _h,."
pro¢_.ss ot" component _ca_eup a_,d sizing investig,a_iom. Be_nr',i_g cold tests would
be followed by testing under radiation _nvironmen_s and short.cooling times
characIer,mfic of ATW processing. These could be don_ using the Oak Ridge high-
flux reactor (HFIR) for sampl_ i_radi)iua c_uple2 with the ho;-c=ll processing lines
associated _'ith ,he ORNL TRU Separa, iong Ra..':i!i_y.
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D. F'_sion Product $¢p_n_ti:)n.¢

I. Tc/Ru Separations

The bug-case aquecas s),._tc.:m...,,.t_,,-.,, a s_'-_arat_-t'ew '..'.¢.p¢:'_,n:oi,::n_ :1 D.,O _elution
of di._olved "LiTcO, where Tc i:, ..... "" _,r_,z_,_i,,_eu. This, _,_-,,,...,..::, fed bern a_,,' external
waste (e.g., rc frc_msFent t4ael),a.; _'eI w,_ the iza,e,rmi_,:... _>.,.....',,'",-raL.-,"-.Tc _om actinide
h,:m:ng. Wc =nvi:ii_a _uiliag of a ::l_p ._:rea'n fr, m :his ._o_,"!.:',c.pwh._r_.,t',e Ru

• ' ' "_'¢",," ihr T,.'.O,:laaSmulatieJn _r._d_ ,.ouid he se.c;ara_edfloe., th,-.ToO; se:a.'.i ,-'..... .....
s,c,_u_on is re:ume.J ,'_ ,),o rran._m;zter. Th:_ S.;_:_r:_t),.'__.,;_cgo_[i:_i_';d by sparoing the
solution wi:h ozone to v,_latllize the Ru as RuO v T'ne P.uO_ ie, :rapped tn _ strldiull'l
hydroxide .e,o!at;onwhole it ;,_cun,,'ened a., sodium rather, ate or pemathenate.

Aiti_,',ugh initial e:,;p.:_,mea'a] vali,Ja_io,,'_scf ihi:; p,o,:ess ,have been .:':_med ,:ut ,_t Los
AJamos. it has not been 4emonstr;,:ed ,_::...rg,_" -"s,;a!c, ac.d _he development [:[an must
iaciude su_:h demoastration_..:_,_l_em_tive -_ppraache_ ;,) :ha Te.q_.u have be_._
examined i,:cluding ion exch_,,ge, pre.:;_itatien, mac.aerie separa_ior:, fl,aonde
volatility, and .aolvent extraction. $e-,e:a! cf _h_ a[i._:_;a:i,.'eapproaches .ahoul'Jbe
evaluated as a pa_t of a comprehensive de,,'el_?ment plan.

2. Separations for Iodine Transmutntiun

)'4
_"e h_ve prcpo_,ed the t.,'ar'.smu_a:i.an,Jr ic'.diT,e uai:-tg ._o_._._it-dine m: !he targe: material.
The gaseous ×eagn formed dunn_ :raa_m,cati,',n woal.a be nile,,; cd to diff'usc from the
soiid and p_ss thlough a cz's'ogcn:c trap to rc:ro,.e _,ny untr._nsm¢;I,..'.d;<,dlne bef..3r,:

tan, low tF,crmaI conc:luctivity ,_t'iodinerele._ge. Prel.mm,,ry eaiculazlons ind,.a,e "he
may cause an una_._ptable tempenu_ ns_."in the ic_dine. A developing.at effort _hou]d
address thi:.i problem and develop altern.".:ive ..,._..,,_......._..,,,',,n,_,,,',.,;.-,,,_chemes. O_her _pproache_
include trat}sn:utation of an iodide salt or various D.,O _olutions of iedine compou=ds.

3. Separ_ati.n._ for CeMum a.d Other Long-Lived Fis._iou Products

The currer, t basc-c,'u,e, aqueous system is no: designed -'.ot.,'ansrnu.'e fi_sion products
other than Tc and I. Deve!opmcn, plum :n_st include evaluations of pog_ihle
approaches to the Iransmu:a:_c.n of rhe_e o:he: l.'mg-lived fi..-sio::products. For
example, C_ might be transmuted as a DzO solution ¢.f '2sOD. Under the proper
eondiuo_, thebarium tran_m',:tation p_oduct coul,.i be precipitated from solution and

. ; ,, of these other fis._ionfiltered. As mentioned above, deci_tot).s rega.d.n._ _r,_nsmu:ation
producm will be based on costfbenefi: analyses. S,:chanalyses will reqt, ir_ _oping
sttadies of pos._ihle approa,.-he,_to, the required scparations.
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o

T_ble.qE!a._:e.tNc,trc.tticPerfcrrn_xnc_Sum.',..z,-'y

..... . .... , ....... , . , i i Ill lall iiii i i i! - -- - III

LW_ Suppo._ (ac'_-ni_c) 2.3

LWR:, Sup_._,,:l ('T,:a.',,dF) _ 3

Ave__,ge Bh_.'-_._tFi_x L¢,_,.,'!in.]cm_-;_ t.5..: :t,,tOtS

Neu+on M_dtipLlcauon 12,5

k_ for T_gcL/'Bla.."d_t ,_sembty 0.97.

SlurryLoading(p_) 500

Actinide Blzr_ctInventory(kg) t150

T¢ and I BlanketInventory(kg) 300
........... ,....... - ...... _,. ,.

T_e i.nvenh.'u'yof:,ctini.desindiesys_,uI__ger :,_rnp.tred:c.:."._t(-890 kg) foruhc
20.%-_fficiency blanket d_ign. T'._c fission ;,:od,_.'" ,"T,:-t'9 :,n_ 1.129) invemoncs axe
lm'ger a.s well. The higher puv,;:t .nor slun",y u-_,e Lhat.'es'ai_ Fro.m:he. mcrc.._cd siu.r'c/
ioadings reqm:e, a slurry veto:it? _f -,X ,.'x/_ :c,_pa.,-ed ',,,'it.)',..7 .,.J_ fur ',h_. 20%-
efficiency ,Jesign (i.c,, fo:"_',e_amc _'_, .)!,._rry..,,_t,-_,-;,.v...._..,.i_ ._._r,._rmrtion,_l.to me _turr_'.
loading).

ThisAT_V r_f_r_nc_sys_m withloci"t_,x_etbl_mke.:mc..dui_swould U'ansrnut_t.hc
xrinides,tec,_,¢fium,andicdLaci.nthes;,.'.t5.a_l,fi:,chugcdfr'_m-9.XLWR._ b_scdcn

a LWR annum diseh_-g_cf 33.3ton,_ ('FD,D of;pentfuel.Usinga 40.y¢_ ATW
sysmm tile, a s_nglc _ferencc A_'_" s;,stcrn could ,.r-m,_smu_c'.h_t._=zpec:fied w_tc
quctid_s m -12,z50 tonnes (:4M,; ._f _i,,ca: f,_.:,l. A_.,;.roxJmately ,q'/_ _uch ATW '_'.'st_ms
v,o,uld_ _quir_dit;_'ansmutet.l'xeac_n_d,.':,r:'.:hr:.a_ium,_':,dio,_neinthe60.CC0tunnes

(HM) ofspsntfuel_,lat.c_forthegsologic._r;posito.-yT'becc,:nomicscfthissysmm _s
addressedt.zlow.

Parametric CostJ.e for the _.Q_-Tnc_-Effici¢m:y ATW svs+._m

Inordertoobtain crediblecostreformer.ionform+A'P,vsyst,m. a ccrt._ptunldes!gnis
n_ded. Intheabsenc,ofsuchconccptua.ldesigninfo..--.aation,beg_.nniagsy.;tcmmodels

and costing mlado_hips havebccn g_v¢!0pcd,primarilyfo_ system opt.imizauonand
paramemr u"Rd,offs.Thesemodsls,a_,mbodiedm '.h-_ A.'D_,rSystemsCode (A'D,VSC).
alto_Llowinitialsyst,m coststobe.cstim,m_i.

Tlm l_UametriccostingofanA'I'Wthatbum_ :_i.,¢atf_l.gcnorat,sactcl_-,'icpower,and
which incorporates _c equilibri_m nea,.r_.-'.icspert'_rr,.a.nce described above has he-_.n
_fformcd usingATWSC. Forthepu_o_ oftheATW SystemsCode,the,keyneuu'onic

pa_rnctcrsm'¢neutronmultiplication,kal= 0.92.n,ut_,nyield_r fission,v = 3.02.and

capture-to-fissionratio,a --1.62.Rec=ntch_.ng_inthesystems_._alysiincludean
increasein_c plantlif_tim¢(from30 )-..x_to.tOyears),-t_cdtoesdmam present-worth
costsa.r.drela_dunitcostsand a -10% reductioninthet._g_tn_:u_onyieldperinc[d:nt

proton (i,¢., diffemnce, s between an id_aliz, d pum-le.ad target v_r_'us an engineered
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v',ngstcn.lcad =nmpn.si_ target)

T_..,,_ ¢_st.op_'r.._c_ ATW c_._ _.h':'_r,,:, T..'-'_. _ i, __...._._-.,'4....,_uvv..".,'"_.mg 9.2 _.'_;,'.._v,'_'_.......
LWRs, which fc,: _ f,.,a.'.bla.a.k_ ,'.,_V .:.:r.-.,:.:,r,,:!._ cc +'2..3 LW_eol_.'_k_.'.. I; i._
em r_ha.¢iz_., tha', _he.,,.-. ".,_,,',',,,.,,,,_,_ t;" V-';_"..... ,_:,,_,.,:.. rt ._+'. ,,.,,.o-'"_"- '_'.,.._.. '. f."_r:',. :;_,ac t_ AT'W SC ;:'.a c

h_ little b_i._ k'; ,:__t._!ede.,-.gin.:-er_r.g: ,': .... " "
u.sed in the, ATWSC a.n_lysb, de _.x c,:_rt_;po_'_d,;,_,,).I_/_ik_ _,: _,.:c_:l.:ra;orm"z...isy:,u:m
design pre_,+r,:,a,J ir_ April, The bemt_ curren_ ar',_ e,".erg_ (.+65 mA and :_40 "A_V,
_.,;p_t:ively) arc+.P,:p,-_temopdmized ',.'£.ue_ ,,.v.kJch "' ,'",'rn_ .... +._,: ,._.pr+:-,xm_,t:.b.:_n po',_,+r

m,,¢of th'_ .,. 0 mA a_'_d16013 ,'-,IcV, rmpec;6vely. -cfz:+nJ,: +cc:]e.rato: cles+gn. At+,;. 'hi
s)'Slem _ ..,rm'/dpou, er _,.._d includes boLh th.__e._.m.p¢.',v¢.,'_c:posi_c_ m _-.. :argot and m_
heating ia U',.emeditator+ gn_=.rg7¢r.gover't of u_,_ .,;y-:_m co.m_otac._t_wa:. not discua:,cd
for _h¢ e2.r_r AT3k' system d._ign.

TahL_ Ill ATW P_m,'n,mr Summ,_.r;'U_d h'_'.h_ A.'_V $)':._ms Cod.+

I I_ II I • _ i l_J I I I I _'.._- _ L - .............. I a I _

(mole.+'yr)Acceierato," neutron yiald 3.300-

Number el" 1,flt,"G.MWeL.WRs supp_rmd 9.2

Beam current (mA) 465

Beam energy (MeV) 940

Beam power (MW) 437

Accelerator power, (MW) 971

Totalthermal po_er(MWm) 8..394

Total e1¢¢_c power (MW e) 2,51

Net ¢lgctric power (MWe) 1,5,t7
II I ii i iiiiii i _ ............

Ot +r man±a: above.not,d change+,theeconomic,uodeis,a edare thosede..ccnbed at
•,heApril ISth STAT_ Subpanet meeting ('.,.e., NUS cost accounts, EEDB costing
methodologies, private utility fund_.n_, gruundrule._, highly inte.grated ct_s: estimating
.,'t:lationships for each N'US accoun:, in."!udin$ the cheraioal-pl_t e.quil2men,, etc.).
Si'_cifically, the Cos: Estimating Relationship _.u;edin A_,AISC for the chen:.cM plant
equipment ac=ount is b_ed on a curv_, fit re, a,"-tua}and pr0jeCted capi_ co_.t versus
capamty (tonne (HM)/yr) for a ha.If-dozer, fuel repro¢cs_;ing plants. The coating of t.,he
ATW chemical plant equipment use:_thi._ cost cstimatir, g relationship and th_ m=s of
fitation.produ=t throughput appropriat, t)' _:onvened to "heavy m.-._ equivzienc" through

aAtumed bum.up fracdon. This procedure ;.s used ag an approxirnaUOr, of the ATW
chemi¢_ processingcost, and does not sp_i.ficaI_yinclad..- fronc-gnd proce..s._ing(i.e., fuel

, repr_g) co.r..s. Generally, pr¢,essing cost.,, alorg with the tmgeffbta,qk.et capiux[ an_
operationalcostsrepresent of_atSeunc-..r._iaty and in needof t'm',.herdesign-based
resolution, although in both chemical pl_t e.quip:ncnt m'_dtarge'Jl_lar,.ketsystems areas,
theATWSC costing is t;onsid_rgd to l_ con_t'vauv¢. Th.ecosting for xhe refe_nc, 30%.
efficiency ATW system is summarized ia Table IV.
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Tablerv ATW SystemCos_g S_rr_ar)'

............

............... Divot .......... SM %
LandandPrivilJBu I0 .
Site 110 2
_tor I8I0 36

Tugct..Blank_:Systems I.';50 3t
TurbinePlantEquiprnc.nt 610 !2
Retct_r PlAntF.,quipment 240 5
MLsccl!ancousPlantEquLpmcnt 120 2
[_hemictlPt_t Equi'pmcnt ,. 530 12

Total D|rtet Cost 4ggO 100
ii I I fill I u II Ill I I Ill I I II ii II I I Ill

Total C0st (Direct plus Lndirect) 8430 . 169nn _ I I I I I I I-

Annual Chsrp.es .... 5M/yr
I iiiii i i i i

'Capital 3S0
, __2s)II .......... - " I II II

-- Total Annual Charges 600
.............. ' lip I

Present Worth of ChargU _ SB
1'o_ Capiud .... 14
ToutlOperal_ngtad Maintenance 10.3
.Dec.outamtnati,on,_d Decomm_ioning .......2.......

Tot_ print Wo+rm_orc".m.c_ 24.5II Ill l II im IIII + - - I II l I llllll

Present Worth of ]gevenuet 20
(@COE- 50_WeH).......

NET COST per ATW Unit 4.5
Elect._ityCost(costrecovery)(milVkWeh) 34._

.........
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Transmutation of Woste (AT'W; Program

k_.D. ,darv:nor.,S. F. M_._r_,,_, $;"rr.,a.d=,,_,. , F. _:_;:'_..,., _..V',_=.-,_--:.... _.,..:,.,-._.
$.L. Yarbru, M. Yate$,

.... _,_,a, '*,. ,', , . ¢;a,"l_¢t 'h:,_._ a_;='

amcmat=_fr_,_. _._;;ran_:r,t,:e,.T_',,__,.4r r,;:i,al._,-,:,;d _,'_'_¢d tc.adI_.'_ '.'./,:";_.;'a"J maleri,:.:t::aCm_

s_a_teann aele_;va tl_;!,,i a,".,;" u_c.'-.a-;e' _.'!.._.,aI _'"'_ ''_ ;'t_._.':._._',: ",_ff_r&:_r_Vo:unlt,'r
ph,':=n:,m, ;a.;,".t,,_::_,r.an: ,:.,j:_¢:.--..........._,, _,..:, ..::'..,,. ,o,--.-.e;_..,'._am A ,_v,_r_II.T_LSPEAY
p_O_;_,,iS _'p 3;r'.nf_ _ l.q6id ¢,a!i;_ _.:n_n_Or :,d. __-ulhy;.'.ox_, p,.7;;et".r- aev'J,_. will ,,,_Dar._t_ ,,m_

i, iiii iii i

Introduction Furtherrrmre, the thermal dccompc.sition
produc;s 6_"doe exn-aetan__re non-rad2oacti,¢To esmb!ish a high _.,-t'orr_.,_-.cc:e_,clm

:he blanke:, a ,'.cnsta.".:fi,.sile _.o"......-_'-" _'a_,.__"., gases an,! do no_.add_o ,...hewaste. A f._:,_,:f
ad,.a.ntage of this ;,r,',cess is that tr.chn_'dur_,_,ith a low neun'on p_ison :n',.en:o_ mzst be

maintained. "l'hiz requires that :he par.fled prr..,du,.'edd_n_, fi:,_.i,:,r_is _'ell-extrac:e,J a_d

I_l_ton:um and neptunium _ retu:'r,-.d tc the can be easily ._cnr _o the technetium
tra_.,.mu,..anonloop.

blanke: wid_a shortfive do;. ccol-dowr. _me.

The L,,,;dalprocessing stepmust be robus; and The amenc:um, eul'illm, lanthanides
-.I -; ._,..e_.t.v,. for plu:o,'-.ium _d ne;:umum To and h;.gher aetinide._ produced during

_.r,,._ur_Lic.nwill be processed toseparate theaccomplish this, a liquid anion exchange
laath"-,fides, wkich ate neutron poisons, fromsep_ation usin8 _ qu_wterr.a,ryarninc was
the t'r;nsmut_b!e n'ansplutonium element_.

chosen,Ithasthef_tu,resofhigh_elecd,,,ity.
Becauseofthehighheacproducedfromthefor l:lut,.mium_mdneptunium, very.low a.f_rtity

for typical neumon pui_ns _d the ex=actant is decay of fission product lanth,,.nides, this
fracdc.'a ,aal!be sep-,r.rated_m the plutonium

more radiation stable th_ tributyl phosphate
a_d neptunium and :o,')l',:Afor m addidon:fl 90(PLrREX) solven=s. Also, the degradation
days. At this point, a reverse TALSPEAKprodtacts are weaker extrac_ants than the
pa'c,ces_,'ill L_u_ed to separate the lan,..ha,-aide._original tigand and uherefo_ do not extract
ff,..,mthe tra.,asplutcnium eh:mcnts. Thermalfission products such as zirconium.
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m £'m,--az_n:;it_:_:'C_¢':y,:al:k.n.--_:..n.t_*...he .'.'_:.,a!-:o;'-........,.,::,-.,,,.an-,_.to _5e _,=aa;m'.:'.er

a,_m,_rist=-_,=_-.:_.lsolid,,va_tasz_.2r.:, f:,:::'_:_.,:.:::.re,g::::'_,_.'.y_?ecLq.::::o.:,.:nf

ma.=_"_ . hh.-.

•_._w_h_:shaw _¢c::"',......._ _'v,_,.--:v,-u_. It'.,:,:_.,_.,_t,'_:,,l:.__,--,!96!)_in_

ei_,er high TM ' .,,c,s _,'_ _ ,--':f::rcn...-_:er:: f_r ..- ;.=r, '

to kaiogram quamide__. All of _h_ .."ca;,;r=._a:" f_,.c"s ,_- H.:-_.:,2r:...."'-" :mT"-"ides _;
the flowshecI bare be-:...-:doc:_m_::t_ :.n ,_,..,... mzL'-.:_:=_ ..,,,_.,]e,.,-_,,,",,',-,'-,,.,...,. ,_,e_ do no,

: ---_-- _-..... :.)_Iv w,,h *.h_ nc_trofl

The ;_gh r',_aEon m':d _" ' ......... ,..,.-,,-,.-,..,.-.,. .-

_he i.,'radiated material pi_,.:=., s_',c:-: cf _" ._......._""-: . ,:..,..,i,,':_-.-',.._,S-':::_: "" tOb-dr!rrjr._TP.U

baseline fio'_ sheet (Append_.x "),.ha_ h¢c,': ._..,,..........,_-,_,-.:..-,-r T:,¢ ..,_"-::".-.._,,.,of "he flow .,,,...._.".--..-"are

_,._._c_dm n".e.ett:,=,.:_gemL_It "_._ chc._n _u_,:,_ below.

as th_baseline _qaust :ll _.s comF_nents

....""" " '".... Di:,_,olu;ion,'vff-gas treatmenthave b_gn succe=_,u,,: teg_._ "_hh high-' .... )

rad:oactive '_,'aste_. _r fuel:; :n _ram te :-_c _-=-_.,,...._.,..,_,.,n',-'..,',-"_" mu':; '_ _e.,'f,.,,--r_,..:_

ki.:o_a.m quan:.tie$ Allof the fiO'X_hast 'n ..,,. .,• - ' r","C, :r.:_,:." :,".a.anormal v.aier _.,'.m.3..":

steps ,_2V'. _,)eC_ ..',-,,-.-,,--,_.,',t,.__ _,- ).i*._tS.t_'2......... ' .... effician:l X m,_ialli.:.c the ,,¢_-¢oP.fi_- S:w--/.'

, ,....ss tested bug pot=n:ia' .. improved ta-.adsallow c,_._y:cmov_ of acfinidcsand

pr.xes_ng steps _e proposed as a2tc.-'naqves fission _:-oduc_bcm the 020 :':...,.tier.Using

tc the beeline c_=. o._d.. _lu_e_ avoids us:_:g acid solutions it.
The _s:.:ine acdnide bl._.k_', feed can the aansr;,_t_r aii,,-tinazing the production of

consist of-4CV,2 kg of acnnides as a low- neutron _-';iv;tti)_n products and :cdox

fired.oxide slurry in "heavy .,vat.-.r"or D20. F_oauc,.s ofdue a_idaz_ion. _.-tis minindz=s

After a residence time of 15 da.','_ :n ;he _.- brea;:daw_ of t'n= 0"20 in _e b'.,_&et.

g'an_mutct the oxide slurr/,,vfll bc r.-.mo;'ed The o._d= ;iur_' c¢ncen=ation of about S0-

mudprofessed after five day_ ,:ool-dow.-. r:_--.,e 75 g,,L is more z:_. iy hanaled ',.hartthe 1500

to recover ",hepia:onium, neptunium, _r,,'l &.%72'.02 _l_.,'ries us_ byORNL rese_,'t::':=r_
t_hnedum for mtun_ to the transmuter. This on cat!y Th-U bregdcr fuel =),c!esg_ane
p.,'oee__smay also be don_ as a 7% p_ .d_v_ ',gt,o,."' H-,e sluro" pr_p_-a_on will involve

slipstream on ".he blanket slurry. The _ray ,.'alcin_ng for _.a.-tiale size eontroi and

raffinate containing the rcmainir_g slmw stabiliv¢(Long 1973). F'a:,.a_.crpa.nicle
radionuclideswillbe sto.,'ed for90 ,_a,,,

-'-'" optim_z,:,tion, if warrant,d, =c,uld be.
before it is further processed for m..,a!ent
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gcaer_:_/Aa m._; cfuh:f.zS]c_...._--. --.........w.:,:_,._-,:,_..¢_

oxide:, are insol_b:.-, it;: m;]¢£:',_f _k: .'_-.¢ee._'_.L",._,.:?_J-:.',.:_. _,:Me O_NY. T_.V

, -..,, , _ " ,_"-_"I, '_ ,,.. ',_ ' 1 ".%

D20, Thu_: d_at_, _.n':;',_.a,.d:_ .... _u_.;cr:vn_ke'at:c=_in&v'..lt:e(L_-'.eze19_2"

.... ;_,Pc:3_,.,'.:.',_-05Ab__oc "_.-':z_,"_

"" , Br2, and _0 _._tt% _.')i'"'," - "produ:.tss_ch as ._¢,Kr. 12, . -,,_,,_f2_Pu an2 M ._O3

RUO4 which "" ,_-,-v._.4b_,. -. --.:-' - _-___.wu, _ ,.,.,.,......,. M't-ff-'-a_,.. ;:2 _4":.?,-_m "I_,:: son ¢_:_.c:r Pu, _-_ ._

syal_m (Benr.2.i_';l19gl McK_y ct. at.":'"._._-_-;. v_]_n.:.-x._._-:.-_._'.-'._'-, "-_,, day f,'.,f ._t'-"".

Zuc b_ c.r ff_eD20 '* 1]',_.. e.:_ap_r.'--:e._f_-._m days "._:_. ,-:. _,., _._.... ,,,,.._.s occ'-".._g..
LhaOx:._:'-and,,.r.,,.',,._. "iq,_e:efete, " " _ :_-'-'4_"aJcu'.:_..5o.__.v.,:, ,-,,._ t_¢k tO ;.,he t_"&,-l_--._a_,¢_. ':_,-x._. on ..,.,,-...,,_.....

The ¢or,.:=n'..-a::.d s-u..'-i "a,4]l_ e;.aF_ra..._ of th: s_<iL." dc::-y h-a: ,'_,{$ure !') t!:is

sc',erfl ureas _nh frca,k D20 and ;.-"u:: ,.:

,-,,:.... r_..-.'.v.; ,_._ ' ", ""-- "-' I _. cfacg-nid::sspa.-g:2 forcom_i:.¢u,...,, ..... •...... .. _v:,_;;,u_, :<_. _.,..t,z,v

pe:iodicinter.'als over _,e iif:_,_e o_ :he _.h_ _- :c:,_,'.._-bTM :, _..:,:ess for ,_.,,,,,.rv..

process,tAeDIG w_! h_ve .:obe r_p',accd cr r_ver,..

punfi_ L"om _:'.'am. There i_ a _.nr:s'tio,-. ,¢, .....

from a D20 sl_:" s_.s_¢m to H20 _rcces_k'ng

at th:s poinL The v,et slu.w'v _ill be _,"_k. __... ----" [

dis_ivedinconcen_"a,.cdI-L'N'O3,a.i_hcu:_= '_'_'

aid of HF (L=r."h _9;.; H_.tr,.'_y 1947; "'

Ci=;':land 1979, p. 573). Further out- | 1
gassingiscxpect=d andwill be vented :o a _-I

gas-handling syst=m. RuO4 volatilize,ion _ _

10' i

v,ill be enhance2 by 03 ;p.a.rg{n_ d:.,.;ng

dismludon (Stolier 196 !; Baetsb ¢[ _. 1981) _.. --.--,.._-.---._, .................

and collected. B:c_u&¢ of th: low-fired _,,,,_:.,_,,,__,,_,.at,,.,,)

nature of the slurry', the majority of the

material '.,.ill be easily' dissolv_ and an',' Figure 1. ORIGEN2 Calculation• Results for the Specific Decay Heat
residue _,_/l be filtered and sa_cd for raor= of the Np/Pu Loop after

sm.-.gent dissolution r_hn';ques (D',daJby:t ,d. Transmutation

1975; WcIgcl ct el. 1986). The acid is PulNp/Tc Recover:,'

adjuste.zl to 2 M :,-I)_O3 _d _c neptunium Th.¢ Pu/Np/'T¢ recover, system

and plctonium valences adj_,_eci w::h cmplvy.': a ,'/q_id anion exchanger (Aliquat
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336) whh ¢=n='..':..ga! ..... ,,-'-,," ..... o;h', • ,.,..._.,,,__,,.,_o"r._.,_,,,, As.sum;rig"_.-'Np and Pu b_.h_ve

_" r"-",'.s si,nili_:,, (M_tck "' _ :96',), e;'=r 9_ Q_-puis: ¢olamns ss ;h,: ,.,.,.s,_!;.neI_ .............

_,f_fr,.l, ..... "*"" r x-.. ::n2 _,, _.-:-, ._v._,."._'ac:_d-'.nrn rl"c

-qqu¢ou:,pha.sc, mas .:x:¢_,_ng _h:, .,,. .. .,,:,_.,..,I,..... ':._ _,,..,.--).':,-_.._,'::'_::v..-_-',...=-_-'.=,.1960). c;,.nc.-,I_..,,,nd

azcfim¢. Now=re.-, pa_=:._ Lh'r_ _,,-_ ......

solids formation woald r¢luc'- "heir Tc._._ova!.

effectiveness.The zt:bscQu..:ntcxwacfion rand
_ ,, . -- -- - i . ,, , -

back-extraCtionprocesseswilluse 1_ulse

columns as they _io_,, _'_r_:,',o*" _-- -"'_....,

wh,ch ",iil fa¢iliu_te _p_rlo:,,_. _.,c liquid _ \. '
anionexchang_ ,.u_, chosenbecauseofi___ | I '¢,'u_. %.

s=bfiiD'inLhe_.resenceof ",.he'"" '_ i \
,, "----..__.

fi.-'Ids.Italsoha._Mgh _x='a¢:/on',.",/_;¢szr'.d i ""_"""---,.
• ,, _ ""llseleczivifics fo:Pu _d Np fCh:snce, al. ,, .-.

_,9 _ , ,., )01963; Ci=vc!and I97_. p.-.0, Cicvcland "' i_"03l M

1979, p ,173; Col,man 1963) o;'cr fission

produc,s. Aliquat 336 has higher ra_a:iun
Figure 3, Technetium Distribution

sr.abiliD nha-: ,.,,.,-:yqs._.oss.,t,_,--_"'"-._ -_" " .,e_p). ,,..l_ich Coeff[.:ients by Al'.qaaI" 336
i's us¢d in :,hePL'Tg.F_Xpmc.-'ssLiAuze _.9_3). {Schroeder 1992)

Since little uraa_,am i_ prod,.,ce.d in the Sizh;g :.".-. columr',ba;:d on the leas"

"'- ".'.'_,',_,'-'_," componcm ensuresthat enough=---n:mumr, Aiiquat 536 can readily rep,_.. .., ...... ..

T_ _ hen onJy "" " ....,,# and 1"_requL"_ _e:.....-a"-,._ _.,6=s _ ._,,_,ilz_i: ,.o _ro_er!y ex_'act th,,..

removal, alcmen:_forretain 'o the,'ransmuter.TrtePu

and Np areback-¢xtrac,edorstrippedwith
|$]l_l_ _ "J "' ' | =' "' 1

//._--.--.__. [ 0.05 M HNO3 leaving Tc and Pd in the
/ "'-. i organic pha-.e (Ci:,.,:!and 1979, p, 220).

= ,/ -" Thenz:aliyd,nitraring (Long 1978) the

i I_
----2/ aqu.eo,:s stop sohi:ion will produce NpO2
/

,, // and Pu02 suiiabl¢ for return to the

_./ _ansmu:er. Small amoums of fission
I[ --:' I ----_--_ Inoduc:aarecxpe.ct_dm beentrained andsent

_,o:) _ back to the _ansmut_. This can be tolcrate.,d.

This s_p,_-ation should _ve a waste s=eam
Figure 2. Platoni'am D'"' ,.,._.,,ribution _,9a_is :,on-TRU (<i00 nu.i./g) in Np m_.dPu.
Coefficientsin 0.2 M Aliquat 336
(Yarbro 1992) _.= hi,i: acid aq:a_cnx ,'.=:am ¢ontainir.g the
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A, *

_=_Ll,__ _'_'_" _Li._-_,_,,i_., ,_,.:$,,. _ _ _. _'._ _.'.L" _;.'i'r ..........

The T¢ _,',.d Pd _¢ _mppcd _th 1. M

_movJa solution. C_:Am Re_er_

AS:_ _ days to _J!o',,.'_'or the d_,:ay
IJ T ' -- ...... 1 . .

' % " ,1 .
i_ ,
•. /.. cf _cmc cf "he :e:':, z_aca',e !?..n:ha:',!d,s

,, '" i ""_. ../.. ",\ _.d o:+'.'r fist.ion _:=_::'..-t:_, the aqueous
•. ' "-_.- ._=_"_x,u"V';2J _ _."2_=e_.2._!m_co',.er .',,," "'

Jl_a ._ "\ ,,,a -;_,,_,-.,.-,.:..:et,,.. Acad adju_m_.en, ,c pg 3
_ _ .*.,_.4,._ ,_. _,,..., •'.' ! ",\

,. ,, w,_.h2G bt ro,mic acid _i!I t:.e t_quL'ed fo_

cxtra¢:i,'.,n _t_lO "-. _cauae of i,s low

,'_¢._ _,a,::c.cu;.a.a.c,i._(..:,0_•,,,...,r.,Z."w';:fi,.,n:,:_r,::..'f,=r-.

• :, th':TAL"''"":'_ _:"_._.'x _e._2,':t'.iOs_process

(Bond un.d Le,.az¢ 1980).
Figure 4. Di_ti_it)tltlori Coef;'ici_.nts
for Pai'a_;um. for ,3.2. M Al;,luat .._t'-.d Th¢ ba'..e.:l:ne ,.,'."".,.e:,,i. .,.,-",erie-

in Diisoprop,,ibe_2e_e!._-x, t.,..::a,al TALSPEAK, ,#a.a "'ba.,..¢_becaasc ',;.is th=(Smith 1992J
.bcs_. s.,,sc_m c._rr,c;_.tlydcmonsu-a_c.dforTb._ stripping al_o _e_¢_ as a ex_ac=an_
radi_-.acfi,,-e.,aste _'ca;mcnt (Weaver and

clean_n$step to _emo,.e some organic

degradation produ¢,_. It is expected that K_pia.e'.,maon 196,.t; Weaver 197_), It ha_
_en dcmons._'za:ed _h_ g,r, ,-,_d Crn ¢_;

suD, tantial degrada.'ion will _cur at :t':ese

highragiaeon fields (Ba'once!li e:. el. !_63)., separated from the !a_hanide fis._i_n
,,,,,.,ent purity IOr

An a_ctmonal f'fia'ation step for the orgaa_:c p,oduc_ p,'ogablv._ . with "''"='a "

,....,_.apolymerz rcent2"/ into t.he tran._m,ater. Th,e first step,cxtrac_ may be requixe,.d as ,,_,._,

have been observed. The aquc._u; stop it; extractio:: of the _valent ac_inide_ and

deni.,'rated with volatilization of Tc207 ia._'.hanides from the re-:.', of the fi_.ion

(Kinkead etal. 1991; Smith ct el. 1953) products with IM HDEHP (di-2-

which is collected for Tc recycle to the _thylh,xyl_hc, sph,.,ri,': acid), i_ critical
because itd_tern'tincs if the ,:,queous waste

transmuter. Palladium oxide is the major

solid product from "daisstep.._ds material stream is TRU or non.TRU. It is thi_

¢zn !_ combined cr kept for separate e.queovs strca.rn ,.hat can b_ tim.her treated for
Cs and _'".,, r,z_overy ;f requL-ed. This waste

di,,'posal. The orga.nic phase *Ltl L_ r_yde..d
s_eam conra;._s the majority of the fis_,ion*for reuse in _ ney.: batch. 5o!,,cnt..,a._e,p
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9ro_c_st_aL_: ,,j.,:_-;qLT,/:_ "° - _ .-.:.,.._:_,-'...... "....... _.i_I_,,,

te_--_a_n-si:,_,storage_3.3"3i..,c_;!:_,'_a. _.:,lyL:_:_,,,_.....,..,,,_,"4:".-C,'nO',,__-n.O_... ,_d

_r._.._un_. '_,'_= .%_.._.,._.a_:.."__" -,__ not :,",-'.;... _e,.,_.,_"_-:-,_....'_._r. Th,,.-_ ._¢.._T_.,EHP
• , •

"'. ," -. --4 ...... _ ', .;_,'_,_CL';4_ ;._..4_4 n;_4,- _:;ATkU (2_ss,.-a--:.,£ ',.._-,_ Th: ....""" o • " "_

_a_.4in mis _;_ ._--:_ £e_ ,ho:_ "' " ' " _ - - :_ I .,L__.-_-[d= r ..... • ._ ,

CZ,Y___'4"_Xp..-r.,cessu:.-e4a( OliN-L, _i_el,:,,,. _cr:_ides ":r'..ico_.M .':e ,_U was:-., l_c.:_s'..

c__. i_80) tk,at use u_¢_....,_,_,,_,,i_,_ ,,.. "_'._""_ _ h!",_ k "_' _:

_y_4,_m. I.; ha_ b_:.n d=m_nst:_,_'.,..i :._._t a: ,....,.),zr-.". ,<; di_t_!!:_'ic.-.. Th,' _D_=H r_

' " kv&-r,_-, ion cot,c,=-'*_, .... - " , ,_.'-i" _ _a,.'5",! wi'k Q 5 _,f¢:q_;_:b.r;ul-fl ..__._= ...... _,,,c,.; ol 5o', =._ • , ......

. " "''',_ .-,rTl C,..,r_c;_,t "_' • -'_

c_t'l';c.icnis _¢ greatly imI::ro','=_. The ma'.,:_,..7, fc." de_d_.:i.3_. The _c,I[d waste

ori_n_¢-lo-_.q_¢ous rio';, fa_o_ ,,_:_ _,.,'- s_:c;a_._,'...-.,,c'.,'r".NnLn_d-,_r_:d!]ate_',.',rtc_ms

o_d,7,iz_ m the C'i'H pr,_ce.ss, ';',it,, :_o:n_. _',:__._,,:".-.,,',.q._._ni-wa.--h,;,-_!1.t:_._n;.' c-_1"_'''-,,..-..

m,*.._,..a..on_ cn fi-:cit....,,. • .... -, .-.'.-'- _:. -":7 3n_ P'a cra_,rm,ater !,30# ,.viii ha,,'t

demoas_aw.d by Lh_ ,."TH,_.pr¢.¢,_<,.,a;'.";.._u_,: ,,..,,_,.,... u.me ,-,r...I..,__..,_,_"- '4,'hcrea_ t_.,,..,,,..A-",,..

"'-_" C __.= ,at _r,_. for ,',%<Ue!_,:=:n:s. 9:", dz),._ Tb.i_ d',""",-".,..._n¢_ ",,VIII ,','-'i,jirc

C..n'ea_ar_ha.n9_ c_ '" ' _,-""he _, -.-,• ,'¢ el" J:'= L'i-',&t_,r_'; ,,l¢,*i_C.i _,_.p_'_2';,*, .=,,.,otLIa,:,a . ALTk'C_-I"I 10,.'2: ""

' " -- .'I_._,d iaa_'.a.nides ar: m:._._;cxa-_':a_ Ktc, £',¢ _ho'-_r, i_ ..%ppev:iix I. Th{s feed_dl! have

orgy;k"p_.a_. The aqueousrat'_na:c_c=: I_w }e':e!.s of N? and P- and _a.- enter. _e

from _he initi,d ex,"rac:/on ','iii be sD'a) b:_se'i::e proc.css _t .:.he.,'e':erse-TA.LSPEAK

.una wa.-;_ef;a,-r,, :-to2ft;" ;roct:s:ng. The total mat -_'_calcined. TaR is a possible "-"" .......

tbr-qor_e m short.tetra, cr,gine.er_! ate,r'ag,a, b_a.n;:.-. ,"c,r,ke ba'.-",'"_,.,.,,.,pro¢=as is giver, in

Aim: th=HDF.ja_P is loaded wi',.l',acdn:d=s Appar._.'; 1. It is rep¢_,-",_on _n elen=:zntal

and lanthanides, the actintdes .,i1! be weigh, basis.aso_c,s_clto .:mo_dde ,_eight

,_¢lex_i,,eiy back _xn-a¢,t_d from the _rSa..'.i= :=.a:is. 2_f;¢: th: .'r_aj_E.E:o_ _he m_'.,'-_.aflia

phaae with .a.r,_u_ou:, pt,a_ :on:_nin_, 1,0 re'.umr.,d:c,_hc u-anan:_;:.r _,¢ r:,_ndcr of

N lactic a_id and 0.05 gI ,'he waqes conis,s ofTRU solids and non-

dic,,.hyleneu-iaminelxnmaccd¢ acid (D'I"?'A), TP.!; liquid or g_.scous was:¢s wi_h the

"'" _mm ,'sajoriLe'- 'Becau_ t.heradiar.lon levcl._ axe ao .._,., _,_mg wa,:.-'r, The r.ced for rapid

me presence of Cm, DTPA anti la,c::ic _cid pr,,_.e=siv.g ",J:er tr_-nsmu_afion will gcne:',ate a

will bc s¢,,,erely degraded and will no; be. larger vc!..,me of aqu=ca._ wa_c. Watt: ,.,,'ill

avajlabl_for,"e,cyc!e(,_oargese:al.19_0). _._.reeycle,_t_,Va,TiOUSpoint,',withinthe
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- ".."¢'s.;ing _!_,-,e Cl._c-_,,,: 7.-_'ac:s of .-, •:'%'- ...... ...... ,kd : ;anc,ed _..,.i',_ =1_,_:; ,"_f ._,c: ;;: id ;--
them'_ deniwadoa (CC_, N2) will _.e ,_!'m:'r_d Processing

_d _'r'-b_.d az _-"'"_-' beL_-e.,":--.-

Materia2:; :onn'-t _a_ _:2,.m_bili,":' ._.iozte;, Salt ,?,iorr_

,ce.a,.'=r'.__,..--ncu.n_a_ ..!_ : -"

MCA and ent_¢a;xty"' '" pu;"poz,_s. For an oh,,.,,." TM-:,_'a:_'. "'",,,,s: r,,.,=_:'.'"',,,a,:,;n" _'-,'""_
aqueous b:_.s=d pecce.'.,s _,y_:'m :h.s_: .,. ':'" .... :i_" " _.a,_.,.¢ _..e, f.Ch=i'3I_ CCO:;C'_'," _.,_._,,.

_.arAevAar]yeas_' t,:,o.-,-_,.-.,,H.-_,.v_.. ,.._..,,._'',."--'v ..... : .......... _..";_'a..';C_ il¢,.;t.r,;_ Cli'5;kiT_ a,L_ ;'¢'" ..... q
d*"_',,_,_cn, for

marie,a: if,otope rill-riot, .,':',..a,,_:,pe.c_:.,m_E?; o;" d'.,. _'zL_:s."._ur:r. L,;".; =i;i;Jm wou:,", be
",LZ'-:, ,'S ',:,:c_.,,J.aue.;. A, ._,,_¢c,, "" " "' . . .: _::, ;_.ts_n F:oduc;! _',d p¢:h..ps the ."",":',"'_'.'.°_,._........ :_ :"'..,

ma::E.I¢, wi!] h_ u ..... r'-- _s anc_d ...'--:.e.:,_;_ti;: 3"',':'-,':.e.cm;n_._ :m .,hie,,..":ia_

,::nc:Tts. Ad,..a_ceg ?roces_ c'iagnos:_c_ and pr_..._si_-.g- '- 7, " '_

d-.;eIo.'-:.menti_desh"ab!e, fi,e <:£,+=ri;7 pr_ductior asp.-.:._ of :he
The fined _,-aata fo,r_,3 _r-" y:: ,_ N gall_lllUU:r,

il_.-,_ . _ _ ,, a _ ,I'"" _ . • "-' • _ _I...... .

_-¢.a,*_ ,91 i,q¢ ,.-,..._.,+,lU_ O:;.:./¢.S 2_;?

w,,,, te for-ms_: .:.,hi'.;_m_ ' ";t,",_' " ' ' ' _o,. t._ an,., . c=,_en. L-zso,u_=i::., m.u,tcas_;sC?c,_e: lq;" "

• '--_ l¢:_ge.r.te,wr., . ':'" ¢i "' ..,,.Uc:nsiv.g ¢onc,.'t:.ts _c ,.,_.._ or: ',,,uah_ n_;_ t_ be estab,:_,, ,,".at "_"

undergn'.ound +_:o,'a_,e... r.-qu!_ments (lO..f_ nongaseous fis_ua proaacts had sim!ia..-

ye_s) as ¢.ov.:ras,:.ed to sho_.te.,-r.., :t,':,.rage insolubi'i;/._ ,'_r r.=ma_ned "..... ', ,,,,,,c, ,n :he

, :.c,0-1c;Joyears),i_ is de_h-able to consider O:!gina; oxid.: panicl,::s. Thus. read?'
-'_'"_"_"_ ,, ',"" ": ._ c.,2.1_!d.¢p_.L¢.. .be.ac:.omp_i_;,_1 from U',:

forms ¢unentl)' used at :he _daho "'"_'""' , v. :..h, ,,-.u ,....,-u moi_cn salt tna,. would b= recy,_i_d ""

Engineering Laboratev,, (iN'EL) may be aactnc: ",..a,_n'", o.," a,;l:nide- back to the

ac:eptable. Ft..,'nherwast= fc,rm d_,,_lopmen_ transmuter. Though it ha; be.an

is requL"_ and should be consid_.r:d in the accomp;isat.d in the page, impr¢,ved

con;.ext of shon-:e..,'rr, on-s_,_e =ngi,aeer_ :.=:na._ic.g'_':,.,ou_dinclude _va.nu,.a''-_._ p_.,..,.-ital

storage facilities. _epa..c-,fio__¢h_.lques c_fsolids hem "'"L_O, _e r'.

':ah:_at hightemp_,-war'..u,-=.Th= _,..:n.,',dd¢oxide
._lids would te dis_ol'ved m acid and could

be pr¢,ccs_e.dusing _.hescheme as descried

i= the baseline above.
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TRAMEX with _i_h nltrat_ .",olu_itms _;oct,:,:. St_i:s have _emons:ra:':d th_

_.../allthe a_dnide._ ,-.nuldbe :c_2_e'.-e_ Q_:inide-l:nthan:de _eTara_ion approac, _,
. .,... • t,,_,,,-:,..-,.,e' al1980; En:_:r:: a2 IQ_

bus:line fi_-w _heet could be grca;i-, Ha:._nir,k e.'. al. 199!). Though _hese

:Imphf:ed. Ia .high-chlo,-i.,_e exQ':,cfion c.-,a-ac,._:_ _-,- ',he dc_b_d _p,.c'f.cir_. Lhe;.
have :,o_"_._,:x_er,si','c :c:_:L_._5".. '_'"_:'_"_"._,,,;,: _r.

-",', '." T'..:_ "-' " "
ma21q,'l,rdmnesor :e_*:"__£&y!_n;,Ar:_ium_-d_. zr...,_.......

or, _ • _ "_i.2 _ _,_'

_._th the _era'a. and u_.v_ent _x'fit'.,ide__'_n be z.._.;:,r_:_,, ;r_=_ '._c_d _ a de_ea.,.e in
d_e ._mb,.:r ""

e_tracte, d an_ sepaza.'.ed fi-om ma_: other

fission proa_c',-_ _nc!udiag the m,,'a!_-nt ensui,:_ _st: red,orion, r._peeial!y if ,he
_,.it ,-. q), _ "., ._-... : _.• . .,.,..._._:.=:,,., cx-d_Cr.ant,_ couldlan'..ha._aees. _>".'-'J--'_= in chk',fl,de m-a<','um _,n.,.;w._,,.. -,-,_.,,:-' '-

i:, t.mde_L"abi.-'_.,:a_.-_ of co,'roy[¢,0,prr, Nams replaced.

ar,d neutron absc_uon prob!ems fr,?m

cbAo:'ide imperil: " '" "'",e. ha5"ae_ia,'.ket. St-,d.._, Carbonate: th:',, sh,:et

have in_c;x_e..d_:?a:-at_cn5of a:,_,'ud_._ fr,.,_ A.". alzamzSve fio,_shect m.ght be

"--,--- _., ,:,.,_ ,rr, _e_.e:"_,.,.-.grec:p,_,5on cf acfinide,.-,,,_a product.', co-_Id b_ aeeom, p:-:unec ,,,..-.,

(Lloyd 19639. This _dea v.,_Uid require _,,.""'__ar':;_nit_l'e '_-'_--,-.":. _ .......... :;_rnp!ex,.rs. Thi_

ic,.-me::','_--iflzar2o,,..,z"-'c,_.z,.;'"=onti' _a_ - 2a:a aJiem._t!. e ,_v-,.,_"?:'.-..videa _.,:.at];.', ;,',f"5e2,.,

in :.in !i_e.:'a_r=. T!,e a ....... _..... as__._,'_e. . 7r.c,:c_._._.gN,",en':efor ._:!d s:p.a.-afior',of :he
) ' t ! '": one 3,Nv:nt s)s:_.m u5a,ha5 mgh • ,_'"-",., s,.:_t.u.,_., bulk of the ,,.alinide._. from :_e fissior.

rzmovcs _hc prese:'.¢e k',. the 2,:)':,,_hee_ of p,,"__'-L_::.;:%_OV!:.v.'._._._;Ma:xe_a etal. ,o:,o._....

phospho."as-con_ir,.'ng exwac_'ats fl'-.ai;,.,_,¢ l-l,ga') ._a M:ne: 1976) foe recycle to the

_'_;al D ;n _a_,:, =.:,z.v.agemea;,a.':d red:ce_ 7a.,rrna:er. Th.,- s_'ategy relie._ on :he

t.hc humor of requ2,'_ processing seeped._:e cor,¢ept ef se!,'."t:ve precipitation of the

.,,z_,a_v_auge ,is the use and subs:quota r:malie: ;_tpu,,5:.W _actmn 0.m_anides)fro,f.

disposal _ rr.cvve.'j of high ¢onc:n_'a.:ie:',s "..h,:bulk e{"_e a_..'tinide_and fisszon products.

of nitrar_._lts. Chaco '..h.e:nterfering hr,thanides have been

sol=ave:':,' remo,ed, all the acfin.ide_:could be

seco',,ered simuhm".eously by a selectiveDir_el Trlvalent Actinide Extraction
carbonate precipitation under different

Anoth_ advanced approachover the
co_di_oa_, leaving _e fission products. Th_baseline fl,)_,shcet is m find high stab'_l.ib'

a..,..,.,. _,,a_.tages would be more rapid ttwn_oundsolvent extraction systems that cana_,_,..y

remove trivalcnt azfitaide_; from the mvalcnt of processing streams without the
nt"

tanthanides and other fissionproduc'_s with _ccomp,xnfing organic solvent ,-.¢g'md.non

high spe,U_.ciD' to """)_""--.r.--..,he TAL '''_''"_r _::.,-,u,,.'-" and ease of re,dissolving carbonates, This
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'BI.or'..h._.,off,ides_,"I:"'" _'-'"_ " _ _ ....9.25

_at f,.mhcr gn.',ee/,.c(_g '" f-"v,._,_ b.=r_i_:,.,'cd ....

,,aaiCt._c._ ._'tP.;"a[;'127D ;2:,_ ,.;._-:- . ....._L:;. -._C¢5:_'_, _.. ._...,a,..:a,,.,a ..

down ames. A::oys b7 Ami.,.." Solven" Extraction."

_..,_ __ 17. 298.

Conclusion and Summary 308 (1963).

The currentbaseline _,:,_vg,_eer is

f:a_,ib).e and can be ac;_ei,,'ed _'i_h a-'._ilab!e Benedi,:t, M., T. H. Figford, and 1.I. W

:cc.hnoloE:,I:h=s,',"4-,_ ,-'f_,_,'_r_,..h=" l.=-/i"N',,.._,.,,-C.'-,,,-,.;,..o)I:,'=)r:_..:ri,l_"
M_,Y._,ta._-In21!pp. 48C--4_a, 1981.make il att_'a.ctive fox #.,?porting

_'_smu,._on ,.._.",'_';,',',_,...,._for u,a_.,te_¢_men_.

Ja_cious use of spray calcination _,_ac.'._ Bige!ow, I. E.. E, b. Coli_ns and L,J,
blL-g. '"_ne 'Cl¢_cx' P:'._css. A Vcrsanleacildg:,st_','c']umes.':rod,.,,='_','_,,a.lecti,,'er.._;u:'_

of the ion exch_ge ex_".q.c_ants a!lo,,, f,_r Solver,; E.,;r,-acboa _._ces:, for Reck:..-.; a.nd
• ..,..,,,_a.c,. c.fL_ianidc:;.Am.':nc:_u_. and

efficient recovery, of the tars,..""ed
. , Carium" in _ Sc_:trz:ie:.._ J. D.ra&onu,.iide.s, l,.s,a¢:;.._uch a_ _va!.¢nt .....

• ' ...... "' ,V. S,.,,u.,:. eas. pp..a,:tinid=,qa:,',,ar._de sepaga:ion _awe been ,,,_.,,;.,,,, and W. " .'_ ,' ,47-
:.,. ,;r, 1'r,e)AC.q Washin_r>n D. C. 1980.,a,.n,.,,_,. _ and l:xotendal :,ol,atio::s have beer,. -"

developed. Also, the flowsheet hag .-_he

flexibility to bc adapted for spen_ fael Bond, W. D. and R. E, L=azc, "Removal
Of " -' :, .I ,,,,,.,-.men,..um and Carium _',om _.High_.._..i

. recoveuor pos_ib:,y tank was:_' reme_a_on.

if_luh'_d. Wastes.", in >_c,inid_ Sep_,r_rions,3. D.
N_,,,ratil and W. W. Sch_z, ed:i, pp. 441-

4_3, ACS Washington D. C. 1980.
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FEED
Basis: I Kg Tolal OI;F-GAS IIANDL|NG
Heal generat/on: 10 Wig

Total: 3 g l,Xe.Kr
Volad1¢s: 3 g Br,Ru
Np 20
Pu 326
Am 60
Cm 478
Cs 4
Sr 0.7 ACID/VALENCE ADJUSTMENT "
7Jr 4
Pd 3 Total Vol:11300L
Tc 2.8 I HNO_ 167 L 12M i

Ln's 15.,4 l 1120 833 L 'F.P. 86.1 , NaNO2 67 g
i' 1

Dissolution
ta_
L_

O3

I
• W

FHED TO N_ RECOVERY
Filt.._r

I . Total Vol:1000L
- " HNO3 2 M

Hea! l0W/L

Figure 2. Material B,dance for lIead-cnd Dissolution of dm Np/Pu Blanket
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DIlP4 0.0SM l._O'J 6M 0_llh)+CO_ 0._ M
]LI_ AI;M +.._M

I i. __ I I

.In dim Im r_,_+ .so,_mu,t _I.YID_ SWS3"EM

- J-f- j ---in S_Ip I M H]DEHPIiIOH
1

_r.kn +, _ L_

, £

I-
.,qPIIAYCALCN&'IION I)ID'._T'IDN URAI" CAL_D4ATI(_

T_4_Yd" 1071L Total ¥o1: 244L. T'oudYel: $_JS]L
<1 E.$ I/L Am O_Z 1t!,,. l,,,cb'o e c_ Itl..

Cat cl E-$ _ 171 ]rbnqph_ O._i
1.10') | Tm.,,'x +a_j'sA.,u'sC'l O04"16

J0._
71 000_
I.Jm'o <I
FP- D.OM
Nm ¢O17

R|im_ 4. Malcnal ]]ahLzr_ for zinc/u:6mdc/LMchcn/dc Sc_zn_o_ ]_.ezm



OFF-GAS itANDLING

FEED PREPARATION Total Vol: }t9457 L
ACF/LN SEPARATION CO2 22364 L

NO_. 44728
Total Vol: 1000L 02 22364
IINO3 2 M ' - '

Am 0.060 g/L _ 1¢ " t ' DE.Nn'RAI['ION

Cm 0.476
Cs 0.039 Total Y_: 154 L
Sr 0.0008 '" - / HCOOH 20 M
7_ 0.OO4
Ln's 0.015
F P. 0.o_6 [ i
Na 0.067

FEED ACT/LN SEPARATION

"[btal Vol: ifJ71 !.
It+ i).O01 M
Am 1)055 gfl.,
Cm 0 445
Cs 0.0036
St 00tX)65
Zr 0 Of):;6
I..n's f,.i)14
F.P. O.[)AO
Na l).Ol7

r

Figtum5. Material Balan_ fi)r Actinid,:fl..;mtlmnidcSeparation Feed Preparation
i



SPRAY CALCINER

TotalVol: 1607L
Acfinidcs <100 nCi/g
Ln's O.OO96
Cs 0.0025
Sr 0.0004
Zr 0.0025 I"OLIQUID RECY(_.E
F.P. 0.00,36 ..." OR LLW

[ Total Vol: 1607 LNI O.OIX)4 I Rccyclc 1536 LPhosphate O.0OO4
LLW 71
CO2 6O0O
N2 296

t_

, i #

ENGINEERED STORAGE ."

Eiemmtal Wl: 9B.5 g
Ln's 15.4 g
Cs 3.9
Sr 0.6
2a" 3.9
F.P. 5g.6
Na 66

Phosphate 7
Ash 5

Figure 6. Material Balance for Spray Calcination Wasle Treaonent
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tion. The Los Alamosschemediffers from other transmutation
ideas in that it employsa thermal neutron spectrum. Other

PowerfulprotonlinacsarebeingstudiedatLos Alamosasdrivers schemes,bothreactor-basedandaccelerator-based,havereliedon
for high-fluxneutronsourcesthatcanwansmutelong-livedfission a/a_t spectrumwhich is inefficient for burningfission products.
products and actimdes in defense nuclear waste, and also as With the right fractional loadingof actirucles,the tranmutercan
drivers of advancedfission-energysystemsthatcouldgenerate generateenoughfissionernergyto powertheaccelerator.DetaiLs
elecmcpowerwith no long.termwaste legacy. A transmuterfed of theLos AlamosATW schemeand itsadvantagesin companson
by an 800.MeV, 140.mA cw conventional copper linac could with previously described systems are discussed in several com.
destroy the accumulated "gT'cand t_[ at tl_ DOE's Hartfordsite panion pat_rs in these proceedings.
within 30 years. A high-efficier_y 1200..MeV, 140-mA niobium
superconducung linac could dnve an energy.producing system If fertile material (=ZTh or z3'U) is added to the DzO blanket.
generating l-GWe electric power. Preliminary design concepts the ATW concelx can be configured as an accelerator.driven
for these different high.power lmacs are discussed, along w_th the subcntical converter/burner. The ferule material is convened by
pnncipal tecru_icalissues and the status of the technology base. neutron capture to fissile fuel (233Uor z3_Pu), which is then

burned directly in the blanket to produce power. Preliminary
BACKGROUND studies reported at this meetin_ suggest that such a system has

the potential to generate electricity at competitive pnces,while
Present U.S. plans for disposal of high.level defense wastes, producing enough excess neutrons to convert its own high.level

namely vitrification _ long-term storagein deep geologic wasteto stableor short-livedproducts.This concep_couldlead
repositories ate meming with public skepticism andopposiUon.A eventually to a new safe fission-energy system fueled by abundant
pnncipal concern is that migration pml_iliries for the long-lived ferule resources and requiringno off-s_tewaste management.
fission products (s'_Tc and Iz91)in these wastes may not satisfy
long.term confinement criteria for the environment of the Driver acceleratorrequirements for adefen,sc-waste transmuter
proposed repository. Current studies at Los Alamos I suggest that and for an advanced energy production system are somewhat
an accelerator-drivenintensethermalneutronsourcecould different,bothintermsofperformancegoalsanddevelopment
transmuteallthe.gqTcand_zglaccumulau_attheDOE Hartford needs.Becausedisposalofdefensewastesisa near-termcon-

site(about20(X)kg) _ stableorshort.livedproductswithin about cem,weconsiderconvenuonalLinactechnologyas_ appropriate
30 years, eliminating them from the waste stream, and design approa_ for an ATW. By conventional we mean a linac in
overcoming a serious environmental objection to the repository which the radiofnxluency (RF) accelerating cavities ate fabricau_
plans.Higheractmides,suchas_TNp andz_IAm,couldaLsobe fromcopperand atewatercooled.For anenergyproduction
rapidlyburnedby sucha systemifdesired.Neutronsources zccelenuor,ontheotherha,'xLprelimin_smdic_showthathigh
dnven by high-powerprotonacceieraLorshavebeenstudied powerefficiencywillbe cntical,and thaLa more advanced
previouslyforwastetransmutationand othernuclearprocess approachwouldbe thebestsolution.Forthislonger-rangebut
applications,zbutthetechnologybasehasonlyrecentlyreached potentiallyhigher.impactapplicauon,we considera designin
the point t.hatthe feasibilityof suchmachinmis auumted, whichthe high-energyportionof thelinac is madeup of super-

conducting(mobiurm)cavitieswhereRF lossesarenegligible.
In the Los Alamos scheme.) for acceleraU)rttansrnutationof

waste (ATW) a heavy-metal target is used to pn_ucc a high flux ATW AC'C"FI_:_RATORREOU_
of spallation neutrons with an incident medium-energy high-
currentprotonbeam.The primaryneutronst_-cu_unismoderauxl Neum_ mmsportcalculationssuggestt,haztheprimarysource
toyieldanintensethermalflux(I0Isto• I0lan/cmLs)inaI:)20 strengthforadefense.waste_-ansmutershouldbeapproximau:ly
blanket surrounding the target. Material to be convened is tram- 2x10 t9 n/s, b_e,d on a plan for destroying Hanfon_ site wastes
poned throughthe neuu_n field by con_nuousiy flowing aqueous within 30 yeau_ Figure 1plots the cak:ulau_ _n yield versus
or molten-fluonde-sal| carrier loops. Precision chemical energy for protonsaxially incident on a 0.5.m-diameter, 2-m-long
partitioning removes transmuted material from the carrier flow cylindrical lead target. Also shown are the proton current and
while theresidueis returnedto the blanket for continuedirradia- beampowerneededto producethisneutronsourcestrength.The

required beam power is nearly constant at 100 MW above 1000
• Woacpcrform__ u_,_pw,,._of_ U.S.Depmm_,of_ MeV, sothatcurrentcanbe u'adedinverselyforbeam energy.

w_thL_s Alamos NwaonalLaboratoryprognund_vek:qmsesttfunds. Belowthisenergythemuuon yielddropsrapidly,andmorebeam
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launcher(compnsmgtwodc mjec_rs, two 350-MHz RFQs.and designingfor _s l'ugh_nefrlctencyaspr_uc_. T_s (actora_onc
two 350..MHzDTI._) l_u'meimgoeams az 20 MeV _ntoa 700-MHz appears to outweigh me extra complicaJ.lonmtrcx.luceuby _nnei.
CCL. Figure 3 sketches the configuration. For the beam =ng. In addition, me ton-source current demand would be
parameters selected above, eacl_ leg of the ATW beam launcher n_ducedby a factor of two Ina funneled sytem.
would provide a 70.-mA beam..

RFpower for u_eATW RFQsandDTLs would bepmvtdedby
TheCCL wouldbeal.kan.long800.MeV slde-coupiedImac, extstlng,commerclaJ_yavailable,I-MW cw 350-MHz_ystnms;

carrying140-mA cw current, It wouldbe dividedintosix elghttubesareneeded.ForLheCCL itwouldbe necessaryto
s_ctlons,eachmadeup of modulesconsisungof n acc_lcraung developa new high.powerR.Famplifier tube at 700 MHz. In
cells,a quadrupolemagnet,andadiagnosucs'x_on. The number order to reducecapital costsand improvesystemmliabdity, we
(n) of coupledcells per module increasesfrom 2 to l0 as me proposea powerlevelof 2 MW perurutor grcazer.
protonenergy increasesfrom 20 MeV to go0 MeV The average
acceleraung gradient ts relauvely low i MV/m to minimise RF TECHNOLOGY ISSUES/_qD TEC"H_OLOGYBASE
structurepowerlosses,andmc CCL apertureislarge(3cm to7
crn) to achieveavery high raUOof apertu_ m rmsbeamsize(9 to Ac._ieramrtecl-mologTimprovcunencsin the pastfewyearsand
22). This high rauoassuresthe extremelysmall fracUonaibeam advancesununderstandingof I_gh-currembeambehaviorprovide
losses(< 104/m) requiredfor hands.onmaintenance.The CCL highconfidencethat a machineof theATW powerlevelcannow
caviuesaresomewhatmoreefficientthanthosetnthe APT design, be built andoperated.The major tccl,aucalconcernsfor a Iligh-
providingan RF efficiency of 0.70. Becauseof the lowerbeam powerprotonlinacare 1) beam-lossacuv_on of machinecom-
curr_ntandsmaller beamsize in ATW. smaller CCL apertures ponencs, threateninghands.on main_nabdity; 2) RF system
may betolerable,whichcouldpushtheRF efficiencyupuo0.75. efficiency and capital costs; 3) reliabdity and longevity of

components; and4) operabilityofanintegraw..dcw system.
Table2lisudesignvaluesfortheRFQ,DTL.andCCL Other

feam_sof thedesign,includingtheavoidanceof permanemmag- The APT' point designstudy addressedthe abovetechnical
neu in the D'T'Ldnn tubes(becauseof therudiauonthrem),tran- issuesin detail Sfor a 4 x morepowerfulmachine. It included
siuon to a CCL structurea_the low energyof 20 MeV, possible completebeamsimulaUormwiremaxchmgerrors,amachinecon-
use of emmance filtenng, and strongtransversefocusingare figurauonlayout,enlpneenni usessm_ntof cnucal components,
similarto mosein LI_APT study,andamdiscussedinRef.6. andan analysisof off-normaJ conditions and beam/target safety

issues.The desiqncodeshave been benchmarked in the relevant
r,,,,a_u_,;_ _un,,m energyandcl_qle<lensity regunesmrou_ stmulauonof hi_-_,bs4W'a_"__"'_,t I ,e_v
I _ I I ca, rmsurn,vmm_ currentbehavioron theL,os _mos NPB AcceleratorTesxStand
_Nm , . ._.- _ ... . tATS),andby anend.to-endsimulationofLAMPF thatpredicts

_,__j measuredemi_nce valuesasweU as beam loss locauons and__f= I . ,. m "' I a_pmxima_magnitudes.
u M_¥ _ Nmkl_v

,o,,my m,w A numberof accelerawrsysu_nshaveopenuedatornearATW
I ........ _*"* _........ ,ms. I -level parameter values. Existing ion sourcedestgns appear

capable of delivering the needed proton¢_n_m with thedesired
Fig.3.Ref_ cw l_na£conceptfro'ATW brighmeas. I_rformance requiremenuare not u demandingas

thosefor theNPB pmgnm. A 267.MHz 0.6-MeV proton RFQ
Table 2 at CRNL hasoperatedat 70 mA cw,_andpeal(H" currents of

ATW LL,ulc Par-m_ 100 mA have been clem_ in a 7.MeV ramped-gradienx
425-MHz DTL at LOSAlamos. Beam funneling in the relevant

RE_2 OTL CO_ currentandrnslumcynml_ has_ successfullydmonsu'am,cl
Fn_qumc:y(_Q[z) 350 3_O 700 l.xmAlamof A coul_ed-cavityw.celm'mmlmuc_re atNIST has
Enm_ 0vleV) 0.1 m23 2.5 m 20 20 1o800 oper_d cw with a I.MV/m Iffm:li_t.at 4 x tl_ ATW f_quency.
Sy_w. plmm(ck_ .90 m -37 -40 -60 to .40

Radialapmsum(ann) 0.4 1o0.3 0.$ 1.41o3..S Experiencewith _ research_ that haveoperatedfor
ctmem (mA) 150 to 140 140 140 yemmwith high av_lal_ty as beam "factories"has provided a

(m) 3.4 l 1.3 10l$
Ac_l. _ (MVhn) 1.1 1o3.1 1.0(avl0 stmnll fmmdatim for man,nilextrapotmonsm me ATW perfor-
CoR_pmm_(MW) 0.4x2 13x2 47.6 mince regime. Because of its high average cunent (I mA),

pow_ (MW) 0.2,x2 1.2x2 1011.9 opelldonal mt_ at t.AMPF is especislly relevm_.,andalso
TotMpowe¢(MW) 1.2 3.0 IS6._ din_Uy addmss_'Uletmpol2m'_bemu-iossissue`For mos_of me
Beamlosdinl 0.33 0.48 0.70 LAMP1FCCL length,thebeam lots fr'a_io_ is estimatedtobe
No. of klysuem 2 (I.M_ 6 (I.lv_V) 82 (2.MW) < 7.xl0"'/m. md radim/on levels al_ shuu/own allow unlimited-
A,o.Lmucun *..vu 2._ _ accesshands-onmaintenance.BecauseallCCL RF buckets

co, lain c_aq_ein the ATW concept and the duty factor is t.0,
For me nominalATW curn_ specifl_ flarmelingisnixan comparedwith LAMPF's I-in-4 bucket filling and 0.06 duty

absoluterequirement.A currentof140mA couldbeobtained factor,thecha,_h inATW isonly2.5timesgre_mrthanin
from asingle 350-MHzRFQ andOTL whichwould simplify the t.AM_. The_fore, evm ttmu_ me averagebeampower is 140
accelerator front end. However, funneling allows a significancy times gnuum'in ATW, the beam dynamics in a weU.undera_x/
lower emimu_e in me CCL for me same mud cummt, and _luces range. Given the very large aoerture-to..beam-sizeratio in the
me charge-per-bunc_ by a factorof two. This canbe crmuiaxed ATW CCL Ind me high quality input beam,wecan be confident
into smaller cavity apertures and improved CCL RF efficient, of achieving the low fr_lionM beam Ima (III0 that of LAMPF)
The cost of RF power (both capital and openumlo domimm= the needed for hands-m
tnmmuter facili_ cost to sucl_a degree that thereisa premium in
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powerisneeded.The relations_nFig.[provideinputs(oa Con,tructtenCoat AnnumCQ,I
simple cost model _at has bccnused to help sclectthe Imac 14°°I _oo
pm-ametersLttalwouldproduceamlrumurn.costATW system, i , ,

. i "" ..
i i " i

Q • o

• ! g I_ • •

',oL '- 2so "_ ioooi

' 20 " _. 2._o 60 ; | . " _ 2,o • •. " •O,,m pow,r = " _ _ i

° I = 'stI _00 " " " " = i200 _v c.C O ._'w 2ao "" ,_tim . _1 . _ .. " ,MMIM i

I = 160 ¢:
i_O " 500 1000 1500 2000o = O PcemnEnergy(IIV) Ps'oeonEnecgy(MeV)
S 6o- _ S 3

I_ ,_0 • . Seem.Cummt 80 _ 20 Z Fig.2. ATWconstrucUoncostandannu_costversusproton
= " • • . enrergy,forcwandpulsedlina=models.

20 " o a NeutmnwP_tOn _-_0 t

i '°i lo - • ' ' ' : ' " 0 0 ATW Linac Cost Model ParametcrJ,oo see 12oo ,see =ooo
Proton Energy (MeV) cw

Fig. t. Encrt,y dependenceof neueroeyieldfromleaduurg=.Also CCL reale_u= gradient(MV/m_ 1.0 1.5Duly[actor 1.0 0.25
finacI powerandcunemforspecd'mdA_ sourcesuength. RF umtcapiudcos=(S/avE.wau) 2.0 4.0

CCL smJctumcosz(MS/m) 0.I00 0.I00
COST/PERFORMANCI_ MODELrNG FOR ATW CCL _unt unnpedance,avI. (Mohmlm) 32.5 23.8

Coslo(elecu'tcpower(S/kWh) 0.0_ 0.0:5
A linacfor ATW will be similartothecoccep(developedinthe Time-o_rracUon 0.75 0.7:5

recent studyof an acceleratorfor pmducuonof tri_;uxn(APT). s Numberofopemun|su_ 200 :00
Pm'ametersfor APT weR 1600MeV and250 mA, cw. At thai Powa'convenuonefficiency(rf/ac) 0.60 0.60
high currentlevelmuch men=RF powerisdeliveredto z.hebeam
than is lost in the _celeraung stmaures,resultingin a highRJF wouldbe requiredto keeppeakcurrentat orbelow APT levels,
efficiency- nem'ly0.8 in the high-enrg7pomonof meiJru_, the capita/ cost (per avera#e wan) was doubled, based on

preliminarycompazisonsof cwandpuJsedRF systemcosts.
SincetheATW beam powerreqmremCnlisordy1/5toI/4thal

ofAPT.thecurrent,enerrj,andduty-factortrad¢offsmug bere- Figure2showsth_constructioncostsforacw linacminimize
examinedtodc_rmine thebeszdeszgnspace.Power-efficiencyis near700 MeV, whilezmmMcostsminimizecloserto I_ MeV.
cnuca/because of the very high cost impact of me RF power Annumcostsamdomina/_ by electricpower(at$O.O_/waxt)and
system.Thiscnu:noncouJdleadtoeither:I) a lower-energy U_¢capiLaJcharge(a_10%/ye_).The posmonoftheannua/cost
high-¢urnmt cw machine:or2) apuLs_higJ_u_rgymachim wire minimumis remarkablyinsensiUveto moderaxevariauonof the
high peak cun'enL [n order to obl.azna f'irst.orderqu,anuumve pnncipa_modedparameu=rs.F'illy-peme_tchangesinaccelet-al_ng
comparisonof these two possibilitie.s,simple acceleratorcost gradJen_averageCCL shu_ impedance,CCL smacturecost.and
modelshavebeencortstructcd. These models assumea common RF power unitco= s_ft theco= minimum less than :_0MeV.
machinean:_rum similar to APT, with dual RF_ 350-
MHz beamLnpuufuan_ed into a700 MHz CCL Becausemost Fora pulsedlime theener_ cannot be decl muchbelow
of the_cclenuor costis containedin theCCL, t_esemudeLsure.= 1400MeV vn_t incurnni exce.savepeakcun'e_ levelsin the
the tirtacfromendssimplyu fixedsums,andfocusonM_onthix_s CCL (> 300 mA) or duty factors gzezu=rthan 30%. Figure 2
tha_parametenzetheCCL oom. While the I =reincomplete shows th_ at 1400 MeV the co--on co= ofapulsedlinac
m t=rmsof stru_ (:k:_Ltheprincil_ I fiK_orsate Lr_uded, wouldbesign£flcaJalyhigherthanfor an 800-MeV cw machine,
MonI _m the_ m=U_o forcom_lP=n_, pmjec=mama- but the aJnnuaico= is ne_y the sameu dl_ for a cw system.
ment, ED&i. etc. Resultsan=displayedin Fig. 2, which shows widda thecredibility of the model This co= rm_L which on
me estimatedconstructionco= and annum co= versusbeam bMancefavorsthecwsystembut nozoverwheb_ingly,leave=the
energyforcw andpulsedlin_s, maJchoice totechnic_con_der_ons. A cw_ wo_ddsimplify

RF comml up•m, _minam moduJamn andre•riD'storagefrom

Table I lists vMu_ of _e keymodelparameters for each kind theRF system,andpermit _0al/y lower peak cun_u in the
of linac. Average acc¢lerat|nggradientfor the cw lin_ was accelerator,withlower msu]l.a_beam-losses.Theseare groper-
chosenu 1.0MVhn. avaJuethatiscloseto minimizingconsuruc- tangadvantages,We thereforeproposettu=a lin,tcfor the ATW
Lioncost, but slighdy abovethe annumcos_minimum. The applicationshouldbe a cw machine, with energy and current
puJsedlinac dutyfactorwas takenas0.2.5al 16(]0MeV. which sel¢cu_u 800MeV and140mA.
wotdd require 240 mA peak curmnL The co=..o_mized
forapulsedmachi_ wltll _ dulyfactorLsaJ:m_[.5M'V/m.An ATW ACCI_ F'RATORPOI?s'TDESIGN
RF system(insudled)capita/costof $Z/wallwu a,ssumedfor a
cw machine•basedon about 85 2.MW powermodules.Fora A fir=approachtoapointdesignfora cw ATW couldbe
pu/sedmachine,widl thehighdutyfactorandpu_ l_ni_hU= _ on me/d_r ar.hi_' md would thusconsistor a
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R.FTECH.NOLC(;Y: RF SYSTEMCOST L_,IPACT TI_ slrnpl¢ATW Imaccostmodelwas¢xtcndcdlo accomodate
a supcrconducr_ngCCL, While RFpowerIo_scstn _¢ accclerat-

Highpowercw RF tubes(Ic[ystmns)inthe05 toIO.MW _ngcavmcsbecomeverysmaJl,themarcslgruficantmfngcratlon
classamavadabl¢a[ frequcncnesnear 350, 500. and 10(X)MHz. requnmmentsto handle them aswell as t_ _rnblentheat IP.J_.
OperatinglifcUmcmformauonfor I.MW cw tubesissparse,but Table 3 lists the r_lcvauntpar-Jcncters,includingr_fngcratlon_-
vendorsarc conlidcntthat 50,000 hours,s a reasonablecxpec- sumptions,includedin the model, The structuregradient was
ration. The tube Iongcv,ty is _omcwhataddressedby LAMPF chosen,_ 5 MY/m, eventhoughcosts,lppeaxedto be somewhaJr.
opcraLIng staosocs,whichshowthe avcl'agelifctsmcof thc 125- lower ath_ghergradients,in orderto avo0dan excc'_ively large
MW pea,k.power80S.MHzUystrons(,upto12% dutyfactor)_ RF drivepowerperunitlengOl.SCRF (cw)linacconstruction
> 50.000hours,withmany tubessur'vwmg['or> 80,000hours, andannualcostsa_ comparedinFig.4 w_thCOSLSforaroom-

temperature(RT) cwtinacas aruncuonof beamenergy
Major leveragefor reducingthe costof an ATW iinaccould

come fromreducingme umt capitalcostsoftheCCL RF power _ ¢4m _ col

system,and/orfromdevelopmentofhigherefficiencyRe gener. "_[_ i II

ators.The eapitaJcost(perwatt)ofinstaJledRF capacityisex- "_

pectedtoscaJcinvcrsclyasthcsquarerootofthemoduleoutput ,m_ .•
power,sothereshouldIx:anadvantageingoingtolargertubes _.'_t • _ •'

than_e I-MW cw generatorsnow availaDl¢.A smallernumber __,,u_ _. •" j _ .'of tubesshouldalsoimproveover-aJJacc,cleramrreliability. C,_di- l " ' " "daubsfor ATW useazethe k.lystmn,kiystrode,andme magn,con. ... " "" _ •. •

The Idystm',. which operatesby velocitymodulationof an * sc . • • .
electronbeam. representsmature high.powertechnology.Dcvel. "• • • • • • •" .
opment of a new I-MW cw Klysu'onfor serviceat 700 MHz "•. _.... •.
wouldbe well withinthe expiore.ddesignspacea_l a stra_ght- _, , _.
forward enterpise. It is thought that 2 MW is probably the soo ,oN ,s,m _ s_ ,am ,so,
pracucMupperpowerlimit['orIdysuonsaxthisfrequency.The _ _ (,,-v) _ _.n_t(_v)
_Jysuede,a relativelynew device, pmduce_RF power through Fig.4. Consmcuoncom.andannualco_tversusi_rou_rtenrer_n/
amplitude (grid) modulation. Pushed by SDI program n_quire- fo¢sulxeconducungandmom._mpemm'ecw Imacmodels.
ments, high power Idystmdes (up to 0.5 MW) are being
developed at ATW-relevant frequencies. The power limit is Table3
thought m be about I MW, due to grid healing, but the robe has Ener_-Pnxlucxion Lmac Cost Model Parameters
the advantageof compacmcss and mains high efficiency(0.70)
over a large ouq_ut nmp. Although there is no lifetime dam for RT SCRF
the new high power tubes, experiencewith t_e 50-100 kW CCLmdesmm gmliem(MV/m) 1.0 3,0
Idysu'odeswidelyusedintelevisiontransminerJisgood.The CCL s_ucu_egnKU_t(MV_) 1.3 _.0
magnicon,a new RF tubeinventedinme USSR, pnxluc_RF Dutyfacux 1,0 1.0
powerbyusingcirculardeflec0onofme elecm)nbeamtopnxluce RF unitcaptudcoa_(S/avg.w_) 2.0 2.0CCL _ co__) 100 200
aroumng elecuemagnel_cwave.* It maybecapableof i_ng RFsm_:tum_ (W/m) 72,500 20
4 MW Cwat very high efficiency. However.a cw high power Refrigeram,'eft',cimcy 0.002
versionnot beendemonstrau:danda significantdevelopment Cost_ elecmcpowe_r(S/kWh) 0.05 0.05
programwiLlbe needed to assess me promiseof this tecN_lo_. Tin_.oa fr_tioe 0.'/_ 0.7_

Numberofope,nmn| _ 200 200
_.CC"__FR_TORFOR I:_.F_ODUC'_ON Powercoeveemee.q'¢im_/(if/m) 0.60 0.60

lnilial estimates foran accelerator-driven power.pnxlucing The construction co_ and annual cost dependence on be-m
system specifiedat 1000-MWe generatingcapacitycall for a enerlD,for d_ SCRF linacappearto haveconsiderablybroader
neutron source strcnsm somewhat smmr than required for a mimma d_m those for a mom-mnnperamm system,andthe cost
defense.wine ulnsmuler, about 3.3x l0_t _ T11Lslmmslam m o_mum is a_higher energy. This effect is due m the elimiru_ion
about 160 MW of beam power for pmmn e.nergiex in the linear of cavity RFpower consumption in the CCL, whi_ is only pardy
spal/_on neuuon yield nmge (1200-2000 MeV). To Ipmerale offse_ by the refdger, u/on requiremenu. The cos, comparisons
elec_xicpower_ competith__ tl_ _ _ musl suggesX_ a su_ucl_ng lins¢ for energy pnxlucuon omdd
be as high as potable and thecapitalando_ratin| co_.samlow as be 25 m 30% le._ expensive to build and operar_ rJuma morn-
possible. Initial studiesusinga co_ model similar to U_ for temperaturesysmn. BecauseSC]_Fcavitiescanoperaxecw a_
ATW suggestLhattheseobjectivescanbes_be achievedwith a highergradienu thanRT copperswucmms,a supe_onducting
linac whose high-enerl_/section (above 20 MeV) consists of CCL can be much shorter than its mom.u_rnperammequivalem.
superconductingRF (SCRF) accele_ cavities. The ac-m- even if the SCRF linac has a higher outputenerr/.. Another
beampower efficiency couldbe • 0.65. The be_ that can be advantageof a superconductingCCL is thaxbeam apemu_ in
achievedwith a conventionalmachine is aboul 0.43. SCRF coupledSCRFcavitiescantypicaJJybe muchlargerthanthosein
niobium cavity lectmology, developed over the _ 20 )_an, has RT cavides of the same frequency, Mlowing lower be.amlosses.
reacheda high level of mammy, culminatingrecentlyin major SincenegligibleRF power is los; in SCRF cavities, thereis no
(electron) acceleratorprojectsat severalhigh-energy physics designimperativem reduceapenu_.sin orderto maximizethe
laboratories(CEBAF, CERN, KEK). Standardaccelerating shuntimpedance. On I_ comntry,aperturesan_madelargein
gradientsachievablewithin theacceleratingsu'ucturesarein me order to provideadequmeon-axiscouplingfor the fundamen_
range5 to 8 MV/m, andcavity fabricaxiioncosta,initially high, acceleraxingRF modeandtop_vem trappingof destru_vebeam-
havecomedownto $200KJm,with furtherdecreasesamicipmnd, excitedhigh.ordermodes.
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A possible accelc_tor for dnvlng _ energy.producingsystem With a l_O-mA cw beam. the CCL RJ: power _nputrequire.
mtght have an architecture as sketched in Fig. 5. Table 4 mcnt averages7(30kW/m; at _e 120(3McV pomntU_s _mp_iesa
summ_zes someof tamexpectedmact,ne parametem 700 kW power coupler feeding e_n 5.ceil module. Thts h_g_

power coupling requirement constitutesone of t_c tcctu_ology
Table4 challenges for development of a superconducting linac. "r'he

Parametersfor an Energy-Pn:xlucuonLma_ p_ctica/level _at hu been reachedis 100 kW per feed (at 500
MHz), but Cornell Univemty is now developing a 50G.kW

RFO _ CC'L coupler (a/so at 500 MHz). Addiuona/ areas that need to be
Fmquemy(MHz) DO 350 700 addressed in an R&D program for high-power SCRF linacs

(MeV) 0.1 to 2.5 2_ to 20 20 m 1200 include the senstuv_tyof niobium cavities to radiauon damage,
Radialzl_ntue (cm) 0.4 m 0.3 0.8 5 w 8 cavity Q-degradationdue to td,_torbedre_zdualgaslayers,haru_ng
Be,amcu_em(mA) 7Sto 70 70 140 of beam-excited high-order R.Fmodes and other control issues.
l.znllth(m) 3.4 11.3 S15 anddevelopmentof caviziydesignszppmpriaxefor ttzelarge range
Accel.ipr'ad.(MVIm) !.i m 3.1 3.0(avz) of prison velocities in theLinac(v/c = 0.2 to 0.9).Coppa'powel'(MW') 0.4Jr2 1.3x2 0.0(_

Beampower tMW) 0.2_2 I._2 165.2 ACKNOWL613t3_Totalpower(M_0 1.2 5.0 165.2
RF efficiency 0.33 0.48 1.00
No. of klysa'ons I (I-M_ 4 (I-M_ 87 (2.MW) The materitl in this paper derives from the conmbutio_ of many
Ac_L _q_tum 4.vim _. axL_-ceupl_ colleaguesatLos Alan_os,bothintheAcceleratorTechnology
Refngenu_ power (MW) 5.6 Division and elsewhere m the Laboratory. Their efforts ate

gratefxtUyacknowledged.
The beam launcherfor Uxismachinecould be a room.temper-

ature funn_ed systemidenUc_/to th_ _bed for ATW. The
coupled cavity linac, from 20 MeV to 1200 MeV wo_d con._t of
multiceU superconducting niobium cavities, with the numl0erof 1. "A Lm A/amosConceptf_ Acce_'au_'Transmu_on of Waste
coupled cell1 per module increzsin8 from 2 to about $ as the and_ Pmdu_.m_,"_, AlarumRein L._.LTR._C_3.._32,
energy increases. If an average packing factor of 0.6 can be December 1990.
achieved (u at C_BAJF), and tssumin8 a structure gradteat of 2. O. P. LAWRENCE, "New Ap_;i_tio_ fm High-Power Pmum
._MV/I_, _I_I_._-4_III__dJ_ wouldbe3 MV_II,whichl_ad_ l.u%gf_"pine_1990l_.inem'A_elemtt'st,Cnnf_Lm Alarum
tOaCCI,,lengm ofoaly0.5kin. _enm LA. t_Ot.,C__3 (Ma_ 199I),

3,E.ARTHUR, "ANew _ f_ Acr_lem_.l_veaT_uat.

Beam peffocmat_8 for the supercorutuc_| lin,_ shouldbe im of Ntr.,le,m'wum," Pine__nm.,_,_,d c_ aa ;:q_cr_,-_
very similar m that e_im_ed for tbe ATW liar,. Trmuwenm _ Nuelem'_ S_tenUL Moammy, CA. June 16-21 (1991), to be
longitudinal emi_ am deu_ined eueatially in the beam publ_
launcher. Only a mall gmwttt is amiciptted in tl_ CCL. The 4. C. D. BOWMAN, _ _ Witlmut• Long-TermHigh-
ratio of suuctum _ to rms beam size in the SCRP CCL l.zvel Wa_l_Saella," _Y_c_fntm'nanmudCtmf _nErqCl_m_
could be 2 x I_rger t/urn for the RT machine, with the machine Nuct_ 6nerav Sv_ms. Mome_y, CA, June 16-21 (1991). to be
apermn_limit p_y delerminedby th_qmzlrupolebmm, publ_

$."Acce_ Productioao(Tritium, k l_JmtatimtotheEnergy
Reuat_hAdvi._ Board,October25,1989,"Lm Alam_qRe_'t

'_ _ _- '_'-- _ttw _tm_ tram 6. T. P. WANGLER. O. P. LA_C_, T. S. BHATIA, J. H.
B_. K. C. D. CHAN, R. W. GARNLrrT, F. W. GUY, D.J.
LISKA, S. NATH, O. H. IqEUSCH_, AND M. SHUBALY.

"Lin_ AcceJ_ fer _ of Tdtiuat: PhysicsDesign

C_dl_tl[_l,," l_mc_1980L.ine_rAeeelerau_ Cmf_ La_ Alarum
Reran LA.]2_I.C. 5.53(MmrJt1991).

_mm _m 7. (3. _. MCMICHAJE_ "Higlt-Cun'mtCW _"
Particle Acealermae Ct_4__,Salt_ CA+May6-10, 1991,I .. ; m., ........ I bepub_

Fill, :5. Sul_fanMuC_alllime for eq_U lxaduclioa. 8. K. P. JOHNSON, O. It. SANDER, a. O. BOLM_ J. O.
GILPATRIOf., P. W. GUY, J. H. MARQUARDT, K.

T_ S(3t.Fcavitiesfor m enerl__ _ wouldbe SAADATMANO,O._v_.. ANDV. YU._. "_ kD
cooled at 4.2 K by I n_fl_oel _ oompm,zble in scale to F.uamlia8 Dmemmaim: E.v4penme_mid Simu/mi_"

new in use at _. DESY, and _ Eslimaled t_iduai rn,m_.imud Svme_enHem,vIm Fu._ _, CA,
RP losses in the niobium caviflu (at $ MV/m) will be about 20 December3.7, 1990, m be
W/at. This loadand tlw smtche_loadtottmcryoss_(mo_ 9. O. A, NE2HEVENKO,'T_ Magnicm: ANew RFPowe_Soun:efor Acceimto_" Pm_ 1_! Ps_iele Aceetms_ Ceef., Sm

20 W/m) must bem)ec_ atroomtanpa'mu_ bythereMll_Oa Francisco,CA, May 6-9(1991).tobepublished.
plant,whichwould requireabout6 MW ofacpower,assumin8
movenmemceac,/ofo.oo22, ismbecom
80 MW ofa_pow_' saved by elimina_ 8 _ 1_ pow_' Iouu.
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Abstract

Accelerator Transmutation of t291

Moses Attrep,Jr.
Isotope and Nuclear Chemistry
Los Alamos NationalLaboratory
Los Alamos. New Mexico 87545

Iodine-t29 is one of several long-lived reactor products that is being
considered for transmutation by the Los Alamos Accelerator
Transmutation of Waste (ATW) program. A reasonable rate of
transmutation of t29I is possible in this system because of the
anticipated high neutron flux generated from the accelerator. This
report summarizes previous papers dealing with the transmutation
of t29I where reactor technologies have been employed for neutron
sources. The transmutation process is considered marginal under
these conditions. Presented here are additional information

concerning the final products that could be formed from the
transmutationprocess in the ATW blanket. The transmutation

scheme proposes the use of solidiodineas the targetmaterialand
the escapeof productxenon from the containersaftervan Dincklange
(1981), Additionaldevelopmentalplans are considered.
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Accelerator Transmutation of Iodine.129

Moses Attrep. Jr.
Isotope and Nuclear Chemistry Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

1. Introduction.

Iodine-129 (Ttlz= 15.7 Ma), produced from the fissioning of actinides, is

one of the longest lived fission product_. This nuclide with 99Tc (Ttlz = 0.213

Ma) and the long-lived waste actinidcs (Pu. Np. Am. Cm. etc.) is the topic of

concern for the proper management and disposal. Over tile years a number of

options have been advanced for the proper management of these nuclides.

These include (a) low risk factor long term storage. (b) extra-terrestrial

disposal. (c) use of nuclear devices to transmute and vitrify nuclear waste in

underground explosions. (d) direct storage of irradiated fuel pins in a

repository, and (e) transmutation by neutron absorption (neutrons from

reactors, accelerators or controlled thermonuclear devices) to produce stable

and/or manageable products. Most all of these options requires some degree of

chemical partitioning before treatment and disposal. Each has its draw-backs

touching on objections which are social, political, economical, scientific

and/or environmental. This interim report focuses on the application of

accelerator transmutation of the fissiogenic iodine isotopes as integrated into

the Los Alumna accelerator transmutation of waste (AT'W) plan.

2. Iodine Inventories.

It is estimatedthat the amount of 129I in the Hanford tanks (defense

waste) is -33 CI (Wodrich. 1991). This equivalent t6 -190 kg 129I or as much as

-2,*0 kl fission produced 129I, 1271 assuming no additional stable iodine had

been added to the HmfoM tank waste. This is considered to be in -25 million

gallons of double shell tank liquid. The focus of iodine recovery was on spent

fuel dissolver off-gas recovery where the concentrations may have been 1.000

to I0.000 greater than in the existing waste. In addition to the presently US

stored nuclear waste associatedwith the nuclear defense, it should be noted
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that there are estimations that cumulative amounts of fissiogenic t'-.g[, t'="[

will be 15,200 kg in the year 2000 for the Euratom countries (MacKay ct al..

1984). This amount is many times more for world-wide inventories.The Los

Alamos scheme presentlyenvisionsan ATW system to transmuteactinides.99Tc

and iodineisotopesfrom 8 lightwater commercial reactors. Regardlessof the

inventoriesand the load requirements,the amount of fissiogeniciodine to be

transmuted is considerable and conventional technologies and methods of

tranmutation by reactors probably cannot support the disposal of such

inventories. Thus, high neutron flux acceleratortechnology becomes an

option for rapid transmutation.

3. Nuclear Considerations of Iodine.

Iodine-129 is a _5- emity_r (Emax = 0.606 Mev), _n_its a weak gamma at 39.6

keV, and is considered not to be very radiotoxic (MacKay ct al.,1884). The

fission yield for 1291 from the thermal fission of 2:35U is 0.75%. In addition,

1271 (stable) is also produced as a fission product with a fission yield of 0.126%.

From a prompt 235U fission system the total iodine produced would be

composed of approximately86% l:Z91and 14% stable127i. This composition

would change if differentfissilematerialswere used, if the energy spectrum

of neutron is changed, and if the residencetime of the iodine in the actinide

fuel wen) increased. The latterreflects/n a_tu transmutationwhich will be

relatedto theirrespectiveneutron capturecross sections,etc.

The centralissue for the successfultransmutationof radiogenic129[ is

the rate of that tramtmutation.This is dependent on two factors: the neutron

absorption cross section (o) and the neutron flux (0). The thermal neutron

cross sections for Use following reaction of t29I are 20 + 10 barns (to isomeric

and jrmmd stings of t3°l. respectively). Neutron capture consideration must

be gives for the stable 1271 that would also be present (thermal neutron

capture cross section = 6.2 b). Its presence automatically reduces the t29I

transmutation efficiency by consumin$ neutrons. These reactions are

illustrated as follows and ire the primary reactions of consideration.

1291(n.7) 13°I (13" emitter) to t3°Xe (stable)
and
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i'+.?[ (n,'_)t'.'I[ (_- md ++' +mitrer) to t:+Xc (stable) _d t:ST_Cst+btej.

Multiple (n,?) reactions and (n,2n) (especially where harder oeutrom spectr3

are used) on starting materials and intermediate irradiation species must be

considered for ultimately defining the waste stream and estimating the

radiation t_elds during and post irradiation. This is addressed in the section on

Transmutation Products and the Waste Stream.

4. t2)l Transmutation Proposals.

lodine-129 was considered for transmutationby yon Dincklznge (1981)

in an acceleratorsystem. A requirementof 1016 n cm "2 sec"t was considered

necessary for the system to work effectively. Considering the energ7 release

from the formation of 1301 and the 13" Q energy release, he deduced that [2

could be irradiated in rods of approximately 0.5 to i cm radius to maintain

temperatures where elemental iodine would not vaporize appreciably. Figure

I illustrates the van Dincklange proposal. Rods containing 1291 are loaded and

placed in the transmuter. Stable 13°Xe gas produced from neutron capture on

S2)l and subsequent it.decay would escape to the plenum. (lodine-127 was not

considered in this proposal, hence other products from tzTl are not

considered.) Any iodine released from the rods would be captured in the de-

sublimer and eventually returned to the transmuter whereas the xenon is

released to the environment havin| passed throush a filterto capture any

remainin8 iodine. The proposal envisions the de-sublimer functioning as a

cryopump for the iodine. This proposed schema has many attractive features

and will provide a startin| point for consideration of the transmutation of

iodine in this report.

Serious consideration of reactor neutron transmutation have been

_ven. Wacber and Croff (1980) discussed a transmutation system for iodine

(as Nal for calculational purposes) whose isotopic composition was 75% 129I

+ and 25% 1271. Ori|en calculations for a PWR estimated that transmutation

would produce 1.1 $ 12gTe'. 18.1 $ 128Xe; axial 56.2 | 130Xe per k| iodine treated

per full-power year. Their conclusion was that the low transmutation in the

system planned is marlinally feasible. The CURE (1989) concept addresses a

wide range of applications of transmutation of fission products from
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commercial light-waterreactor fuel. Included in the considerationsis _:_I.

The reportdiscussesthe transmutationproducts,the collectionof iodine from

the reporcessingof the fuel and transmutationrates,etc. The report is

optimistic about the control of inventories of these materials using

transmutationas a reasonableoption. Specificsto the flow sheetsfor iodine in

the transmutation process are not presented.

I

5. Target Conslderstlona.

The Los Alamos ATW actinide and 9VTc loops are designed u continuous

flow systems where the target material is either a slurry or in solution.

Circulating iodine containing compounds/solutions in systems create some

serious materials, chemical and target density problems. This is due to the ,

multiple oxidation states of iodine, the uncertainty and complexity of the

radiolysis products of iodine, and the known corrosive properties of iodine and

iodine compounds. The corrosive nature of iodine on the proposed containers

hal been raised by logan et el. (1980) tad van Dincklange (1981). Although

the optimal iodine compound or species has not been finalized for this system.

elemental iodine is attractive and is adopted as the target material for this

study on the basis of simplicityrelated to competing neutron absorbing

elements,chemical speciationand radiolysisissues.

6. Transmutation Products and Waste Stream.

Bzsid_ the off-gas treatment of iodine, them are not many, if any.

"baselUll" wiudonJflow chemical process technolo_es available for adoption

in a _utaUon system. Considering the nature of de complexity of the

chemisury of iodine sad its corrosiveness, the system of irradiating solid 12 has

been adopted u previously mentioned as the starting or "baseline" system.

High chemical purity iodine from reactor waste or nuclear defense

wute is to be prepared and loaded into rods for placement in the accelerator

blanket. After irradiation the rod and contents are removed and time is

allowed for the radioactive decay. The resulting products are processed and

disposed and the un-transmuted iodine is reprocessed for further

i
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transmutation. Unlike the acttn_de transmutation system where there _r,:

many elements formed requiring complex chemistry, the iodine system,

somewhat lilr_the technetiumsystem, may be considered"simple." The system

is similarto thatof van Dincklange(1981).but otherproducts,etc..willhave to

be evaluated.

To determine the parameters and characteristics associated with the

transmutationof iodine in high neutron fluxes for the purpose of designing

strategiesfor handling and treatment,calculationsfor the transmutationof

iodine and the production of products were performed. The following

conditions were set for ORIGEN2 calculations. A single rod (1 cm diameter x t

meter) much like that described by van Dincklange (1981) was f'tlled with Z00

g of 1291and tz81 in a ratiodescribedby Wacher and Croft (1980). A neutron

flux of I016 n cm-2sec -a with an he energy spectrum of the neutrons was

similarto that of the CANDU reactorswas assumed. The transmutationtimes

were set for I hour, I day, I0 days and 100 days to providea wide range of

reaction periods in order to see the development of other products, The

reaction vessel was assumed to be sealed unlike that of the previous

considerationsin which a plenum was provided for xenon gas escape. These

were set to maximize higher order element formation as "worse case"

scenarios. The percent 12_I transmutated and the approximate activity at end

of transmutation for each irradiation period are given in Table I. Under this

high neutron flux it is seen that remarkably hish quantities of the s291 can be

transmutated. Caution _hould be Gxereised in aece_otin_ these transmutation

values_ Fluxes at lOs` to 10ts may be more realistic to determine iodine

transmutation values. The activities at end of the transmutation period have

been listed to provide some guidance as to the level of radiation fields that the

target material and the encapsulation assembly will experience during the

irradiadoL The radiation level will have decreased significantly also after the

180-day cool period. In all cases, the radiation levels am dominated by iodine

isoto_ (1211, 130m. 1308, 131, and 132)with the 8-day t3tl controlling the

cooling time.

To help define the chemical waste stream for the system, the elements

produced (quantities) have been tabulated for the four irradiation periods

immediately followinz irradiation and for a 180-day coolinz period. (A 90-day

cooling period would probably be satisfactory based on the t3t[.) These

numbers are given in Tables [I and Ill, respectively. For the l-hour, t-day
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_nd LO-day irradiatloaperiodsthe productsare Te, [, znd Xe with verT.L_LLe

contribution of barium, cesium or other elements. For the 100-day

transmutat/onperiod,Te. I and Xe again are the primary productswlth small

contributionsof Cs (0.13 g) and Ba (3.8 rag) and tracequantitiesof laathan-m

and cerium. For purposes of chemical treatment the products of these

elements are assumed to be Tel,, Ba[2 and Csl. [n the 100-<lay inventory, these

threeelements would bond approximately3.2 g of iodine. The waste stream at

first approximation following the transmutation phase appears to be quite

simple consistingof un-transmutediodine,tellurium(Tel,),xenon gas, barium

(Bal2) and Cs (CsI).

It is necessaryand desirableto considera continuousreleaseof product

xenon gas. When this is done, the amounts of higher elements (Ba, Cs, etc.)

would be reduced since furtherneutron capture and decay in the transmuter

would be reduced. By removing the xenon the build-up of 13SXe which has a

very large neutron absorption cross section (poisoning the system) would be

minimized. However, thos_ elements being formed from the j_" decay of xenon

.isotopes would be physically located in the f_Iter system and/or filter.

7. Flow Dlallrams ot Waste Slreams.

There does not appear to be many flow sheetsfor the treatmentof iodine

in a traamutation system, However, to our advantage there must be

considerable experience in handling and dealing with off-gas iodine from the

reprocessingof fuel rods (Maeck ct al.,1968). The followingtreatmentand

waste stream scheme is summarized in figure2. Because it is not practicalor

safe to have sealed containers where the buildup of Xe Su pressure would

increuz dramatically, the scheme incorporates the release of xenon from the

reaction rods as van Dincklange (1981) indicated in his system for the

transmutatlom of iodine. Waste management for this system includes the

preparation of the target rods or pins. transmutation and collection of

products, removal of rods and processing of untransmutated iodine and

transmuted products.

The numbers in figure 2 assume an approximate 17% transmutation of

t_91 (corresponding to calculation results previously described for estimations

of a 10-day irradiation)to estimate the mass balance of the waste stream
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products. Ho estimationof the fractionof xenon that would escape _-.

reactionrods. If higher transmutationrates are permitted,then the _trnounts

of Te, Ba, and Cs wlil become higher (see Table llI). Depositionof these

elements in other components of the iodine assembly probably would not pose

a serious radiation handling problem but would present challenges of

recovery if this were necessary.

If needed, chemistry for the collectionof the iodine chemically bound

to the other elements should not be difficult.For example, the followingsteps

could easilybe employed. To the iodidesof Te, Ba, Ca, etc.,dilutehydrochloricis

added and the mixture is heated. Soditunnitriteis added slowly and the iodides

are converted to Iz which are trapped and collectedfor furtherreprocessing

and transmutation. This process could be done in a glove box. The major

concern with regards to long lived transmutedproducts would be those of the

cesium isotopes. In a worse case situation(lon8 irradiationperiods in sealed

tubes) the cesium isotopes would be|in to build up. Usinll the 100-day

irradiationas an example, the amount of the 2.065-yeu t3"Cs would be the

llreatestactivityproducer at about 20 Ci. Thirty-yeart37Cs is produced at a

level of -4 x 10"5 I (-0.004 Ci), In either case, cesium does not appear to present

a problem in radiation handlin8 or disposal. None of the barium, tellurium.

xenon, or hither iodine isotopes appear to present either radiation

handlinil/storase or disposal problems.

8. Summary.

This document provides the review and additional transmutation

calculafiou that aur_ useful to define the products, maximum radiation levels.

and infomsdon for developinll stratezies for transmutation of fissiogenic

iodine i_ by accelerator transmutation. It is apparent that a number of .

addido_ eu_im and developmental plans will have to be peKormed. Some

of these include, for example, the foilowins:

-refined calculations for the transmutation of t:9I in the final (near-

final) blanket desian;

-investi|ation of the feasibility of isotopically separatin| 1291 from z:'l.
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-the study and selectionof materials(corrosionresistant)capabie of

handliIgiodine _nd disposalfateof these.;

-determination of the degree of chemical purity of the iodine for

transmutation;

.removal (if necessary) of products (Te, Cs, Ba) other than iodine from

filters (assuming the Ag-mordenite type);

-further investigation of a possible cyrogentic system to move 12 in and

out of the transmuter;

-the behavior of [z in the rods and the xenon release system, continued

calculations (for transmutation rates and product formation) of iodine

using neutron fluxes and neutron spectra which are evolving from new

blanket designs;

-incorporation of advanced techologies to specialize design of target

iodine in the blanket; and

-refined details of the chemical treatment of the products.
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Table I. Percent tz_l Transmuted at End of Transmutation (EOT)
Activity Levels for a 200-1 Iodine Sample in a Fluz of LOt* n cm._

se¢. L .

IrradiationLensth Percentt29! Acdvit7atEOT
Transmuted (me|a C_nes)

l ii i i i l illfill i l l il ii

I hour 0.059 1.72
l day 1,83 4.36
tO days 16.6 6.55
!t30 days 83,7 2.99

i i i iii i i i iiiiiiiiii IIIIIIllll II Ifll II I IIII II IIIlll
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TaloleII. Elements Proclucecl(Grams) from F_ur In'acliat_onPenoasat EOT ':r 2C0;
Targel Io¢flne.

] I I II II I I III Illl III IIII I IIIIIIIII

Element 1-hour 1-clay 1O-clay 100_ay
_ II1[ iiiiiiiiiiiii1[11 I[ I I I II I I I i I i ii i iii iiii iiiii ii [ ii i

Tetiunum 2.11E-4 9.59E-3 9.57E-2 0.7545
I] I I I [I,Irll I I I [ L ii i1! iiiiiiiiii iwiiiiiiii i i ii i1[

Io¢line 200E,2 1 98E,2 1.72E,2 45.5[ • *

11 I I IIII I IIII II I III ] I I i iii i lUll i

Xenon i. 11E-2 1.61 28 ',56
I ii ii

I IIIII I I I I II I

Cesium 3.91E-11 9.94E-4 O.11
I111 I I II I i iiii111111

Barium 1.45E-17 4.48E.10 2.02E-3
I I I I I i I I ii ii I i i i i

4 44E-10
Latl_anium
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...... 2.02E-11Cerium
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TaloleIii. ElementsProclucea(Grams) from F_ur IrraaiationPenoclsat EOT !or 2C0g
Targlt Io¢limeFollowing180-<:layCoolingPenoa.

Element 1-mour 1-clay 10-aay 100-_ay
III1_111II I I I I I III I .... ,,ll

Tellunum 2.11E-4 9,83E-3 9.59E-3 O.7545

IIIII I I IIII I III _BIi i i iiiii 5 I IllIodine 1.99E.2 1.97E+2 1,71E.2 4 ,11
[ I I I I Ill l I III i

Xenon 1.36E-1 3.235 29.94 155.3
IIIII I I II IIII I[

Cesium 6.02E-18 1.74E.9 4.56E-5 O.i 337
III I III IIII -- lU I II I I

Barium 1.88E-14 4.88E-8 3.7"7E.3
II 1111111111 I JJ

Latl_anium 5.00E-10
I I I I III IIIIIIIIII

Cerium 3.OOE-14
I I [ II I II I I I I BWI I III --

Praseoc_/mium 1.OOE-14
J III I I I II gu II mIIIIIII I
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Xenon Release
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Figure 2. Relxesnilllllon ol components 4)1t[ImslmJLstionapparatus lot iodine
alkir vainDIncldanp (1981).



ProductsfromTransmutalionProcess
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Figure 2. Diagram for iodine ATW anddispositionof products.
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• Introduction- Accelerator-Based Systems
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General Features of An Accelerator
Based System

I I
l

.. .. ..

. %. :i

ik iii:i:. .....
}i:!i?!:!:i::
w:::,:::w: } -/:
!:i:%.8_::i

::i:q_!iil;:........ .................

Heavy Metal Target

• 18 to 20 neutrons/proton (typ)
' t .... .- ;" .

• Fission-like neutron source
spectrum with high-energy
tall

• H!gh!ythermalized spectrum
in surrounding moderator

_ . Minimal radioactivity per

Material Separation source neutron
/" Small capacity
I" C°ntinuOus, batch



Technology Applied To

Technology Base
Simplest _ ,, MoreCompl£._

Materials Defense Commercial Energy
Production Waste Waste Production

Accelerator
Target
Blanket

Aqueous
Chemistry

Power
Production _----"""'_'_'

Molten Salt _,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,_,.
Chemistry

___@g_ll_@g
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Accelerator-Driven
== Pu Production System



Stand-Alone System (APP)
40 MeV

I 350 MHz, 22 mA CCL (700 MHz, 2.5 MV/m) O Pu
I CCL I 22mA

100 keV 20 MeV 800 MeV

2.5 MeV

I_ 25 m ='-- 320 m ___iI I i

• Components
- 22 ma, 800 MeV accelerator (pulsed, 18% DF)
- Pb target and D20 blanket
- 23 kg inventory for 15 kg/yr production

• Rouah cost estimate
- A_:celerator- 200 to 250 M "
- Target/Blanket- 25 to 50 M
- Processing- 75 to 100 M
- Operating 50 to 65 M _®__0__



Initial Performance Model Results
for 15 kg/yr Production

• 23 kg 237Np inventory
125 cm

• NpO2 slurry (suspension) @100 g/liter

• 30 day irradiation,20 day cooling oo _m
oo 27.5 2

• Average productionsigma-- 100 b _

• 2 xlO -6 236pu _!_Ui
• 2"/0239pu

5 cm 5 cm

NpO

• 12 MWr blanket power SUSl_ension

• 800 MeV, 22 mA accelerator



Blanket Environment Allows

_ : !_ :_::_i_i_!!_ii_/__ _i_iii_!i:I _ii!i_ i_i_
: ::: !: ' " IIn core inventory of feed material can.be,_.m_,nimized

: i? • i .i

t t
Production Rate = M Gp

• Locationin blanket allows use of maximum effective
production cross section

• Choice of accelerator current range allows increase in flux

• Processing strategy chosen to produce minimal parasitic
absorption contaminant production



Processing Flowsheet
I I II IIII I ..... I



Accelerator System Has Minimal

• Decay power is ,, _.._
than an equivalent "' ....... "=_'
production reactor

1| I

'_ ,,rib
qb_

• Small production of "'

11/2,:>30 yrs ,,.,

ra_lnonuclidesintarget ,,"

• About 30 g of "" ......• ....._ ....- ....-_....-- ......101 W 1 112 II ] 104 10s 10I

long-lived FP ..,=.=..-c_
produced/yr



Additional Options- LAMPF Upgrade
II I Ill I I II II

•LAMPF presently operates at lmA (can be increased to 2
mA)

• Upgrade to 10-15 mA
b,a

- Requires refit of first 100 MeV of present accelerator

- Takes advantageof existing facilities and support crew

- Could produce 7 to 10 kg/yr if run on year-round basis

- Very rouah capital cost estimate (accelerator,
target,processing) is $200 to 250 M



Additional Options
Add-On to APT System

I

Funnel

i n_A 40 MeV TCCk (700 MHz. 1 MVIm) 172mA

Injectors

20 MeV 8OOMeV
2.5 MeV Emlllance

100keV Flller

I_ 30m _ • 950m

• Inventory equal to stand-alone !_
system

• Rouclh estimate of costs ..,._
assignable to 23.Pu mission ,---_ :

- Capital 175-200 M
- Operating 25-30 M



o Technology Status of Principal
Accelerator-System Components

Ii _,,i::i/."'i'.,ll,._Ll_lJtJ,....



High Power Accelerators Can Be
Constructed Us=ngCurrentTechnology _

I I

• Transition LAMPF
and

Cockroft- 201.25 MHz Matching 805 MHz 800 MaY
Walton

1 mA avg
Injectors 750 keY 100 MaY I< 732 m _; 17 mA ,peak

0.5 xl0" ppb

[

,_ ATS 1JmA peak

RFQDTLDrift-TubeRadl°'FrequencYLlnacQuadrupole 20 Ye.ars,_.;_, 1.5110 . PPbCCL Coupled-CavityLlnac :De_elopment

f 1Inlector 40 MeV APP
I 350 MHz, 22 mA CCL (700 MHz, 2.5 MV/m 800 MeV

I 22 mAavg
CCL

100 keV 20 MeV 125 mA peak
0.9 xl0 9 ppb

2.5 MeV

'_ 320 m -25 m "1 I



sCturrentTechnology Will AllowCon ruction of Reliable Neutron Target
L i i I I il I '

o2o-c_
Cooltml D20 - Cooiid

_w,..'.-c--l ,
F

P i

o i
,1

It ' ' Coollnt
I_. 150rat _ InletHeader
I"

APP LAMPF
Proton Flux (pA/cm 2) 24 30

Fluence(p/cm2X 1021) 3.5 (/yr) 13
Power density (MW/m3 ) <2 1.6



Component Demonstrations

• LAMPF is a key resource for

- Full target power demonstrations

- Production rate verification (230pu/proton)

- Scaled integrated system demonstration

Ih@__11_o_



LAMPF Beamstop Provides
Test or Production Demo Environment

II III III I II ....
t



APP Schedule

F,sca,YearI, I IS I ,0
Design I

Test and
Demonstrate _!] (LAMPF)

Int Sys_

Construct I " ' : ,:": :J

Operate ........ J

• Operation would begin within 10 years of project initiation
• LAMPF tests would demonstrate target operation
(and possibly =ntegratedsystem performance)
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o Technology Status of Principal
Accelerator-System Components



High Power Accelerators Can Be
Constructed Using Current Technology

II

Translllon LAMPF

andCockrofl- 201.25 MHz Matching 805 MHz 800 MeV
Walton
Injectors _. .._, 1 mA 8vg

750 key 100 MeV , -- , 732 m v I 17 mA peak
0.5 xl0" ppb

1
100 mApeak

_: RFQ Radio-Frequency Ouadrupole ATS 1.5_10" ppb
- DTL Drift-Tube Linac I

CCL Coupled-Cavity Llnac f

Injector 40MeV APP
I 350 MHz, 22 mA CCL (700 MHz, 2.5 MVIm 800 MeV

I 22 mA avg
CCL

100 keV 20 MeV 125 mA peek
0._ xl0 9ppb

2.5 MeV

-' LL@__O_J_@_25 rn i-" ,- 320 m - i
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GENuclearEnergy

• ,k,

XL-270-930070
Hatch 9, 1993

Hr. Duane J. Hanson
EG&GIdaho, Inc.
P.O. Box 1625
HS 2508
Idaho Falls, [D 83402

Re: Your FAX transmittals dated 2/]7/93 and 2/22/93 requesting responses to
several questions related to plutonium disposition.

Dear Hr. Hanson:

We are pleased to respond to the questions you transmitted to me in the
referenced FAX's. Subsequent to receipt of the FAX's [ transmitted a copy of
the ALHR presentation to the National Academy of Sciences, Committee on
[nternational Security and Arms Control, Panel on Reactor-Related Options and
the ALHRPlutonium Disposition Study report to John Herczeg, DOE-HQ.A Few of
the followin9 responses refer to the report to Herczeg.

The questions in your FAX's are shownbelow with the responses following each
question. Please note that these responses are preliminary; a more
comprehensive DOE-sponsoredplutonium disposition study is currently underway
in which most of these questions will be addressed in significantly more
detail.

If you have any additional commentsor questions, please let me know.

Sincerely,

(408)365-6481
FAX: (408)365-65643

cc: P.H. Hagee g. Hannum(ANL)
J.E. Outnn
I.N. Taylor
T. Wu
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Information to be obtained from Optton Sponsors for NAS

The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) has requested the INEL to obtain
answers to the following questions from sponsors of reactor options for
plutonium disposition. Answers are requested by February 24, 1993.

1. What is the irradiation time required for the fuel to reach a value of
0.10 and 0.20 for the ratio of Pu-240 to Pu-2397 (Based on the average
core power. )

Response:
See the attached vtewgraph with plutonium isotope data; these values
change somewhat with various core designs but represent nominal values
for the irradiation times indicated.

2. If the goal is to annihilate the fissionable plutonium and processing of
the irradiated fuel can be used to recover and recycle plutonium, how
many times would a core fuel load need to be recycled and what is the
total irradiation (GWD/MT) needed to reduce the tnttial core plutonium
inventory by 90%, 95%,and 99"/,?

Response:
See the response to question No. 1 under the Reactor or Accelerator
System section below.
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The NAS requested that INEL obtain answers to the followlng questions from
sponsors of reactor options for plutonlumdisposition.....please send written
responsesby 3/4/93.......

Fuel

I. Did you assume that plutonlum (PuOo or Pu metal) used in the fuel would
be free of contaminants(alloyJng_tals and americium now in the nuclear
weapon pits)? Wlll the fuel proposed be negatively impacted if plutonium
Is contaminatedwith these alloyingmetals and the americium?

Response:
No, it was not assumed the Pu would be free of contaminants. For the
ALHR, metal fuel is the reference fuel form, and plutonium with alloying
metals and americium are acceptable. Pu cleanup can be readily accomp-
lished tn the fuel process electroreftner, if needed. Also, the americium
serves as fuel in the fast neutron spectrum of the ALMR, therefore the Pu
fuel would not have a negative impact on the ALMRfuel system.

2. Brtefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete
development of the fuel and its estimated duration.

Response:
For the standard ALHR fuel and ALHR fuel for the moderate burner, (e.g.,
0.6 conversion ratio) the fuel is considered to be developed. The
developed fuel for the maximumburner (e.g., minimal or no uranium in
fuel so as to achieve a 0.02 conversion ratio) requlres some development
work for both fuel fabrication and performance testing. Preliminary
evaluation of this Fuel, however, indicates no undue strain on the ALMR
actlnlde recycle system.

3. Identlfy technical issues that could impede fuel development and
fabrication. For example, have all issues related to material lifetime,
compatibility, etc., been resolved?

Response:
Fuel process development is ongoing and demonstration of this
pyrometallurgtcal process is scheduled to be completed by 1996 by Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL). Compatibility (e.g., with cladding, etc.) is
considered to be established. Testing of matertal to its lifetime is
ongoing and the design codes have been updated to provide design
information related to fuel lifettme and compatibility.

4. What are the current cost estimates for fuel development and for the fuel
fabrication facility construction, startup, and operation? What estimat-
ing method was used (e.g., parametric, historical cost, unit cost, etc.)?

Response:
The current construction cost estimate for a fuel cycle facility to
support one ALHRplant (1500 HWe) is about $120H. The operating cost is
estimated at about $25H per year, including manpower and fuel hardware.
The estimating method is primarily based on historical costs of similar
facilities, but with upgrading of the developed process equipment as
requiredto perfurm the batch based pyroprocess.
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Reactor or Accelerator System

1. If the plutonium disposition goal is to annihilate Pu-239 and Pu-241 in a
single fuel cycle, what is the total burnup or exposure (GWD/HTPu)
requiredto reduce the initialinventoryof thesetwo isotopesby 90%,
95% and 99% (if possible)?For each of thesecases,identifythe weight
percentof all plutoniumisotopesin the initialfuel loadingand those
remaining in the spent fuel after an equilibrium fuel cycle. Also
identifythe cycletimes.

Response:
In the ALMR,average burnup is approximately 10%, thus in theory, any
given fuel load would require recycle about 10 times for annihilation.
However, the fuel load would be supplementedeach recycle with makeup
plutonium from outside the system (for a burner) and from breeding in
U238 (for a breeder) to sustain irradiation. The matn points to be made
for the ALMRare that (a) with its recycle capability and hard neutron
spectrum it burns the higher isotope TRUwhich saturates thermal neutron
systems and (b) the only TRUdisposed to waste from the ALMRare the
process losses (estimated to be 0.1%); major advantagesover once-through

L systems. Please see the attached vtewgraph for estimated Pu isotopic
values at various irradiationtimes.

2. If the plutonium disposition goal is to annihilate Pu-239 and Pu-241 and
irradiated fuel can be reprocessed to recover and recycle plutonium, what
is the total burnup or exposure (GWD/MTPu) required to reduce the
initial Pu-239 and Pu-241 inventory by 90%, 95%, 99%, and 99.9%? If the
option uses a batch modefuel cycle, how many times would a core fuel
load need to be recycled to reach each burnup percentage? For each of the
four cases, identify the weight percent of all plutonium isotopes prior
to initiation of irradiation and those in the spent fuel.

Response:
Burnup for the ALMRis expected to have an average of about 100 GWD/HT.
But high burnup is not necessarily the answer for Pu annihilation in the
ALMR.Since the fuel is recycled, all but about 0.1% of the acttntdes are
retained or burned in the system. And the 0.1% is all that goes to the
waste stream. (See the response to No. 1 above).

3. If the plutonium disposition goal is to annihilate all plutonium isotopes
and irradiated fuel can be reprocessed to recover and recycle plutonium,
what is the total burnup or exposure (GWD/MTPu) required to reduce the
inventory of all plutonium isotopes by 90%, 95%, 99% and 99.9"/,? If the
option uses a batch modefuel cycle, how many times would a core fuel
load need to be recycled to reach each burnup percentage? For each of the
four cases, identify the weight percent of all plutonium isotopes
remaining in the spent fuel.

Response:
(Sameresponse as shownin No.s 1 & 2 above)
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4. Briefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete
development of your reactor or accelerator system and its estimated
durat t on.

Response:
See Section 2.4, Technical Availability, in the Herczeg Report.

S. Identify technical issues that could impede system development, design,
construction, and startup. For example have all issues related to
material lifetime, compatibility, etc., been resolved?

Response:
The system is based on known technology; only feature testing remains;
thus, there appear to be no serious impediments to system development.

6. What are the current cost estimates for system development and for
construction, startup, and operation of the facility? What estimating
method was used (e.g., parametric, historical cost, unit cost, etc.)?

Response:
See Section 2.5, Economics, in the Nerczeg Report. The estimates are
primarily based on historical costs upgrading to module (learning curve)
fabrication in factories.

Waste Processina

1. Briefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete
development of a waste conditioning/processing flowsheet for your option
and Its estimatedduration.

Response:
See Sections 2.1.2, IFR Description, and 2.4.2, Fuel and Fuel Cycle in
the Herczeg Report.

2. Identify technical issues that could impede development of the waste
processing flowsheet,systems,or facilities.

Response:
See response to No.1 above.

3. What are the current estimatesfor the time required for constructionand
startupof the waste processingfacility?

Response:
The waste processing facility is a relatively small contributionto the
fuel cycle facility and is containedwithin the fuel cycle facility. See
response to question No. 4 in the Fuel section.

4. What are the current cost estimates for waste processing developmentand
for constructionand startupof a waste processingfacility?

Response:
See response to No. 3 above. The waste processing development costs are
covered in the ongoing fuel processdevelopmentactivity at ANt.
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Waste DJsoosal

1. Relattve to the assumed acceptance of commercial fuel and defense waste
tn a geologic repository, is there waste characterization work that must
be performed?

Response:
The current repository waste references are spent fuel and processed htgh
level waste tn glass. The metal fuel pyroprocess produces two math waste
streams; salt and metal, whtch do requtre performance and acceptance
testtng. However, these waste forms are betng developed and tested and
are expected to be acceptable to the repository.

2. Briefly descrtbe the technical work scope necessary to complete
development of the waste disposal method and its duration. For example,
are there any preconditioning or packaging requirements that must be
satisfied for repository acceptance?

Response:
The preconditioning requirements should be covered in the testing
described in the response to No. 1 above. Packaging ts expected to be
"standard."

3. Identify technical issues that could impede the placement of waste from
your option in a repository.

Response:
The waste performance and acceptance testing is ongoing and is expected
to be successful. There are no known impediments for placement of waste
from the ALMRpyroprocess in the repository.

4. What are your estimates for the elapsed time prior to opening a suitable
repository?

Response:
It is assumed that the current repository schedule, for example, opening
in about 2010, is compatible with the ALMR system development and
deployment schedule.

5. What are the current cost estimates for waste disposal system development
and for disposal of the waste?

Response:
The waste dtsposal system being developed by DOEfor the first high-level
waste repository is considered to be acceptable and therefore the cost is
the cost of that program. The cost of disposal of ALMRprocessed fuel is
expected to be less than the current 1 mill/kwh fee. For example, it is
expected that the cost on an equivalent basis would be a half to three-
quarters of a mill/kwh.
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6. Does radiationmake your proposed waste package "self protecting" (i.e.,
greater than 100 R/hr at 3 ft from the surface)? If so, how long does it
remain self protecting?

Response:
Yes, please see the attached preliminaryfigure, Discharge Assembly Dose
Rate, for the estimate of the exposure obtained and decayed over time,
with two relativelyshort ALMR fuel burnup times.
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Plutonium Isotopic Data
i i J i

Estimated Estimated "Denatured" Estimated ALMR
Defense Value of Defense Pu "Equilibrium"After
Pu After One 5-year Cycle Several cycles

Pu-238 -.- 0.03 0.40

Pu-239 94.00 85.60 72.44

_. Pu-240 6.00 13.65" 23.28

Pu-241 --- 0.69 2.66

Pu-242 --- 0.03 1.27.
iii

100.00 100.00 100.00

* Estimatedtobe 8.6% afterone 20-monthcycleand 11.2% after two 20-mo'nthcycles;
a §-yearcycle representsthree 20-monthcyclesandthenormallife of fuel inthe ALMR.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Plutonium Disposition Replie s for Duane Hanson of INEL

Following are the replies requested by Duane Hanson of lNEL as input to the NAS
questions about plutonium disposition:

Question I. What is the irradiation time required for the fuel to reach a value of
0.10 and 0.20 for the ratio of Pu-240 to Pu-239 (Based on the average core power)

A parametric study was conducted by SRS personnel to deduce the Pu-240 build-up rate
for Weapons C_n_e (WG) plutonium that is employed as a mixed oxide (MOX) fuel in
pressmized water reactors. A 600 MWe reactor with a specific thermal power rating of
12.5 MWt per assembly was used as a basis. One part of the study was conducted with
only one-third MOX fuel loading (to reflect the current practice with Westinghouse
designed, European licensed reactors), while the second part of the study used-full core
loading of MOX fuel.

The calculated Pu-240 build-up rate is given in Figures 1 and 2, for the one-third and full
MOX fueled cores, respectively. Plutonium enrichment of the MOX was varied from 2%
to 9% and each cycle was burned until 20% Pu-240 was attained or it was obvious that a
practical cycle length was too short to meet this criterion. Cycle lengths assume a 75%
capacity factor (i.e., 1 year on the time scale represents 9 months of full power operation).

Of note is the inability of high plutonium loadings to reach 20% Pu-240. In these cores
the fissile loading is relatively high while the fraction of Pu-239 burned is relatively low,
and thus the fractional isotopies in the WG plutonium do not change significantly over
practical cycle lengths. The lower plutonium enrichments reach about 10% Pu-240 in
about 3-4 months and 20% Pu-240 in about one year, respectively, for the one-third MOX
fueled core. The full MOX loaded cores require about twice those lengths.
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Figure 1

Plutonium Denaturing For One-Third MOX Core
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l
Figure 2

Plutonium Denaturing For Full MOX Core
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Plutonium Disposition Replies for Duane Hanson of INEL

Question 2. If the goal is to annihilate the fissionable plutonium and
processing of the irradiated fuel can be used to recover and recycle
plutonium, how many times would a core fuel load need to be
recycled and what is the total irradiation (GWD/MT) needed to
reduce the initial core plutonium inventory by 90%, 95%, and 99%?

Forthisoption,itisdesirabletocontaintheplutoniumina fuelcontainingno
U 238so thatno new plutoniumwould be produced.The preferredfuelis
likelytobe "TernaryFuel"inwhichPu02 iscontainedina matrixofZrO2
and CaO. At presentwe areassuming about14wt % Pu02, 77 wt % Zr02
and 9 wt % CaO. Thereisextensiveirradiationexperiencewiththistypeof
fuel,both with highlyenricheduranium and plutonium as the fissile
material,and fuelperformancehasbeen verygood.The fuelpelletswouldbe
annularsurroundinga coreofZr02 -CaO. Boronwould likelybe _dded to
eitherthecoreorthefueltoserveasa burnablepoison.

Reactoroperationwouldhave abouta two-yearoperatingperiod,afterwhich
one-thirdofthe corewould be loadedwith freshfuel.Thus a freshfuel
assemblywouldremaininthereactoraboutsixyears.At theend ofthistime
80-90%ofthefissileplutoniumwouldhavebeendestroyed.Ifitisdesiredto
increasethisfraction,theburnedfuelcouldremaininthereactorlonger,but
otherfuelwouldhave tobe dischargedand storedforlateruse.That is,the
one-thirdcorereloadfuelmanagement would be disrupted.Possiblyone-
quartercorereloadcouldachievedestructionfractionsgreaterthan 90%. If
much higherdestructionfractionsare desired,chemicalreprocessingofthe
burnedfuelwouldprobablyberequired.

The (GWD/MT initialfissilePu) neededtoreducetheinitialfissileplutonium
inventoryby 90%, 95% and 99% aregivenbelow.
i

Fraction Fissile Pu GWD/MT Of Initial

Destroyed Fissile Pu

90% 781
i

95% 817
i i _

99% 845
, ,,| i,,,,,

Note thattheseexposuresaredefinedentirelydifferentlyfrom GWI)/MTHM
thatareconventionallyquoted.
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ATTACHMENT2

RESPONSES TO NAS PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION OPTION QUESTIONS

Q1. Did you assume that plutonium (PuO2 or Pu metal) used in the fuel
would be free of cont_minnnts (alloying metals and americium now in
the nuclear weapon pits)? Will the fuel proposed be negatively
impacted if plutonium is conts_mlnnted with these alloying metals and
the americium?

Answer:

Gamma activity builds up continuously after purification from the decay of
Pu241 to Am241. Each year about 5% Pu241 decays. Some of the weapons
grade plutonium has been around for awhile and will contain americium but at
concentrations much less than 1%. Because Am241 is a gamma emitter, there
may be difficulty in maintaining and achieving the DOE requirem.ent of
keeping exposure to personnel as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA)
during fabrication and handling. Thus, returns will typically be reprocessed to
remove any Am241 and other cont_mlnants.

According to the process outlined in Strateeies for Denaturirl__ the...weapons-
Grade Plutonivm Stock-_ile. WSRC-RP-92-1004, (pp 4-1 to 4-3), pits will be
dissolved in sulfamic acid and passed through solvent extraction which will
remove americium and other contaminants before the oxide is precipitated.
However, some pits may have to be processed first by a hydride technique.
They will be exposed to hydrogen gas to remove plutonium and eliminate other
impurities before further processing. Plutonium oxide used to make fuel
elements will be free of americium and contaminants.

Q2. Briefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete
development of the fuel and its estimated duration.

Answer:

For MOX (PuO2-UO2) fuel, there is essentially no development needed for fuel
manufacturing. Similar processes are currently being used in Europe and
Japan to make MOX fuel elements. The concept has also been evaluated by
Westinghouse as discussed in the above report (p. 2-1). The basic techniques of
pelletizing, sintering, grinding and assembly are similar to processes used in
the U.S. to make UO2 power reactor fuel.

"Ternary Fuel" has been proposed for complete destruction of plutonium, and it
is fully developed with apparently no additional work required. The fuel form
consists of solid or annular pellets of Pu02, ZrO2 and Ca02. This special fuel
has been manufactured by Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Advanced
Energy Systems Division and has been evaluated in U.S. and Foreign
programs. 1
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However,ternaryfuelwillrequirefurtherevaluation.With highlyenriched

UO 2 as thefuelmaterialinternary,thereisessentiallyno Dopplerfeedback.
Thiswillhave tobe evaluatedforPuO 2 asthefuelmaterial.Also,ternaryfuel
has performanceconcernsforbeyonddesignbasisaccidentscenarios.For fuel

meltdown,the3 ternaryfuelcomponentsseparateand recriticalityofthePuO 2
becomes a concern. This would have to be investigatedforthe particular
featuresoftheALWR concept.

Q3. Identify technical issues that could impede fuel development and
fabrication. For example have all issues related to material Hfetime,
compatibility, etc, been resolved?

Answer.
i

None known at this time. All issues have been resolved because MOX fuel is
currently being used in other countries to produce electrical power.

Q4. What are the current cost estimates for fuel development and for the
fuel fabrication facility construction, start-up, and operation? What
estimating method was used?

Answer.

Cost estimates for facility construction are estimated in the document WSRC-
RP-92-1004. Costs are included for constructing a "Greenfield" facility and for
using existing WSRC and AGNS facilities. The costs are given on page 4-3 to
4-5 and were estimated using the PC-based Freiman Analysis of System
Technique (FAST) which has been used by DOE to provide uniform cost
estimatingforreconfigurationstudies(p.4-1).

These estimatedcostvaluesare alsocompared topublishedcostsforMOX
plantsin Germany and England (page4-3).The high spotestimateforthe
WSRC "Greenfield"plantwas $680 million(-70MTHM) whilethe costfor
Germany'splantwas $500 million(120MTHM) and thecostforBNF's plant
was $400 million(100MTHM). The differencesinWSRC costsareassumed to
be due torigoroussafetystandardsimposedby DOE fornew constructionof
nuclearfacilities.

The operatingcostswas estimatedto be about$30 millionper year. The
startupcostswillbe higher,butno estimatesareavailableatthistime.

Reference:

1. WSR-84-252, "Ternary Fuel Performance Data forthe SpecialWater
Reactor,"WestinghouseElectricCorporation-AESD.
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Reactor System

Q1-QS. Combined Response regarding annihilation options:

It appears that satisfactory annihilation of Pu239 and Pu241, with resulting
Pu unusable in weapons, can be achieved by irradiating fuel assemblies in
multiple fuel cycles without chemical reprocessing. Therefore, only question 1
out of questions 1-3 will be addressed.

For this plutonium disposition goal, it is desirable to contain the plutonium in
a fuel containing no U 238 so that no new plutonium would be produced. The
preferred fuel is likely to be "Ternary Fuel" in which Pu02 is contained in a
matrix of ZrO2 and CaO. At present we are assuming about 14 wt.% PuO2, 77
wt.% Zr02 and 9 wt.% CaO. There is extensive irradiation experience with this
type of fuel with highly enriched uranium as the fissile material, and fuel
performance has been very good. 1 The fuel pellets would be annular
stu-rounding a core of ZrO2-CaO. Boron would likely be added to either the
core or the fuel to serve as a burnable poison.

The reactoroperationwhichhasbeencalculatedthusfarwouldhave a 2.3-year
operatingperiod,afterwhicha fractionofthecorewouldbe loadedwith fresh
fuel.This fractionwas assumed to be 1/3initiallyand thus a freshfuel
assemblywould remaininthereactorfor3 operatingperiods,orsevenyears.
Irradiationforlongerperiodswas calculatedby simulatingleavingthemost
irradiatedfuelinthereactorforoneormore additionaloperatingperiodswhile
simulating1/3corereloadfortheother2/3ofthereactor.Ifsome particular
number of operatingperiods(say 5) produced irradiatedfuel deemed
acceptable,then a 1/5corereloadscheme would be designedtoproducethis
materialon a continuousbasis.Resultsofthemore approximatecalculations
aregivenbelowfor3,4,5 and 6 operatingperiods.

Number Years In Pu239 + Pu241 _ GWD
Of Reactor Initial Pu239 + Initial Total MTPu

Operating Pu241 Pu (initial)
Periods % %

3 6.9 13.59 24.88 697.7
4 9.2 7.04 15.23 778.9
5 11.5 3.31 9.61 822'.7
6 13.8 1.40 6.59 843.3i
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_r. Of ' WL%Pu..,,,iso_In TotAIPu
Operating 238 239 240 241 242

Periods
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0 0 94.00 5.70 0.30 0
3 ......... 2.88 ........20.92 29.90 ' 30.58 15.72

4 ..... 6.99 ........10'149 .... 18.29 33.10 31.13
5 ...........12.53 6.i6 6146 26.29 _.56

......... 17.34 ...... 4.97 2.85 ..... 15.01 59.83
............. , ,,,, .., , ,, i ,,,

The above tables cover the range of interest implied by question 1. The values
of G_'D_u (initial) for the specific points in question 1 were obtained by
interpolation and extrapolation and are 741 (90%), S01 (95%) and 850 (99%).
Furthermore, it is clear that the material after 6 operating periods could not be
used in a weapon. We feel confident that the Weapons Labs would reach this
conclusion based on the Pu239, Pu241 and Pu242 relative contents alone. But
there is a further reason. The high Pu238 content (from decay of"Cm242)
would result in any recovered plutonium metal having quite a high
temperature sitting in air. At the time when various non-proliferation schemes
for civilian plutonium were being studied, spiking plutonium with Pu238 of`
this or lower content was proposed as a method of rendering it unusable in
weapons.

Six irradiation periods may well be needlessly conservative. If three
irradiation periods were adequate (using 1/3 core reload), material throughput
estimates can be given now. One-third of a flesh core would contain 1.38 MT of
weapons Pu. Since the operating period is 9.3 years, the average yearly fueling
requirement would be 0.60 MT/reactor year. If only 15 years of reactor
operation is available, it would take eleven 600 M-We reactors devoted t_ this
purpose to accept the 100 MT of"plutonium. It is implicit here that
irradiation satisfies the requirement of" taking the plutonium out of" the
weapons stockpile. If longer irradiation is required, the number of"reactors
requiredwouldbegreaterthan 11.

Q4. Briefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete
development of your reactoror acceleratorsystem and itsestimated
duration.

Answer:

The advancedlightwaterreactor(ALWR) has an extensivehistoryofplanning
and engineeringthatgoesback tothe early1980's(i.e.,more than 700,000
engineeringman-hours on the AP-600 as of 11/91).Recently,two ALWR
designs won the financialsupportof a 16-utilityconsortiumcalledthe
Advanced ReactorCorp. (ARC),which has controlofover$150 millionin
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detailed engineering design funds. The winning designs are the Westinghouse
AP-600, a 600 MWe passive design pressurized water reactor, and the General
Electric ABWR, a 1300 MWe evolutionary design boiling water reactor. The
ARC money will be used to perform "first-of-a-kind" engineering for both
designs, making them essentially complete by 1996, Both G.E. and
Westinghouse also expect to receive design certifications from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) in early 1996 and late 1996, respectively.
Design certification ia equivalent to having a licensed reactor design, which "
will allow utilities to avoid the long, drawn-out process that was formerly
required for each plant on a case-by-case basis. Construction of the first new
reactor could presumably start on the day that NRC certification is received.

QS. Identify technical issues that could impede system development,
design, construction, and start'up. For example, have all issued
related to material lifetime, compatibility, etc. been resolved?

Answer. "

There are no real issues that could impede reactor system development, design,
etc. for the ALWR. If fuel loading were based on a 1/3 MOX core,
chan_es would be recuired because a core with 1/3 MOX fuel has
characteristics that are still within the safety analysis envelope of a full U02
core. If a full MOX core were used, sensitivity studies would have to be
performed to determine the total control rod worth requirements under w_,trious
conditions (e. g. rod ejection accident, shutdown margin). Options that could be
used to meet the 100% MOX core criteria include:

* Increased number of control rods to compensate for the reduction in rod
worth due to a 100% MOX core (might have to add 4 to 8 rods for an AP-
600).

° Increased rod worth by using enriched Boron 10 control rods.
• Proper choice of a fuel management scheme to address shutdown margin

concerns.

Aside from changes associated with the options listed above, there would be no
redesign •of the ALWR to accommodate MOX fuel. This assessment is based on
the extensive experience with MOX fuel worldwide since the 1960's.

Q6. What are the current cost estimates for system development and for
construction, start'up, and operation of the facility? What estimating
method was used (e. g. parametric, historical cost, unit cost, etc.)?

Answer:

As noted in the answer to Question 4, "first-of-a-kind" engineering costs are
being heavily subsidized by ARC. The remainder of these "development" costs
will be borne by the reactor vendors. Capital cost estimates for a scheme
involving one 600-MWe ALWR and an associated MOX fuel fabrication plant
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areestimatedin therangeof$1.5to$2 billion.For a scheme involvingthree
600-MWe ALWRs and am associatedMOX fuelfabricationplant,thecapital
costsareestimatedtobe $4 to4.5billion.Annual operatingcostsareabout
$110 millionforthesinglereactorschemeand about$250 millionforthethree
reactorscheme. These 1992 dollarestimateswere derivedinReference2 and
arebasedon commercialindustryand SRS data,usingtheFreimanAnalysisof
System Technique(FAST). The FAST technique,whichisalsoused by DOE,
involvesparametriccostestimating.

i

References:

1. WSR-84-2520 "Ternary Fuel PerformanceData forthe SpecialWater
Reactor,"WestinghouseElectricCorporation-AESD.

2. M. R. Buckner et al.,"StrategiesforDenaturing the Weapons-Grade
PlutoniumStockpile,WSRC-RP-92-1004,Aiken,SC,October1992.

_Vagte Proeessin_

This is a response to the questions from the National Academy of Sciences
regarding waste processing requirements for MOX fuel

General Assumptions:

I. Waste processing is only required where fuel is reprocessed. This would be the
case, for example, if complete burnup of the Pu is desired.

2. Reprocessing options would include either use of an existing government
facility or construction of a new dedicated facility. Existing government
facilities include the ]_EL chemical reprocessing plant and the SRS recycle
facilities. Use of decommissioned government facilities at the Hanford site is
not considered. DOE has committed to the Idaho government to shut down the
ICPP operation without further reprocessing, but as this plant is still operable,
it is considered here.

3. Reprocessing of fuel containing zirconium oxide (the so-called ternary fuel
option) is much more complex than reprocessing uranium-plutonium oxide fuel.
Highly corrosive acidic fluoride solutions are required to dissolve the fuel for
reprocessing. Development of a process flowsheet for such fuel and
qualification of a suitable waste form would require an extensive (probably >I
year)researchand developmentprogram,becauseplutonium-basedfuelsof
thistypehavenotbeenreprocessedpreviously.

The costsofconstructinga new facilityorconvertinga Savannah Riverfacility
forreprocessingternaryfuelwould alsobe higherbecauseof the need for
specialcorrosion-resistantpipingand vessels.However,theICPP alreadyhas
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a head end facility suitable for use with acidic fluoride solutions. The
responses below are for MOX fuel only, and do not consider the additional costs
associated with ternary fuel.

As isindicatedin the responseson thereactorsystem,thereisno need for i
reprocessingtheternaryfuelsinceadequateannihilationcan be obtainedby
irradiatingfuelassembliesinmultiplefuelcycles.

Resvonses to Ouestions:

Q1. Briefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete
development of a waste conditioning/processing flowsheet for your
option and its estimated duration.

A. Fuel reprocessingby thePUREX processwas describedindetailduringthe
Geneva conferencesinthe1950's,and hasbeenpracticedextensivelys.ince.In
theUnitedStatesthistechnologyhas beenusedatHanford,Savannah River,
Idaho,and in the commercialreprocessingplantatWest Valley,New York.
The concentratedhigh levelwastesfrom PUREX reprocessingcan (afteran
appropriateperiodofcooling)be feddirectlyintocalcinersformaking glass
wastefo_-ms.Thistechnologyhas been usedinFranceforoverfiReenyears.
Similartechnologyhas alsobeen developedinGermany, theUnitedKingdom,
and Japan forthe dispositionof wastes generatedin theirreprocessing
operations.A chemicaltreatmentand concentrationflowsheetwas developed
and usedinthiscountryfortheWest Valleywastes.Thesewillbeconvertedto
glassduringthe nextfew years.The DefenseWaste ProcessingFacilityat
Savannah Riveruses similartechnology;theprincipaldifferenceisthatthis
operationrequiresseveralpreliminaryprocessstepsto remove the large
quantitiesofaluminum inSRS wastes.For a new facilitythetechnicalwork
associatedwithwasteproccss,.'ngwouldprimarilyinvolvenon-radioactivetests
ofequipment and componentsto optimizeoperatingconditionsand ensure
adequatecapacity.Thesewouldbe performedwiththeindividualcomponents
astheybecome available,and incoldtestsofthesystemai_rinstallation.

B. ReprocessingattheSavannah RiverSitewouldrequireinstallationofa shear-
leachhead end facilityinan existingplant.Ithas been estimatedthatsucha
head-end facilitycould be installedin a Savannah River canyon for
approximately$110,000,000.1Itmightbe possibletodo withoutshear-leach
dissolutionatIdaho,becausedissolutionwithacidicfluoridesispossiblethere.
However, at the Idaho plantitwould be necessaryto providea second
plutonium solventextractioncycle,as wellas facilitiesforconcentrating
plutoniumand convertingittooxide;costfiguresforsuchnew facilitiesarenot
available,butby comparisonwithotherrecentconstructionwithinDOE, the
costswouldbe intherangeofhundredsofmillionsofdollars.

Flowsheetsand equipmentarepresentlyinplaceatSRS forconvertinghigh-
levelwastes from reprocessingto glasswaste forms fordispositionin a
repository.Flowsheetsand equipmentarepresentlyinplaceattheICPP for
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convertingsimilarwaste todry calcineforstorage.A new facilitywillbe
requiredforconvertingthiswastecalcine,and thelargeamount ofexisting
waste calcinenow storedat Idaho,to a resistantwaste form suitablefor
dispositiontoa repository.

Insummary, littledevelopmentwouldbe neededtoderiveflowsheetsforwaste
processing.However, thereisno existingfacilitythatcan reprocessLWR
mixed oxidefueland recoverplutoniumwithoutsignificantmodification.

Q2. Identify technical issues that could impede development of the waste
processing flowsheet, systems, or facilities.

As the response to the previous question indicates, there are no outstanding
questions regarding a waste processing flowsheet. If disposition of leached
segments of cladding is necessary, a process for encapsulating these into a
suitablewasteformwouldhave tobechosenand tested. .

Q3. What are the current estimates for the time required for construction
and startup of the waste processing facility?

A new facility (or major addition to an existing facility) would be a line item
project and could be constructed on a schedule comparable to that of a
dedicated nuclear reactor for plutonium burning, that is, within six or seven
years. Reprocessing and waste disposal facilities would not be required until at
least a year after the first discharge from the reactor. They could be further
deferred for some years if desired, because it would be at least fifteen years
beforealloftheinitialchargeofplutoniumisused.

As noted above,waste processingfacilitiesare presentlyavailableat the
Savannah RiverSite.They willeventuallybe requiredat ICPP toprocess
existingcalcinedwaste.

Q4. What are the current cost estimates for waste processing
development and forconstructionand startupof a waste processing
facility?

Approximatecostsforconvertingan existinggovernmentfacilityarediscussed
above. Costestimateshave notbeen developedfora dedicatedfacilityofthe
relativelysmallsizerequiredtosupporttheseoperations.Comparisonwith
otherfacilitiessuggeststhatany suchfacilitywouldcostinexcessofa billion
dollars.

Reference:

1. J.M. McKibben,"DispositionofNon-ProcessibleFuelsatSRS (U),"WSRC-
RP-92-1242,November,1992.
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Waste Disoosal

Q1. Relative to the assumed acceptance of commercial fuel and defense
waste in a geologic repository, is there waste characterization work
that must be performed?

1. No recycling of the irradiated fuel is contemplated. The spent MOX fuel is to
be sent to a geologic repository following a period of interim surface storage.
Characterization studies for the MOX fuel would have to be factored into the
spent fuel characterizations currently in progress for the commercial oxide fuel.

Q2. Briefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete
development of the waste disposal method and its duration_ For
example, are there any preconditioning or packaging requirements
that must be satisfied for repository acceptance?

2. The technical work scope supporting MOX spent fuel is not well defined at this
time. We expect that major elements would include:

a. Spent fuel characterization.
b. Reactor basin for underwater cooling.
e. Program for dry storage pending geologic repository storage.
d. Program to develop treatment facility to repackage fuel following dry

storage period in preparation for the geologic repository.
e. Definition of repository acceptance criteria and fuel qualification procedures

with particular emphasis on criticality prevention.

Q3. Identify technical issues that could impede the placement of waste
from your option in a repository.

3. The principal technical issues that could impede the placement of spent MOX
fuel in the geologic repository are:

a. Waste form q_m]ifications with particular emphasis on criticality prevention
over geologic time periods.

b. Safeguard assessments for both surface and subsurface storage.

It should be noted that _ spent fuel form (specifically including commercial I
spent fuel) will have to contend with these issues. A successf_ll commercial fuel I
qualification program will, no doubt, provide the means to qualify spent MOX{
fuel for they have very similar characteristics. I

Q4. What are your estimates for the elapsed time prior to opening a
suitable repository?

4. There is considerable question as to the possibility of storing MOX fuel in the
first repository, Yucca Mountain. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
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specifically authorizes only defense high-level waste and commercial spent fuel
for storage in the first repository. All of the space in Yucca Mountain is
already reserved for the above two waste forms.

Several high ranking officials in OCRWM have voiced strong opposition to the
storage of anything but defense high-level waste and commercial spent fuel in
Yucca Mountain on the grounds that the public confidence in the geologic
repository program would be severely shaken by the addition of a third waste
type, not previously disclosed. A congressional act could resolve all of these
questions, but it is not considered likely in the present political climate.

A much more likely scenario is that MOX fuel would have to wait for a second
geologic repository. The 1987 amendment to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
specifically forbids DOE from requesting a second repository before the year
2007. In view of the lengthy program involved in licensing and constructing
the Yucca Mountain repository, a widely shared opinion among those
concerned with the disposal of spent fuel is that a second repository wduld not
be available before 2030-2040.

Q5. What are the current cost estimates for waste disposal system
development and for disposal of the waste?

5. The waste disposal costs for MOX fuels were summarized in WSRC-RP-92-
1004, Table 6.1 (p. 6-2) with bases as discussed in the text. Additional
development work that could be required includes:

a. MOX fuel waste form characterization might take 3 years at a cost of-$1
million per year.

b. Adaptation of a MRS facility design to the dry storage of MOX fuel, 2 years
at -$2 million per year.

c. Investigation of needs for spent fuel treatment and repackaging prior to
entombment in geologic repository, 5 years at -$0.5 million per year.

Q6. Does radiation make your proposed waste package "self protecting _'
(i.e., greater than 100 R/hr at 3 ft from the surface). If so, how long
does it remain self protecting?.

6. The MOX spent fuel form will be "self protecting" for essentially the same time
period as the commercial spent fuel form. They will both have the same
exposure, if the primary aim is to generate electricity. The "self protecting"
period of MOX fuel has not been specifically calculated, but based on similar
studies for much shorter irradiations of PuO2-A1 fuels in K-reactor at SRS, that
period is expected to be >> 50 years. The radiation field surrounding the spent
assemblies will be more than ample to deter diversion while the spent MOX
fuel is most vulnerable-during the surface storage period.
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Revised 3/12/93

GENERAL ATOMICS

RESPONSES TO EG&G Pu DISPOSITION OPTION QUESTIONS

Fuel - Question #1

Did you assume that plutonium (PuO= or Pu metal) used in the fuel would be free of

contaminants (alloying metals and americium now in the nuclear weapon pits)? Will the fuel

proposed be negatively impacted if plutonium is contaminated with these alloying metals and

the americium ?

Response t;oFuel Question #1:

The fuel fabrication process for the MHTGR fuel can accept a variety of plutonium

feedstock forms. If the feedstock contains alloying metals or americium, they will be removed

during a purification step (solvent extraction or ion exchange) prior to kernel fabrication.

FU_I - Quesl;ion #2

Briefly describe the technical work scope necessary to complete development of the fuel and

its estimated duration.

Respons.e tO Fuel Question #2:

As summarized in Reference 1, the required development activities for plutonium fuel

for the MHTGR will directly parallel those defined for the NP-MHTGR HEU fuel development

program (Reference 2). Key elements of a Pu TRISO-coated fuel development program are:

• Design of a TRISO-coated Pu fuel particle capable of achieving high burnup under

peak MHTGR core service conditions predicted for normal operation and

postulated accidents. The key product of this activity is the fuel product

specification.

• Demonstration of Pu fuel particle and compact fabrication capability, including

process development, equipment design, and process scaleup. The key products

are fuel process specifications and equipment specifications.
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• Single-effects testing, both in- and out-of-pile, to facilitate the development of

component models to predict the performance of TRISO-coated Pu fuel particles

and fission product transport under the service conditions predicted for normal

operation and postulated accidents. The key product of this activity is a Fuel

Design Data Manual.

• Integral testing, typically in-pile, under representative MHTGR conditions to

independently validate the design methods and codes (which incorporate the

component models described in the previous bullet) used to predict Pu fuel

performance and fission product transport during normal operation and postulated

accidents. The key product of this activity is a suite of computer codes which

have been verified and validated to NQA-1/NC_-2 standards under plutonium-

fueled MHTGR specific conditions.

The total duration of the NP-MHTGR fuel development program was nine years

(Reference 2) ; it has been estimated that the Pu fuel development program would take

an additional 18 months (Reference 1).

Fuel - Question #3

Identify technical issues that could impede fuel development and fabrication. For example

have all issues related to material lifetime, compatibility, etc., been resolved?

Response to Fuel Question #3:

As described in Reference 1, TRISO-coated Pu fuel particles have been successfully

fabricated and irradiated in the past in the USA and _urope to burnups in excess of those

proposed. The performance of these particles provides a sound technical basis for concluding

that there are no technical feasibility issues; nevertheless, significant technology development

and testing will be required to fully qualify Pu fuels for use in the MHTGR. Similar tests with

highly enriched uranium particles also indicate the practicality of these high burnups.

The generic technical issues for high-burnup, TRISO-coated particle fuel are defined in

the NP-MHTGR HEU fuel development program (Reference 2). These issues generally apply

to Pu fuel as well, but several Pu-specific issues are also anticipated (e.g., remotizing the fuel

fabrication process). A preliminary list of key technical issues to be addressed in the

development and qualification program for Pu fuels follows:
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• Design of a TRISO-coated Pu fuel particle capable of achieving high burnup under

peak MHTGR core service conditions predicted for normal operation and

postulated accidents. Key elements will be specifying the kernel composition to

suppress kernel migration and CO formation and specifying the coating system

design.

• Modifications to the fuel particle design and/or fuel fabrication processes to

improve the level of fuel performance over that exhibited in recent NP and NE fuel

irradiation capsules (NPR-1, NPR-2, NPR-1A, and HRB-21). On-going PIEs and

fuel process optimization studies being conducted under the commercial MHTGR

program and the NPR closeout program are expected to provide the technical

basis for determining the required changes in fuel design and/or fuel process

conditions. Detailed fuel process and fuel performance data from the highly

successful German TRISO fuel development program may also prove helpful in

this regard.

• Remotizing the fuel fabrication processes and equipment to the extent necessary

to safely manufacture TRISO-coated Pu fuel meeting the fuel product

specification.

• Scaleup and integration of unit operations for kernel fabrication, particle coating,

and fuel rod compacting to accommodate required fuel manufacturing

throughputs.

• Demonstration of acceptable irradiation performance of TRISO-coated Pu fuels to

high burnup (>90% destruction of Pu-239) under peak MHTGR core service

conditions predicted for normal plant operation.

• Demonstration of acceptable performance of high-burnup TRISO-coated Pu fuels

during dry and wet post-irradiation heating tests that bound the service conditions

predicted for postulated MHTGR accidents, including depressurized core

conduction cooldown transients. High-burnup ( > 75% FIMA), HEU TRISO-coated

particles have performed well in such post-irradiation heating tests to

temperatures well excess of the peak fuel temperatures predicted for the MHTGR

(the peak temperature for a bounding core conduction cooldown to ground is

expected to be < 1600 °C). Nevertheless, analogous tests with high-burnup Pu
fuel will be needed.
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• Integral testing, typically in-pile, under representative MHTGR conditions to

validate the design methods and codes used to predict the source terms for a Pu-

fueled MHTGR during normal operation and postulated accidents. In this regard,

particular attention must be given to confirming that the Pu isotopes will be

essentially retained in the core under all credible service conditions. The release

and transport of silver isotopes, especially Ag-110m, will also receive special
attention.

As part of preconceptual design, design data needs (DDNs) for the development and

qualification of TRISO-coated Pu fuel will be systematically defined, and the scope, schedule

and cost of the attendant testing programs will be estimated. During a proposed follow-on

study, this initial planning would be refined and extended; the end result would be a

comprehensive draft of a Fuel Development Program Plan for TRISO-coated Pu fuels.

Fuel - Question #4

What are the current cost estimates for fuel development and for the fuel fabrication facility

construction, startup, and operation? What estimating method was used (e.g. parametric,

historical cost, unit cost, etc.).

Resoonse to Fuql Question #4;

The current cost estimates for fuel development and for the fuel fabrication facility

construction, startup, and operation were provided in Section 3.5 of Reference 1. Plutonium

fuel development costs ($ 261 million) were developed based on historical cost and experience

with the NP-MHTGR program. This is an incremental cost beyond the fuel development cost

(about $50 million) for the commercial MHTGR program presented in Reference 1. Fuel

fabrication facility construction costs ($260 million for a 4-module MHTGR) were derived from

cost estimates developed by Fluor-Daniel for the NP-MHTGR Fuel and Target Fabrication

Facility, with adjustments for use of plutonium fuel instead of highly enriched uranium and for

deletion of target fabrication process equipment costs. These costs were developed based

on labor, material, and commodity unit costs. Startup costs have not been calculated, but are

expected to be small compared to construction costs. Operations costs are included in the

plutonium fuel cost and represent about 1/aof the fuel cost (or, $750 million over 40 years).

Operations costs are estimated based on historical costs and parametric variations related to

throughput and are estimated to be about $60,000 per kilogram of plutonium.
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Reactor System - Question #!

If the plutonium disposition goal is to annihilate Pu-239..and Pu-?,41 in a sin01¢ fuel cycle,

what is the total burnup or exposure (GWD/MT Pu) required to reduce the initial inventory of

these two isotopes by 90%, 95% and 99% (if possible)? For each of these cases, identify

the weight percent of all plutonium isotopes in the initial fuel loading and those remaining in
the spent fuel after an equilibrium fuel cycle. Also identify the cycle times.

Resoonse to Reactor Svst;_m Question, #1 :

The current MHTGR reference design for achieving high burnup uses a 450 MW(t) core

in which one-half (420) of the total core complement of 840 fuel elements is replaced each

year to achieve a two year fuel exposure at discharge. At discharge this design achieves 90%

burnup of the initial Pu-239, 80% of Pu-239 plus Pu-241, and 63% of the initial total

plutonium charged, with an average burnup of 560,000 MWD/MT Pu. We believe that these

discharge isotopics, with attendant high radiation dose from any recovered plutonium - and

which would require processing many blocks to achieve a critical mass - make this fuel

unattractive for weapons purposes. This design also meets all safety-related criteria for

shutdown margin and power stability, has a large negative temperature coefficient of

reactivity at all times in cycle, and displays safety characteristics comparable to those of the

commercial MHTGR that has been reviewed by NRC.

Figure 1 shows plutonium burnup as a function of MWD/MT burnup out to an extended

exposure of 813,000 MWD/MT burnup, where greater than 99% Pu-239 + Pu-241 burnup has

been reached. This plot beyond - 550,000 MWD/MT was generated by merely extending the

nominal two years exposure Ioadings to an exposure of --2.5 years without regard to

maintaining criticality.

A very promising potential option for achieving these high burnups and high Pu-239

and Pu-241 destruction in the actual reactor without recycle has been identified, and

preliminary radial one-dimensional burnup calculations for this option have been completed.

In this design the fuel is irradiated for a total of 3 years rather than the current 2 years. After

2 years of "in-core" exposure the discharged elements are moved into replaceable reflector

locations next to the active core for an additional one year irradiation in the "high" thermal

flux characteristic of the reflector. Data points for this case are also given on Figure 1 and

show that without any reprocessing Pu-239 burnups of 97%, Pu-239 plus Pu-241 burnups

of 90%, and total Pu burnup of 73% respectively are obtained. Results are also summarized

in Table 1. To recover, for example, about 25 Kg of plutonium of this discharge mixture
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would require diversion and reprocessing of more than 200 fuel elements.

Higher burnups, up to 99% Pu-239 + Pu-241, are considered feasible with this design;

however, analytical results have not yet been obtained, and additional fuel development would

be required.

RQactor System - Question #:2

If the plutonium disposition goal is to annihilate Pu-239 and Pu-241 and irradiated

reDrocessed to recover and recycle plutonium, what is the total burnup or exposure (GWD/MT

Pu) required to reduce the initial Pu-239 and Pu-241 inventory by 90%, 95%, 99% and

99.9%? If the option uses a batch mode fuel cycle, how many times would a core fuel load

need to be recycled to reach each burnup percentage? For each of the four cases, identify

the weight percent of all plutonium isotopes prior to initiation of irradiation and those

remaining in the spent fuel.

Rea_;tor _;vstem - Question #3

If the plutonium disposition goal is to annihilate ¢11Dlytonivm i_otooes and irradiated fuel can

be r_Drocessed to recover and recycle plutonium, what is the total burnup or exposure

(GWD/MT Pu) required to reduce the inventory of all plutonium isotopes by 90%, 95%, 99%

and 99.9%? If the option uses a batch mode fuel cycle, how many times would a core fuel

load need to be recycled to reach each burnup percentage? For each of the four cases,

identify the weight percent of all plutonium isotopes remaining in the spent fuel.

Responses to Reactor System Questions 2 and 3:

The answers to questions 2 and 3 have been combined. As discussed in the response

to Reactor System Question #1, the MHTGR can achieve high Pu-241 burnup in a three year

fuel exposure in a fuel cycle while not requiring any fuel reprocessing. However, we have

made estimates of the isotopic content as a function of fuel particle burnup for the

assumption of reprocessing, using a simplified model, to provide preliminary results related

to Questions 2 and 3. To date, using this model, the isotopic data for the reprocessing

assumptions in Questions 2 and 3 are only available for 3 passes through the core, i.e., a 6

year fuel exposure.
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At equilibrium conditions, this "3 pass" recycle mode of operation would result in

-80% of the 420 fuel blocks loaded per year being fresh fuel blocks, --15% being first

recycle (or second pass) fuel blocks, and 5% being second recycle (or third pass) fuel blocks.

Figures 2, 3 and 4illustrate the Pu-239 burnup, the Pu-239 + Pu-241 burnup, and the

total Pu burnup - expressed as % remaining - as a function of the MWD/MT Pu burnup in the

fissile particle during each pass through the core. For the third pass the burnup is extended

to --460,000 MWD/MT by using a selective fuel placement strategy where the blocks are

placed in high thermal flux locations.

After 3 passes through the core, with selective fuel placement in the last pass, the

total burnup of the discharged recycle plutonium relative to ti e initial loading is 814,000

MWD/MT Pu. At this point 99.9% of the Pu-239, 97.5% of the Pu-239 + Pu-241 (relative

to initial Pu-239), and 90.7% of total plutonium has been consumed after 6 years exposure.

These burnup rates at 814,000 MWD/MT are in very close agreement to the values shown

in Figure 1.

As noted earlier, the no reprocessing cycle with added exposure in the reflectors

(innovative once-through design) achieves 97% Pu-239 burnup. The added cost,

environmental impacts, and complexity of reprocessing MHTGR fuel would have to be

considered in light of the modest increases in fissile burnup that result from reprocessing and

recycling in the MHTGR. Recycle of the fuel elements that have been exposed for an

additional cycle in the reflectors should also be possible, but plutonium destruction rates for

a second pass of these elements have not been calculated.

Table 1 summarizes the burnup rates and the discharge isotopics for each of the cases

previously discussed.

Added reprocessing cycles would be required to achieve > 99% Pu239+Pu241

burnup. From the curves it is estimated that this would be reached after 5 or 6 cycles.

Because of the relatively low thermal cross section of Pu-242, it would be difficult to achieve

99% burnup of all plutonium isotopes without a very large number of recycle steps.

Reactor System - Question #4

Briefly describe the technical workscope necessary to complete development of your reactor
or accelerator system and its estimated duration.
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Resoonse to Reaqtor _vstem Question #4;

The technical work scope necessary to complete development of the MHTGR is

summarized in the NP-MHTGR Engineering Development Plan (Reference 3). The plan

addresses five major technical areas that pertain to a plutonium-fueled MH _'GR.

- Fuel development

- Thermal hydraulics development

- Reactor physics and shielding development

- Structural materials development

- Component test development

With funding such as was planned to be provided on the NPR program, the duration

of the development activities would have been about nine years. It is estimated that use of

plutonium fuel instead of highly enriched uranium would add 18 months to the development

program.

Reactor System - Q_esti_n #5

Identify technical issues that could impede system development, design, construction, and

startup. For example have all issues related to material lifetime, compatibility, etc., been

resolved?

Resoonse to Reactor SvstQm Question #5:

The critical path technical issue that could impede design, development, and startup

of a plutonium-fueled MHTGR is plutonium coated fuel particle development and qualification.

Fabrication processes must be adapted to use of plutonium, and the fuel product and its

fabrication processes must be qualified by irradiation testing.

Reector System - Question #6

What are the current cost estimates for system development and for construction, startup,

and operation of the facility? What estimating method was used (e.g. parametric, historical

cost, unit cost, etc.).
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Response to Reactor System Question st,6;

The requested information is provided in Section 3.5 of Reference 1. These costs were

estimated by cumbinations of parametric, unit, and historical costs.

Waste Processina .- Question #1

Briefly describe the technical workscope necessary to complete development of a waste

conditioning/processing flowsheet for your option and its estimated duration.
I
!

Resoonse tO Waste Processin0 Question #1:

Based upon a recent ORNL conceptual evaluation of potential disposal options for spent

HTGR fuel elements (Reference 4), the preferred option appears to be disposal of the spent
Pu fuel as whole blocks. ORNL further concluded that whole HTGR fuel elements could be

placed, without any significant preconditioning or processing, in spent fuel waste containers

(essentially the same as planned for use with LWR discharged fuel). While this conclusion

needs to be confirmed by detailed engineering analysis, no significant technology development

is anticipated in this area for the whole-block disposal option.

The fuel, highly depleted in plutonium, will remain in the fuel element just as they were

irradiated in the reactor. The packaging will involve handling needed to remove the fuel

elements from their shielded storage and to load them into their storage containers. Minimal

new waste forms will be generated by this transfer operation.

The development steps would be part of the development of the overall fuel handling

system. It would involve the design of the spent fuel blcck transfer and packaging system

and facility, and integrating it with the interfacing systems. This overall effort is estimated

to require three years. The system components will be built and integrated into the overall

transfer and packaging system, and integrated system tests would then be conducted. This

final demonstration testing is estimated to require an additional three years.

Waste Processina - Question #2

Identify technical issues that could impede development of the waste processing flowsheet,

systems, or facilities.
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RQsnonse tO Waste Processin.q Question #2:

No technical issues have been identified for the whole-block disposal option that would

require extensive technology development. It is anticipated that the packaging of the spent

fuel blocks for final disposal would be accomplished at the reactor site using currently

available technology.

The equipment and facility will utilize components less sophisticated than the MHTGR

in-reactor fuel handling equipment and the fuel handling equipment used at Fort St. Vrain.

Development is not expected to present any insurmountable impediments although technology

for neutron shielding, dust containment and system leaktightness will be added to the

demonstrated technology as required.

waste Processing - Question #3

What are the current estimates for the time required for construction and startup of the waste

processing facility?

Resgonse to Waste Processinq Question #3:

The facilities for packaging the spent fuel blocks for final disposal are currently

expected to be designed and constructed as an integral part of the spent fuel handling and

storage facilities at the reactor. Therefore, the schedule for design, construction, and startup

is essentially the same as the sol-_ .;ule for the reactor plant, which is presented in Section 3.4

of Reference 1.

Waste ProcQ#sing - Question #4

What are the current cost estimates for waste processing development and for construction

and startup of waste processing facility?

Response to Waste Processin.q Qu..estion#4:

As described above, minimal technology development is anticipated for the whole-block

disposal option, and no separate waste processing facility is planned. The costs to design,

construct, and startup the packaging facilities at the reactor site have not yet been defined.

Nevel¢heless, they are not expected to be a significant component of the total plant capital

costs.
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Wa_XeDisoosal - Question #1

Relative to the assumed acceptance of commercial fuel and defense waste in a geologic

repository, is there waste characterization work that must be performed?

Response 1;oWaste Disposal Question #1:

Based upon a recent ORNL conceptual evaluation of potential disposal options for spent

HTGR fuel elements (Reference 4), the preferred option appears to be disposal of the fuel as

whole blocks, in which case the highly depleted Pu fuel will be permanently encased by large

quantities of highly corrosion-resistant nuclear graphite. For this optio,,, the required waste

characterization - beyond the characterization of the fuel and graphite needed to qualify it for

reactor application - would appear to be minimal, but this subject has not been exhaustively

investigated. Several technical issues are immediately evident:

• The C-14 content of spent HTGR fuel elements would need to be confirmed

since it has been identified as a key radionuclide in assessing the acceptability

of whole-block disposal. Preliminary analysis by ORNL indicates that while

HTGR spent fuel blocks contain more C-14 than LWR spent fuel, the release

rate of C-14 from HTGR fuel will be lower (Reference 4, page 44).

• The leach rates of radionuclides from spent HTGR fuel elements with varying

levels of fuel particle failure would need to be estimated. Such leaching studies

with spent FRG fuel spheres from the AVR prototype HTR at Juelich, FRG, have

been in progress for more than a decade, but differences in the fuel form and

fuel materials need to be considered.

• The oxidation rates of the nuclear grade graphites used in HTGR cores (e.g., H-

451) are very low at credible repository temperatures (Reference 4,

Appendix C). However, these predictions are extrapolations of measurements

made on unirradiated graphites. Certain fission metals, including Sr, Ba, and

Ce, are known to catalyze graphite oxidation at higher temperatures.

Therefore, the concentrations of fission metals in spent graphite blocks should

be determined, and the oxidation rates of irradiated graphites with

representative fission product Ioadings should be measured.

i
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Wa,ste Disposal - Question #2

Briefly describe the technic_,_ workscope necessary to complete development of the waste
dispo'sal method and its duration. For example, are there any preconditioning or packaging

requirements that must be satisfied for repository acceptance?

ResPonse to Waste Disposal Question #2:

As stated above, the preferred option appears to be disposal of the fuel as whole

blocks; in fact, ORNL concluded that "...the HTGR fuel assembly may be a superior waste

form with repository performance characteristics significandy better than conventional waste

forms...[including spent LWR fuel] .... (Reference 4)." They further concluded that whole

HTGR fuel elements could be placed, without any significant preconditioning or processing,

in spent fuel waste containers (essentially the same as planned for use with LWR discharged

fuel) and placed into a permanent repository. While such conclusions are highly encouraging,

it is recognized that the ORNL study was conceptual in nature, and that their conclusions need

to be confirmed by detailed engineering analysis and, possibly, validated by testing programs.

W=ste Disoosal - Question #3

Identify issues that could impede the placement of waste from your option in a repository.

R_#ponse to Waste Disposal Question #3:

No technical feasibility issues were identified in the ORNL assessment (Reference 4)

that are expected to impede the placement of whole HTGR fuel elements in a permanent

repository; in fact, they concluded that whole HTGR fuel elements were a more suitable form

than spent LWR fuel. Consequently, the issues of potential concern are the same political

issues (e.g., states vs. federal rights) and sociological issues (e.g., NIMBY) that are currently

impeding the disposal of commercial and defense nuclear waste in the US.

The one disadvantage of whole block disposal identified in the ORNL study was high

volume of repository space per unit of heavy metal in the spent fuel because of the large

volume of graphite and low power densities inherent to HTGR fuel. However, larger (taller)

waste containers and alternate emplacement strategies were suggested as ways to mitigate

the cost impact associated with the larger waste volume. (Alternate emplacements strategies

include decreased distance_ between boreholes for HTGR fuel elements in recognition of the

much lower volumetric heat generation rates associated with the much lower power densities
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compared to LWR and LMR fuel assemblies.)

Waste DisD0sal - Question #4

What are your estimates for the elapsed time prior to opening a suitable repository?

Response 1;0Waste Disposal Question #4;

Whole-block disposal of spent MHTGR plutonium fuel will be suitable for a LWR spent

fuel repository. Accordingly, there is no incremental elapsed time beyond that for opening a

suitable LWR fuel repository for commercial or defense high level waste.

Waste Disoosal - Question #5,,

What are the current cost estimates for waste disposal system development and for disposal

of the waste?

Response to Waste Disposal Question #5:

A rigorous cost estimate has not been made to date. However, engineering judgment

suggests that the costs for whole element disposal of MHTGR fuel would ultimately be

comparable to those for commercial LWR spent fuel disposal (Reference 1). That judgment

is strongly influenced by the ORNL study (Reference 4), which concludes that repository

design, size and cost are controlled primarily by heat generation rate. The very low volumetric

heat generation rate of MHTGR spent fuel and the capability to optimize the repository design

for that lower rate are projected to result in an overall repository size - hence, cost - which

is comparable to that for other systems.

Waste DisPoSal - Question #_6

Does radiation make your proposed waste package "self protecting" (i.e., greater than

lOOR/hr at 3 feet from the surface). If so how long does it remain self protecting?

ResDonse 1;0Waste Disposal Question #6:

The discharged MHTGR graphite fuel element is suitable for disposal "as is" in the

standard LWR high-level waste package container (Reference 1). The MHTGR package would

consist of seven such fuel elements.
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Figure 5 shows the dose rate at 3 feet from this waste package for the high burnup

options presented in Reference 1. As can be seen from the figure, the waste container

remains self protecting for about 60 years.
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Table 1

SUMMARY OF BURNUP AND DISCHARGE ISOTOPICS °

CURRENT INNOVATIVE REPROCESSlNG

REFERENCE DESIGN AND RECYCLE

2 YR EXPOSURE 2 YR IN-CORE (3 PASSES)

NO RECYCLE 1 YR IN.REFLECTOR
NO RECYCLE

ill . i,,., , .,. H,

Bumup MWD/MT 560,000 677,000 813,000
ii i,,ll i |. , i=. ,, .,,,,, , , i -,,

Fuel Exposure, yrs, 2.0 3.0 6.0

# Passes Through Reactor 1.0 2.0 3.0

% Pu-239 Remaining I0.0 3.0 O.I

% 239 + 241 Remaining 20.5 10.0 2.5

% Pu Total Remaining 37.0 27.0 9.3

Isotopic Content at Discharge
% Pu-239 25.5 12.5 1.0

% Pu-240 39. I 45.6 21.5

% Pu-241 27.0 23.8 24.6

% Pu-242 8.4 18. I 52.9
.......

. _ . ,. " ....... r , ' "= T ,' ,, ' ' '

"Inall cases WGPu feed is 94% Pu-239, 6% Pu-240
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Figure1
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Figure2

Plutonium Consuming MHR
Plutonium Recycle Design

Pu-239 as a Function of Burnup
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Figure 3

Plutonium Consuming MHR
Plutonium Recycle Design
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Figure4

Plutonium Consuming MHR
Plutonium Recycle Design

Total Pu as a Function of Burnup
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FIGURE 5

RADIATION LEVEL IN MHTGR WASTE DISPOSAL PACKAGE
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Appendix G

Molten Salt Reactor Sponsor Response
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OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY K_roF,(: .ox
o_x.Tso._ w_rn..msrr, S.SF_Vs_.s, ,.c. OAK_,mE,_..S.EE 37.,_
FOR THE U.8. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

March 1, 1993

Mr. Duane J. Hanson
EG&G Idaho Inc.
P. O. Box 1625
MS 25O8
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415

Dear Mr. Hanson:

Plutonium Disimsition Optkm

Following is the response to your questions on the subject matter. A general comment is that fluid
fuel reactors are fundamentally different, as you recognized, and the questions are oriented toward
conventional reactors. Also, there is no active program on molten salt reactors and, hence, we can
not make any additional calculations, no matter how simple they are.

Fue__.]l

1. The molten salt concept utilizes fluorides (there is a chlorides option). The plutonium would
be used as PuF3. While a detailed calculation is needed to determine the exact effect of any
additives, it is not expected that alloying metals will have a significant negative effect. Some
of the alloying metals may simply stay out because they will not dissolve as a fluoride. The
molten salt reactor is also being proposed as an aetinide transmuter. It is expected that any
aetinides would become part of the salt and either fission or transmute or be taken out in the
processing waste stream. No particular difficulties are anticipated from plutonium alloying
when considered in the reactor design and operation.

2. The fuel development for the molten salt reactor option constitutes the dissolving of the
metal with fluoride into a molten sail There are various chemical possibilities to accomplish
that, all of them do not require much development. The usual safety precautions regarding
quantities, criticality, spills, etc., associated with hazardous and fissionable material must be
complied with. The duration for this head-end development is not significant.

In the processing facility, accommodation for the additional components for the plutonium
are nece_ary. The MSR processing development reached the stage of individual steps in
laboratory scale. There is need to integrate the steps and up the scale. This is not unlike
other fuel processing schemes, and the inclusion of plutonium is not expected to have a big
impact.

3. Fluid fuel reactors have no fuel fabrication. _- feasibility of the fuel processing of MSRs
is considered resolved. Associated material _ .dems are considered resolved in principle.
The fuel processing for MSRs is, relatively t_ocommon fuel processing facility, small scale.
Much of the lifetime questions are basing on components and pipes exchanges as needed,
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providing for an essentially unlimited life of the facility. The remote technology needed is
limited to such exchanges, which can be considered relatively simple in today's state of the
art. The process itself is handling a fluid in contained components and pipes. Development
work is necessary to establish the full scale operating processing part.

4. There is no current cost estimate available for fuel processing. Any estimate would have to
base on the fact that completed molten salt reactor studies included the fuel processing part
as an integral part of the reactor and yet were competitive with other reactors. In the
economical evaluations, it must be considered that no large scale fuel processing facility is
aeeessary, and the risk associated with the integral facility is comparatively small.

Reactor or Accelerator System

1. As you noted correctly, in the MSR with integral processing, the plutonium stays in the
reactor until completely consumed. Fuel cycle times and equilibrium fuel cycle have no
meaning in a reactor with continuous processing.

2. In an MSR with continuous processing, there is no meaning to burnup or exposure. Also,
there is no spent fuel. At present, it is not known if there will be a residue of plutonium in
the waste. In any ease, such a residue would be minuscule and non-significant, because it
would be below the level of recoverable concentration since that would be the reason for

leaving it in there. The plutonium in the fuel will remain there until completely consumed.

3. This question is not applicable to MSRs, there is no burnup in an MSR. All plutonium
isotopes are treated "equally" they stay in the reactor until destroyed by f'_ion or
transmutation. No calculation has been made to estimate the fate and expected residence
time of the different plutonium isotopes in the various possible MSRs.

4. Work scope and duration to bring an MSR on line depends on the immediate and long term
goal for the project. The duration is funding dependent.

A minimum program, based on completed development andwith restricted processing can be
accomplished in five years. This will be an operating molten salt reactor that can be fed small
quantities of plutonium with processing that is limited to retention of the fuel in the reactor
and, at least initially, only partial removal of waste. The project will provide proof of
principle, demonstrate operability, consume some plutonium, provide experience, acceptance
and input for the next steps, and produce power.

A full development and optimization requires:

• Update of the state-of-the-art and adjustment to today's requirements of laws,
regulations, documentation, licensing, etc.

• Analysis and design of desired options, optimization of parameters.
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• For the thermal reactor option -- development of the appropriate graphite or
equivalent.

• For the epithermal reactor option--development and conceptual design.

• Upscaling, integration, and demonstration of the processing.

, Updating of the processing to today's state-of-the-art.

• Adjusting and optimizing the processing to today's needs.

• Including the plutonium in the processing scheme.

s Testing and demonstrating the processing.

• Optimization and handling of the waste stream.

• Complete safety analysis and NEPA.

• Demonstration and deployment.

The estimated duration of that development has such wide marginsthat any number or even
range is meaningless. A lower end of ten years for concentrating on the more important
aspects provided available adequate priority and funding. A higher estimate can be thirty
years for more details and restricted parallel efforts, including perhaps a prototype.

5. At this time, there are no known feasibility questions remaining for the molten salt reactor.
For the thermal option, using graphite as a moderator, there is limited lifetime for the
graphite. The proposed solutions are either a limited power density, or a design that allows
for the exchange of the graphite. Several material solutions were accomplished only at the
last states of the molten salt reactor program and have not yet been demonstrated.

The fuel processing part has been tried out as individual laboratory scale components only.
A system integration and demonstration is needed. Much of the reactor design assures ability
to exchange components. A: the time of development of the MSR the remote and robotic
technology were limited. The new available remote and robotic technology needs to be
adapted for the MSR and demonstrated.

No critical missing links are known. The information on plutonium processing is very limited.

Licensing requirements are totally geared toward solid fuel reactors and many regulations
account for LWRs only.

6. There are no current COSt estimates for MSRs. Where attempts were made tO provide more
recent estimates, they were based on previous cost estimates. Cost estimates for MSRs have
always been very favorable for the MSRs due to their relative simplicity and safety. These
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factors mayweigh even heavier today. In economical comparative studies of power supplies,
MSRs were among the most economical. A recent publication suggested that the cost is
within 5% of LWRs. In considering MSR economics, it must be remembered that the MSR
with processing also closes the fuel cycle, essentially eliminates the spent fuel issue and makes
an importantcontribution toward simplifying the waste issue. There is also the potential for
actinide transmutation and breeding with the same basic design. These potentials can provide
significant economical advantages and may contribute to the acceptance of the system and
nuclear power in general. Essentially there is very little added cost for the plutonium burning
option.

Waste Processin_

1. It is expected that no additional waste disposal or conditioning is required for an MSR that
is adapted for burning plutonium. There is no spent fuel. All waste conditioning and
processing is included in the design and development of the processing. The head-end,
dissolving the plutonium, is not expected to have waste streams. There is no fuel
manufacturing.

2. There are no known technical issues that can impede the waste processing. The MSR
processing was developed when waste disposal was not considered a significant issue.
However, since the waste is already in a liquid form in a processing plant, it is very amenable
to any changes that may be required.

3. The MSR, as currently planned, does not have a separate waste processing plant. The waste
treatment is part of the integral fuel processing. No extra time or cost are required for a
waste processing facility.

4. Development work is needed to optimize the waste processing and handling part of the fuel
processing to current requirements and desires. This task is somewhat simplified by the
absence of fuel in the waste. Development and demonstration are needed prior to integrating
these Steps in the plant.

Waste Disposal

1. The waste from an MSR is fuel free. The waste is in a chemical processing plant, therefore,
it is _ted that it can be readilyoptimized to the needs and requirements and possibly also
the desires of any repository. Side stream wastes may contain chemicals that will require
characterization. Again since the streams come from the chemical processing plant it is
expected that they can be modified, classified and separated according to requirements.

2. The waste treatment development is part of the entire fuel processing development. No
separate facilities are anticipated. One of the molten salt concepts that addresses safety and
acceptance, envisions that the waste will be optimized in every respect such as: chemical
composition, concentration, size, shape, the matrix and container, size of shipments or any
other aspect. This is possible because the waste streams are encountered in a fluid form in
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a chemical processing facility. The continuous treatment also limits them to small quantities
at a time.

3. There are no known issues that are unique to the MSR that could impede waste disposal in
a repository. The waste is fuel free and can be process_ to the desired requirements of the
repository. There may be some side streams that contain, elements that require special
treatment, such as fluorine and beryllium with radioactive materials included.

4. The MSR is not dependent on the opening of a repository for waste. The _,aste from a MSR
is fuel free and relativelysmall in quantity because it is planned to recycle manyof the usable
components.

5. There are no cost estimates for the MSR's waste disposal system development nor for the
disposal of the waste. The waste disposal system is part of the fuel processing. There are
some new and additional steps that will be required to comply with current needs. These
additional steps are not considered critical as they address a fuel free stream. This assumes
that the recycle of plutonium has been accomplished under the fuel processing development.
(In the defense fuel treatment such separation steps with fluorides are used.)

6. The MSR waste is the ultimate in "self protecting" it does not contain fuel in quantities that
can be processed out of it. Furthermore, the waste can be concentrated to the extent
desirable and is expected to be very active, containing mostly f'_ion products.

If you need additional information or clarification, please contact me at (615) 574-0560.

Very truly yours,

Uri Gat

UG:mw

ec: F.J. Homan
J. E. Jones Jr.
T. S. Kre_
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l .... The grou"d rules _greod ',o at the b%lin",::g ,.:f'_'e _':ady ,.._....,.,_.:,.,,,o,..,4that ',he
plutoT:i_m_va_y.:r¢ _:°P'c.. H_.-',,<',e:, i.e ,_"r"c_:"_....... ,.,_"..,pe._ed/'_Lprepa:ing

.......... " " ' ' *::a?;V_,Iv ll'iCl1$it_veparticulate if,el ,,_:,.,_,'_'_',', _ Pa:tic:e I-:._.dR_c_,:,r ,?BR; is t........ j
• -" deta:ted v'_x_'...:'w,-,of t_c ,:ontamir,_t._ andto con'aq_,_:a.ntDi:e._'ad:.:'_,,..1..-.

d_eir reapc_:tivea:n,.:._n-s",,,e'.d be ',eq::J" " ",e_ t),_,,,e a deCn:':,.'¢ a.n.s\_,eri.o these
questions.

2. The process, beir'.gcen_:d.'r_ Fortl:e ,ha: :,_a_.,.:rerof pa;'ti.:u:atc ¢ ,.ue. has only
• "' ,.'o ,i,,,a based 5u,:l '.-.asbeen menu-been de,_,ensu-ated fo: ,_,_,_, ,,o I:! ;

lectured. " " ' f-'_t ,Howe_,er, i: i;., ba.,ed ur, ;_,,e::he,"r'i,,tryof a¢_nides :hat a process
simile- :,., ,}.atdemons_a::d .:"crara,it_,,', s}:o,:iahave ;, high rrobabilw of
success. Thas, the first seep ,a.o..,Idbe :o repeat _.!,,,'_tcps c.arr!ed o,:: for
,_raniu:n as;rig plutoniun: f,_e4stack r...,,...,_,,:..v{ngthe succeasr,aldemo_stration ,at"
parti:;e _',_anuf,icv.arer,an i,."rad{a_i:,e.?m,gra,, "' be unde..'taker,to demovstratew,,
the abil":.v ta contain f.ssio,, ,,,-._da.. e.:• _ , ...... t_ vpera,."ngtempe, atures. Final!l,, the
dispose'.,o."barned '95 %-99_ at"P_ _s:,!oned; part:de_ a,i!l be demonstrated.
l'n summary it is seed that a :hree step p:ogra_.n i_ rNt:;red to complete the
development of the fuel particles.

At this stage ,-'mes_mate of _hc duration of this p_',:,grami$ not cuss., but with
sufficient funding the above three processes would be cemple:ed in approximately 5 years.

..a Havh:g not manufactured m-..,vplutot.:um base..._Nd, it i_ e:_sentially;mpossm_e'"'
:o ide:,tiCyan,,, outs_lding issue wl',ichcould impede fad development. At this
point in dine none are e;:,,i:,ione,'1,and :he pdm_: issue _ould be construction
of a facility suitable _o care, o'at the Nel deve!opn,,.entttiing plutonium feed
;tuck. Fu.,'thermor_, t:zeirradiation tests ',m-,uldha'de :o be carded out in an
appropriate reactor, _hich al_o m,_stbe suitable r.?h_a;dleplutonium based fuel
samples. Finally, the dispo_a! e×I.,ed'ne::t ,._.,_nave to tee carried out as
highly bumexl plutonitam fuel pa_,",i,:!es,presumably also requ:ring a special
facility. In summar), ce.,_tand :a_,iror'.mer_tal!.,suesa.re currer'.:l_,seen as the
primary impediments to Nel development,

4. At this point in time no :eascnable :,nswers can l.,egiver, to this question. All
the environmental issues a_sociated wi:ha pl,;tvni:;.'r,fuel -.".,,,.a:.u fact,:nng Ncility

* *'8

We essentially no b.:sto,_calreferences,

1. The initial plutonium loading in the bed :s .2 gm.'¢c, and the reactor is assumed
to operate at 5 Silt. Under t,_,e_ec,',nditio,:: (see figure) it ekes 20 days to
reduce the initial inventor) by 95_. Fwm this cume it is estimated :teat 90%
reduction -isachieved after approximately 17 da.ys. The burnup ,mpl7iecl by
these calculation:_are given on :he following page.
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.............. 'I" - " --":: .... i I iii ' - _ .... "...... ' ....

90 425,Q00

95 500,000

99,75 1,000,000
"L_'_ • :__laI_We, ..... -- _, , _,1,1 " - ' - _--- --. L_" __ 'a' .....

"Lsh_u!db__"-,',: ',hat !n a _ q_:..h_: r_..'t_, b._se.d.... "_ _I'_.-"f_e.l_a._ic1_s._'_l]_ AJ_). =,..

F'.;:ally, it _):otddb_.pui:_t_ o-,t that the atom ;,_'cer.t buraup i,'t Lh_sfuel form is
J

lower than 1% sinc, :he plutonium ioad;r'g [,: each '.-,e:nali_ extremel:: lo,_.

2. Xf che:',c_l reprocessir'..g's aAlo_ve,Jand f.':_ pr:i_les aze m,_nufac!ure£, follow
each t_proc,:_:iLng step_ the res_Its ._ill be ;,i:ui,ar _c.Lhose g]_,n above• In

• t o

order :,:_,.,,.,._,_,-.,,",.---,b.. ic_,entory b)' 90..__..%, t'.o _0-day l_ad;,auon periods would
be req,a:red. FoIlow:.ng _.hree 20-day pel'_,:da rITeorigina! inventory should be
reduced by 9g.gB%.

3, No analyses !:ave been car_e2 out in _,,:hi,:hall the plutonium isotopes have been
tracked beyor.d a 7.0.,_ay•.. i,-radiatiot_.',,_._'..,...Ho_,eve_',a_uming that the be-
havior d,-dngsubsequent ,;_cles is _,ir,_ilarto the be.haviorin t.he i_rst cycle, it
can be ;_umed that the, .... ' ' ' ',,.,..,, p!_;en_,.:m i.'.ver.:c)_ is reduced by approx'ma_e!y

' ,esu,t., c_ be esfir,lated:709_ _er ,:yc,e Thus, :he following " '"

inlu I iii iii iiii , , ,, , if, -- - ilmll L)II ii imllnm ....i i in i iiiiilll ii i ii Ill I I .... ilili IlIIIIIm ......

Number of 20-Day Cycles Exposure_W,'DIMT) Inventory Reduction

I 500,000 72
- ----'---- .__-_ _-_-:__-_--=_.-_ :_ ._ ..... - _ - -I _ ............ ii==_,.._m_,,r.m=_.,,_. - -:---_- ""'m'-- _s -. "

2 l,O00,O00 91

3 1,500,000 97.3
i_ i i , , ......... ,, i, -__ _ _ • :

4 2,000,000 99.2
;.,_----_--_-__7_ -'_'-_ "_ .... _ -_ .... - • " I---,_, , ,, -- _ _ -- ------. _ :. __ ,, ._ ..... ---- -_-_ =__:_.-_,i.--_ _,, __J_

5 2,500,000 99,75
i -.... _ ....... _- - "_.._]_; _. .... _ _,tttJ_ i i ii i

6 3,000,000 99.93I

It should b, printed _ut that it is not. vaceasa.,'],' to rec)cle fl'_efuel through a repro-
cessing plant betweep, each 20-da_, irrad!atlon.
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a. The preg:am wculd_,ec,-nd'..:,'>.div. _e'.".:al ?hases, desc.Hbed briefly below:

ell *

P..._axc:.L%e purpose of :,",eCr:;' ph,,;e ..,.,. be '.o :,:."".,,:,,,',r_et!bi!'.:;, ;.',.;d,,_s:rod identify
g,.),,,o-oc critical i_u_._, The :qaj<):.....',c>_.:;es ' ," c n,_i_t ,;¢:

• Self-cop_isteat concey,,;a) de_igr' of reactor _yst:m
• Ider,tiH.:.atior,of ' "go nv-go,ut_ti_alissues.
• De,,'_t?,:rs,'.ra_£o,_%or"fluid d;.,_,,,":iuf:.:e:'r_.f,_e!,,-.r,:,Z,>n:,c,,",f,.'._1-._c_emockup of

fuel elements,
• Start f',:el particle developn_e.nt.

This phase is expected to last two years a_'ndcost $8 M.

The. 3e.:end pha_c v,i!I consist of a _.re'imir.a,3 s2ys'.emdasigr, ar.d componen,
de_e!opr_;em Major efforts in thi_phase v.ill be"

• Detailed .-,._,:_i - "f reactor a_ndn.-,,,,J.._system,....,,re.nat y desig,,n... £ & ,..,,...J,.

* Fab:ication and testing ofpr,.>tu:ypefuel ,,,.,m),._e,,'"'"
,._g,, fi,_cnce te.:,r',exi)e,tr:e."..'./'<,_:¢.a,,.,.'_t: -' compatibility.

• IE!ect."_ca!lyneat_d *'-,".,:,,"'--"' - ,,,.,,-.,.,,,,.,,r ftu;d dyran,_cs and heat trar,..,f.,rexperiments.

v,_,Ilast three ;,'earsand cost $50 M.This phase' "'

This phase wil! ,:onsis;of an ea_!neeriag d._signa.'d ,:o)':ponent validaUonerror',.
The _',',T:,',w;n,,rnaj;>r " ""accoml:,_:_,h_,,ent"'_.v_.,be expected.

• Detailed enginee_ng design cf reac,or _nd process _,ystem
* Production i)l_epdt'_cles, fu_I_tested.
• Nuclear test of PBR/Pu B_,rner fuelelement
• High fluen,,;etestsof rea.ztor materials.

This phase is expected to last 3 years and cost $I_0 M,

Thisphaseconsistsof cea,u_c;_,',g a ", ,_"'... ,r.._..,,:p_ PBRIPu !l_n'_e:v,.hich'.,,,ill_ev,¢:as
a demonstration unit. T1',,eduratio,, ..')f_,".a..;e4 :._expected to be ._ to 5 ,.'eats and cos,'
approximatel)' $800 M-$I B.
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isis of "nThis is :l',eoperation i:_,ase 'it cons ,, 3ve..,'vi_wof the dot:runs:ration opera-
t',on, construction of ,dx additional .'e_.c,ozs,a:_dd;_,_osi:io:,operation,

5, The pr[,nary te,:hvi,.a[ ;s_.a,e',',hid., r:..s: he _dd.,'essedco,'tcczns long term fuel
element testing, Tv.,7 :,s_.es rxed _obe _ddressed in th,_d_,.elopment of the fuel

' _ 'I- "',- " ,,a¢elerp.e_t. First, ,.heload+'tgm,'! t, ,ca<.;;.+,;, pa.,'ticlefuel by hydraulic mean+
needs _.r,be c,mfi:trt_ Sneer,d, fluid dy,;a,_:,:.s..+. . heat transfer, and material
compatibility expefimems ,'red '.o be ca.,ri,:d out f.'.._za protoD,pe fuel element.

,.acr,,.d o_t on ,'.estcoupons inr:._ten,_,cempat:bi;Jty tests '";" be ,'" _oInitial!)' t_e '" ,,,r. £I

spegiaJl2,designed f, rnace+,. The f_r+tso: of +',,el,,:.,element tests ,?,anbe came.d
out ufi::g _lectr{cal "eating. _;ubseq'.Jen:tests v.o,Ad l-,ecarr+.edout in an appro-
priate reactor. (Thefinal t_!sat target l:.c+,,a:rden..;ideswill challenge existing
test react,.-,r_,since _ubstantial flux is re,qu!red +.odrive a fun1element up to 19
M/L).

6. Thecostsarediscussedbelow:

Caoiud Costs

Prelimi.qary estimates have been made ofcapital costs for reactors madfuel
r'abr!catio,,'.,')mndl;:_gfat'.lilies. "t'!'+_eestim:ate; apply to the baseline configuration
of three reartcrs and a fuel .,"a,',,:'icatio.,:faciiity at aach of two government-owned
sites Tbls configuration wilt d_.spc,se of 50 Mg Pu in !6 year_ of 1.56 Mg/year
at each ._ite. Each reactor is rated a.'.639 ?,,_',:,, The ,"uelfagility would have 10
parallel g!ovebox line:+,each s;zed _o !,+"md!e156 kg/year or 0.5 kg/day on a ,+ix-
day work week.

The basic ope;'atior,.sat 'he f_:elfad!!:y i+,vol,,adissolution of Pu and preparation
of the pmticI¢ fiJel. After exposure in a PBR to high burnup, the spent fuel
particles ,,+,c,u)dbe sealed Je ¢c;otaJn¢!'$, +toreA for a _rtod of time and sent to a
federal waste repository. There is no reproces.*ingin the once-through fuel
cycle. All the operations could tg._eplace under one roef. The capital invest-
ment for t_e fun! facility is estimated to be $1 B for two sites, The total capital
investment, including reactors, is estimated to be $11.5 B for two sites.

_QperatingCost

The operating cost of a PBR'Pu Burne_ site ''') ' ''._._,,coasts:primarily of wage
expensesDr operating and ,nainte_.nce per_or,nel. An estimate of the per-
sennel for a three _hit't :ound-:",e-clockbas_._'+,itha fourth shift for vacation,
holida_, ere., i_ estimv.ed to be 5?,0perstm._for one site Ba_ed on these
manpo_,_er e;timates :he tc,ta! at+,nualop,c,'a:Jn_ ,.'o:_tis e._timatedto be $50 M for
one site and $100 M for two si,'.es.
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The total cost to disi-;o.',eof 50 ..'r,gPu ",_'i'.h:',ix630 M=reactors in 16 years is
the sum of the abo_e q,,a.2:,.ies, adjus:ed fur ,. cr.-.d:r.:esuldng from electricity
r_ales. The deveio,.nmentcost of $i B i_ ir;,c?,:.2edas *e'.'l as a credit for sale of
ol_tricM power (,at$0 "::_'"_-"-'", ,.. ,era. ,,.a tota'.ing of 3_00 Moat a
63% capacity factor v,ou!d re:urn $0.73 B,;yem'a.:d over !6 _'ears would amount
to $ii.7 B. This revenue can be deducted from :he _otal expenditure over 16
years of $1_,.1 B, resu,ting it, a net ccs,' for ,.he rt:tir.-'campaign to dispose of 50
Mg Pu by PBR .'.ethnologyof $2.4 B,

Waste processing

I. Since no '_as',e reprocessL_g_sem,isior,ed fc,"a I:)BRbased concept, the waste
conditioning step will be re_at_'e.:y s_mp.,e, it i_ en,,'i_ionedthat the irradia;ed
particles axe suitably packaged and stored. Thus, tlae need for developing an
elaborate flov,'sheet seems superfluous.

2, No tecb.nical issuecan cu,,rent!y be [d-,.r.tifie_:o impede _evetopment of an
irradiated fuel particle packaglng scheme.

3. No design of such a processing a:,d pa."k.Agi:';gfacility has been .-'arriedout,
However, i: is not expected :o be the item _vh;chcontrols the rate of constnac-
tion.

,.I. No estimates have been made of a fuel p_,'tic!e packaging facility. However,
the costs are not expected to be large compare_ to the reactor development,
construction, and operating costs.

Waste.Di%oo_

1. Since the waste packaging has not been explicitly define,d, no precise answer can
be given. However, the _,aste v,ill consist of suitably packaged irradia_ed
particulate fuel. Clearly, these pacl_ges could be adapted to conform to a
geological repository environment.

2. .:_e waste form will be irra_iat,_ particulate f;.,clfor ,.,,,h_.cha suitable packaging
_thod n-o_ls to be de+.'in_ Ytis not expec:ed to be technically impossible to
fred a suitable method of carr,,,ir,g out tl',i_step. S:nce no ci:emical reprccessing
is required, it is expected to be a relati,,cly small step compared to development
and construction of the PBRs.

3. Currently no issue has been identified.
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4, No estimatehasbeenm.',.deofthetime?dottoopeninga repository.Political
issuescould do:n{_ate _hisq_c_tion 4,,resa.r,c_e)sofwastetypeorform.

5. No coste._tiznateha_beenmade.of_._..-:,a,-'.icl:-2.ackag_n£faci!itv.However,it
will probably be sma.Iico.r ar"d '.,-:'.he ,' "-"-'-,p .. d: r_onstr2ct, ion.c,o;,.,,,:,,t _d of the
PBRs.

6. Yes. No estimate ha_,beer:,made of tl'.e time which the pack._,ge!s self-
protecting.
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Appendix I

Particle Bed Reactor Fuel Element

Dr. C. S. Olsen

The Panicle Bed Reactor (PBR) fuel element consists of three components: a cold frit, the particle bed
fuel, and the hot frit. The coolant gas flows through the cold frit, the panicle bed fuel, and out the cold frit

(Figure I- 1). The largest advantage for the PBR fuel element is the very high area to volume ratio in the bed
which is very amenable to high heat transfer rates in the bed. This high heat transfer rate allows it to have
high thrust to weight ratio for nuclear propulsion applications or high burnup rates in the case of plutonium

recycling. This advantage can also be its Achilles heel in corrosion rates, flow instabilities, and fuel element
integrity.

The coolant flow can be controlled by the pressure drop through the cold frit or through the fuel bed. In

all reactors, flow is controlled by orificing. In the PBR fuel element, this orificing is done by the cold frit
when the pressure drop is controlled through the cold frit. This has been the basis for the PBR fuel element
design to date. The technical feasibility issues focus on fuel panicle integrity, fuel element integrity, and

power/flow matching. Each of these broad issues will be briefly discussed. Resolution of these issues would
have to be performed through engineering design and fabrication and. material process development.

Fuel Particle Integrity

The fuel particles for the PBR fuel element are approximately 0.5 mm in diameter and consist of a carbide
fuel kernel, graphite coatings, and a carbide coating. Although the fuel tested to date has been a BISO fuel

consisting of UCI.7 kernel, a porous graphite layer, a dense graphite seal coating, and a zirconium carbide
outer coating, TRISO-coated particles can be employed if the SiC layer is replaced by a ZrC layer. Cur-
rently, the NRC has only licensed TRISO fuel for commercial reactors.

The first issue for PBR fuel is the chemical compatibility of the fuel, coatings, fission products, and cool-
ant with each other. For plutonium burning, because the coolant is assumed to be an inert gas or mixture of
inert gases, the compatibility involves the remaining materials from which the fuel particle is fabricated.
This material compatibility is manifested in the amoeba effect that occurs under a temperature gradient. This

amoeba effect involves the diffusion of the fission products along the temperature gradient and the subse-
quent fission product chemical attack on the outer carbide coating. Plutonium diffusion may also occur
along the temperature gradient.

Superimposed on the temperature gradient within a particle is the temperature gradient arising across the
fuel bed annulus. This perturbation has not been evaluated or tested yet, but the magnitude of the gradient
across the bed could be greater than that within an individual particle.

Another compatibility issue involves the fuel particle and the materials from which the cold and hot frits
are constructed. These materials need to be chemically compatible for high temperatures and long times. In

previous nuclear testing, either temperatures became high enough to melt the hot frit or the interaction
between the fuel and the hot frit caused the hot frit to liquefy.

The diffusion of fission products in uranium carbide fuels appears to be governed by the diffusion coeffi-
cient of uranium in the uranium carbide. Because this diffusion coefficient is much less than that of uranium

in UO2, the fission products, particularly the gaseous ones, are retained. This retention leads to significant
fuel swelling on the order of 20 to 30% with bumup when the fuel temperatures are greater than 1600 to
1700°C. This amount of swelling could easily lead to extensive fuel failure. Similar behavior would be
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Figure I-1. Particle Bed Reactor fuel element.
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expected in plutonium-based fuels. Fuel swelling has not been a problem for the HTGR fuels because lhe
temperatures are lower than II ()()°C.

Plutonium carbide fuels would have to he fabricated for the PBR elements with very low defect ratios.

Some fore1 of gelation process, internal or external, or a cryochemical process would have to be developed.
Impurities in the plutonium may effect the development of these processes and the quality of the spherical

particles produced. Extrapolation from the uranium fuels fabrication technology to plutonium is not war-
ranted.

Fuel Element Integrity

The basic premise for the mechanical stability of the PBR fuel elemenl is that the cold fril needs to act as
an elastic sock and expand elastically when the PBR element is heated and contract elastically when it is
cooled. The hot frit needs to be very rigid at operating temperature. This premise is compromised because

the fuel particle bed in the annulus becomes very closely packed (locked) unless there is some provision
made to prevent it. The hot flit will expand outward more than the cold flit placing the particle bed in com-
pression and induce bed lookup. This bed Iockup constrains the hot flit from expanding further axially, and
additional temperature rise after the yield point is reached will cause plastic deformation of the hot frit.
Upon cooling, the plastically deformed flit will contract. As a result the hot flit becomes shorter with cycl-

ing which could lead to fracture and loss of the fuel pellets. The number of cycles required for fifilure would
depend on the mechanical properties of the material selected for the hot flit. Nuclear testing of two PBR fuel
elements resulted in hot flit shortening and numerous cracks in one element, even though the initial material
was very ductile. Good engineering design, appropriate material selection, and fabrication development
may alleviate this problem, but currently this effect may limit the number of times the PBR fuel elements

could be therrnally cycled.

Power-Flow Matching

The cold flit had been fabricated from metal filters, which contain about 30qf interlinked porosity and

pores 5 to 10 microns in diameter. The flow passages in the particle fuel bed may be only slightly larger
depending on the fuel particle size and its distribution. Bussard has questioned the thermal/hydraulic tlow
stability in these very small capillaries. Flow instability, it"it occurs in a localized region, may propagate to

adjacent regions because of changes in viscosity and density as a result of localized heating.

Analytical modeling of flow instability is extrernely difficult, if not impossible, because of truncation and
limits in the numerical analysis schemes handling the differential equations. Flow instabilities may only be

determined by experimental measurements. Analysis of two particle bed experiments was pertormed by a
graduate student at the Air Force Institute of Technology tot a master's degree. The results of this analysis
were inconclusive because some coeMcients in the analytical model need to be determined experimentally.
Experimental measurements of the t]ow resistance in cold flit materials resulted in values 2-1/2 times higher
than that predicted theoretically.

Nuclear testing of two PBR fuel elements resulted in an apparent llow instability and loss of temperature
control. The experiments experienced some experimental problems such as plugging the cold frits with
graphite from blower motors and from closing the pores in the cold flit surfaces during element preparation
to obtain a flat axial temperature profile. Even the thickness of the cold flit wall was varied to aid in shaping
the axial temperature profile.

The Commonwealth of Independent Slates tested a PBR fuel element and concluded that the operating
temperature needed to be limited to 23()0°C and low power levels on the order of kilowatt or fractions of

kilowatts per liter because of flow instabilities. They have engineered a different fuel form to achieve the
high surface area to volume ratios.
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